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Abstract
Cybersecurity has been a concern for businesses and governments since their initial
uptake of the Internet in the 1970s. As more and more people started using the internet
for personal use, cybersecurity has become an important concern for home users as
well. However, most research on cybersecurity has been undertaken at an organisational
rather than at the individual level. Individual behaviours online have became increasingly
important as the line between home and business use has blurred and users’ actions on
their home computers has begun to have more wide ranging implications. There appears
to be a lack of agreement on how to approach the topic of internet security outside of an
organisational perspective.
This research focuses on the individual home user perspective and seeks to (1) identify
factors relate to users’ cybersecurity behaviours. A conceptual framework was developed
based on the literature to guide the data collection.
To identify the relevant factors relating to home users’ security behaviours, a
qualitative study comprised of three focus groups and 20 individual interviews was carried
out. From the data, a revised model was developed. In the revised model, awareness of

opinions, and experiences as well as by factors in their external environments.
The combination of internal factors, external factors, and awareness led to users’
perceptions about the danger of threats online. This perception of danger led to users’
intentions to engage in protective behaviours. However, these intentions were strengthened
or weakened based on users’ perceptions about the barriers to and enablers of security.

reliance, and security orientation. These factors from the model are used as a starting point
to understanding how users make decisions about what they will do to protect themselves
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Introduction

1.1. Introduction

malicious software that a new Internet is needed because the current technology cannot
cope with the ever-increasing threats (
). In a survey of 8,000 computer users
cybercrime than they were of being burgled or assaulted (AVG Anti-Virus and Internet

In March 2009, a new piece of ransomware1

1

Ransomware

malware on a user’s computer, but also to get their credit card information if they pay the fee to

Braun

discovered a similar piece of ransomware in 2008 (Kaspersky Lab, 2008). Ransomware
and other similar software is a growing threat. In 2012 a particular form of ransomware

a survey in order to unlock their computers (Goodin, 2013).

December 2008 showed that in a scan of 20,000 computers, less than two percent of those
computers were fully patched2, and 45 percent of the scanned computers were running
more than 11 insecure applications that could be exploited (Jackson Higgins, 2008). In

detection of their malware (Jackson Higgins, 2009).
Although technology and protective software provide some level of protection,
Malicious users count on being able to circumvent protective technologies, so it is necessary
to look to behaviours that are not wholly dependent on technology and security vendors.
In order to further support the protective software and increase their overall online
in combination with technological solutions a user has much more comprehensive security
than they would otherwise have using only one or the other. However, in order to convince
users of the important role they play in cybersecurity, it is necessary to determine the factors

2

2

Patches
close security vulnerabilities in the system. Failure to ensure that a piece of software is patched
can result in vulnerabilities that can be exploited by malicious users.
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1.2. Background
Cybersecurity threats include malicious software and the actions of malicious users
computers (for example, making data inaccessible) or the users themselves (for example,
by making use of private or sensitive data). It is important to understand the nature of the
threats users face online before considering how they can protect themselves from these
threats. This section contains an overview of the cybersecurity threat landscape, followed
by an overview of some of the safeguards that individuals can use to protect themselves
online. This is followed by brief discussion of why there is a need to research the factors

1.2.1. Cybersecurity Threat Landscape
Threats can be transmitted via a number of channels. Email, web pages, network

based threats, such as phishing and spam are those where the risk is contained in the

such as iFrames and script threats can be hidden on legitimate websites. Finally, privacybased threats refer to those that can disclose personal information, either intentionally or
unintentionally to unauthorised parties.
3
emails are
The number of phishing4 emails tends to be much lower than spam emails, accounting for
with these emails is that they are aimed at convincing users to disclose information such
3

Spam
2007).

4

Phishing uses social engineering techniques to gain sensitive information from the targeted person,

2001).
3
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often trusted websites, users are more likely to be susceptible to threats that may have severe
consequences for them. The estimated cost of phishing in 2012 was $1.5 billion worldwide
with content-based threats is that they will link users to malicious software, or malware.
Malware-based threats, such as viruses5, trojan horses6, and worms7 make up the
scans had revealed that over 30% of computers worldwide were infected with malware,
predominantly trojan horses (Corrons, 2013). The severity of malware can range from
being a simple annoyance to data destruction and corruption to privacy breaches that
However, trojan horses alone are estimated to cost businesses approximately $114 billion
to recover (Ashford, 2013). More recently, polymorphic threats have become of particular
concern because they can evade antivirus software by changing their signature (Cluley,
2012). This makes it imperative that users do not fully depend on antivirus software to

8

, hacked

websites, and the use of iFrames9
vulnerability, cross-scripting10, allows a server to run code when a malicious user enters

5

Viruses are programs that replicate themselves on users’ computers similar to how a human virus
replicates in a person’s body (Australian Communications and Media Authority, 2007).

6

Trojan horses are programs that appear to do one thing, but instead do something else, usually

7

Worms

8

AJAX and JavaScript Vulnerabilities refer to website tools that can be used to speed up websites, but
that are also vulnerable to attacks by malicious users (Trend Micro, 2008).

9

iFrames are invisible hidden elements on webpages that allow malicious users’ to compromise
legitimate websites (Trend Micro, 2008)

10

Cross-Scripting
(Microsoft, 2006)

4
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unexpected data on a site (Trend Micro, 2008). The main danger of web-based threats
is that they target legitimate websites that users expect to be trustworthy, such as banks,
schools, companies, government agencies, and security forums (Trend Micro, 2008).
Because of the nature of these websites, users need to be even more aware that malicious
software can be found where they least expect it.
on the end result rather than the transmission method. Privacy-based threats “relate to
2006, p. 16). Information may be disclosed intentionally or unintentionally. Intentional
disclosures may be caused by posting personal or identifying information on sites like

to gain access to other accounts, or disallow access to accounts by the legitimate owner,
his accounts and had his computer and phone data wiped by malicious users who wanted
to gain access to his Twitter handle.
Despite the fact that often users consider themselves to be knowledgeable about safe
behaviours, even if they are aware of such behaviours, leaving themselves open to risks

act safely in regards to their cybersecurity have been termed “user-related risks” because
they depend on the user’s behaviour rather than a technological weakness that can be
of being secure and understand what secure behaviours actually entail, they may be putting
themselves at greater risk.
Although the threats covered above are predominantly technical in nature, they can
all be prevented or mitigated through both technical and behavioural safeguards, which
should be used in conjunction with each other to provide more comprehensive protection.

1.2.2. Cybersecurity Safeguards

practices that would facilitate the achievement of the three common information security
5

Braun

academic sources that agreed on a common set of recommended practices in relation to
the security of a home computer system” (p. 237). Although almost a decade has passed
since this statement was made, their assertion remains true.

software and other pieces of protective software can be used to prevent and remedy
breaches. Dinev and Hu (2007) use the term “protective technologies” to describe

detection technologies” (p. 387). Protective technologies can be used to prevent cybersecurity
and override their protective software, which can leave them vulnerable to threats online.

known (see Perlroth, 2012). There can be delays between when threats are discovered by

of security, additional steps need to be taken to support the protective technologies.
To support protective technologies, users can undertake protective behaviours.

using “technical expertise together with a strong intention to do good” to protect the
basic hygiene only requires a “clear intention to preserve and protect the organisation’s
IT and resources” (p. 126). However, an intention to “preserve and protect” a system does
not always translate into the use of protective behaviours if individuals are unaware of
the steps that need to be taken. This lack of awareness may be especially present where

in order to restore the system if something goes wrong.

6
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take to protect their security. However, people often do not create secure passwords. A
recent breach of IEEE.org showed that approximately 18% of users were using easy to
guess passwords, such as “password” and “123456” (Gallagher, 2012). Despite the call
for good passwords, users continue to create weak passwords. Even with good password
behaviours, passwords remain a weak form of protection. As computer power increases,
the time required to crack passwords using brute force techniques decrease. A 10 character
password that was estimated to take 15,000 years to crack in 2008 (Garrison, 2008) could

protect a person’s online security and users increasingly need to understand what additional
steps can be taken to help secure their information.
Data backups can be used to help mitigate the loss associated with cybersecurity
breaches. However, there are several dangers associated with backups. It is possible for
corrupted data to be backed up before the user realises it has become corrupted. Backups

it is especially important for users to understand and undertake a comprehensive backup
procedure.

1.2.3. Home Users and Security
Although individuals may feel that they do not have a lot to risk if their home
computers are compromised, such a compromise may have unintended consequences
both within the home and outside of the home if it allows data to be stolen or malicious
software to be installed. Malicious software can make use of home computers in botnets
and to participate in distributed denial of service attacks against businesses (see Furnell
et al., 2007). One of the main reasons why home computers are such attractive targets
for malicious users is that they do not have protection that is as comprehensive as is on
and 24% (Rains, 2013) of personal computers are not protected. Not using protective
software has been estimated to make computers 5.5 times more likely to have viruses
(Rains, 2013).
Home users may be less aware of threats than organisational users because they are
not required to participate in security training. A lack of awareness and understanding of
7
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threats has been shown to be an issue for novice internet users in relation to their use of
security (Furnell et al., 2008). Talib, Clarke, and Furnell (2010) indicated that there is “little
evidence demonstrating whether home users are in fact knowledgeable about information

cybersecurity behaviours remain relevant.
In 2005, Ng and Rahim indicated that so far there had been little investigation
have been undertaken in subsequent years. However, evidence suggests that users are
not undertaking the necessary security behaviours as the number of security breaches
continues to grow. Therefore, it is necessary to look at what factors encourage and inhibit
the use of cybersecurity behaviours.

1.2.4. Encouraging Cybersecurity Behaviours
One of the biggest challenges that researchers such as Albrechtsen (2008) and
Garrison (2008) have found is that although users seem to know what they should do,
there is a gap between what they know and what they do. These researchers have suggested
that this gap can be explained by the lack of threat and safeguard awareness, a lack of
understanding about how to prevent cybersecurity threats, a lack of time to maintain
cybersecurity behaviours, the cost of the safeguards, and security overload.

increase their awareness of safer computing behaviours (see Albrechtsen, 2007). However,
security experts often keep information about threats and vulnerabilities from being exposed

increase their awareness of threats and safeguards, they are often unable to do so until after
11

tension between what the security companies and computer experts expect of users and

11

8
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what the users are able to do in regard to increasing their awareness since there is often an
extended period of time when users are vulnerable.
Even if users know that there is a need to protect themselves from threats, they may
the most appropriate ways (Albrechtsen, 2007). Researchers have found that users often do
not understand how to protect their computers, resulting in the failure to take the necessary

protect their security. In the past, researchers have found that users often consider it the

Organisational research has shown that users are less likely to engage in safe practices
if they perceive that their time is better dedicated to other matters (Albrechtsen, 2007).
for home users. Home users not only need to take the time to engage in safer practices
themselves, but may also be responsible for ensuring that other users of the computer are
aware of what they need to do to stay safe.
software to be too costly (Furnell et al., 2007). Although free protective software is available,
this requires users to be aware of the existence of free protective software and know
where to get it. In addition to the costs associated with protective software, there are also
additional costs such as storage media associated with conducting backups. If users do
not see the value in taking steps to protect their computers and data, it may be even more

security behaviours because it can cause users to write down passwords which increases
the possibility of someone gaining access to the passwords and misusing them. It can also
lead to the reuse of passwords across sites, which can increase the likelihood of a person
gaining access to important information by targeting less important sites. These behaviours
increase the risk of a data breach by either making the password more readily available or
by allowing malicious users to gain access indirectly.

9
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1.3. Research Problem, Questions, and Objectives

research questions, and research objectives for this study.

1.3.1. Research Problem
The number of threats that exist in the cybersecurity context is growing and both
threats and attackers are becoming more sophisticated. Because of this, it is becoming
security software is utilised, it is still possible for a computer to become infected. In a survey
software, but 25% of those computers still had at least one infection on them, equating
to 127,000 infected machines, not including computers that were not fully protected

Because of the limitations of solely technological protection, users need to be aware of

Although users need to be aware of these threats and how to avoid them, researchers
and practitioners have often stated users are the weakest link in the security problem
decisions computers make. Even if anti-virus software tells a user something may be
infected, a user can choose to ignore the warning and proceed regardless. The ability for the
user to override automated decisions is necessary in case the security program incorrectly

that may endanger their cybersecurity. These behaviours may be done out of ignorance,
Furthermore, cybersecurity threats frequently rely on users’ weaknesses by using social
10
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emotional manipulation, and abuse of trust to gain information or computer system
access through the human interface” (Thompson, 2006, p. 222). This suggests that there
is a need to consider security from the user perspective. In particular, there is a need to

users’ behaviours.
to protect themselves. Even more worrying is that although users indicate that they know
what they should be doing to protect themselves online, they still do not take these steps

computing practices. The presence of reasons for why users do not protect themselves
combined with the gap between what people know and what people do suggests that there

behaviours, there has been little agreement about how they do so, which factors play the

than just the organisational context.

1.3.2. Research Questions
Based on the preponderance of cybersecurity threats, the need to help secure home
users with respect to their cybersecurity practices, this research seeks to answer the following
1.
2.
implications for future research and practice. For future research, this provides another
step toward understanding why people continue to act in an unsafe manner. Furthermore,
it focuses on the individual rather than technology and the associated adoption factors.
11
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possible to identify a starting point for how security messages can better target individuals
and be considered as more relevant. This opens up further possibilities of looking at how
security messages can be marketed.

1.3.3. Research Objectives

1.
2.
cybersecurity behaviours.
3.
home users’ cybersecurity practices.

1.4.
Much of the research on cybersecurity has taken a technology-based approach,
focusing on either the creation of new technologies or why people adopt protective
technologies. There is still a need to examine the behaviours in which users can engage

Although there is a growing body of research on cybersecurity, the topic is still broad
examining home user cybersecurity behaviours. The most prevalent type of cybersecurity
research on behaviours appears to be focused on cybersecurity behaviours within the
organisation. Thus there is a need to examine cybersecurity from a home user perspective.
Finally, although cybersecurity appears to be a technology-centric issue, user

theories cannot fully explain the cybersecurity dilemma. Because of this, researchers have

about why users to engage in their chosen cybersecurity behaviours. Therefore, further

12
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to the body of research in this area.

1.5.

and computers that are potential targets. The increased number of targets also creates an
incentive for cybercriminals.
As the number of Internet users increases, so does the amount of sensitive data
used Internet banking (Neilsen Company, 2008). In 2012, approximately $186.2 billion

transactions require sensitive information to be transmitted. Any time data is transmitted
online it is possible for it to be intercepted by a malicious party. Online shopping is expected
accessed.
The decreased cost and increased capacity of portable mass storage devices combined
with an increase in users working both at home and at work has made it possible for users
to carry large amounts of data between locations. Increased data portability creates the
overriding security that may be in place within the organisation. The costs of malware

1.6. Overview of Methodology
This research utilises a qualitative, interpretivist approach. Currently, there has
been little qualitative research on home users’ cybersecurity behaviours. Although some
quantitative studies on cybersecurity have been carried out, the focus of these studies has
been on predetermined factors created by researchers. The qualitative perspective used
in this research has allowed participants to “use their own words and images and draw

13
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previous research.
relevant to examining home user cybersecurity behaviours. In these studies, quantitative

potential weakness is they did not give the respondents a chance to discover factors that

related decisions.
In this research, three focus groups and 20 semi-structured interviews were conducted
in order to identify the factors related to cybersecurity behaviours. Focus groups provided
information about users’ shared understandings related to the topic explored (see Basch,
1987). In order to explore topics raised during the focus groups in greater depth, individual
interviews were conducted. The sample selection process is described in further detail in
Chapter 3.

1.7. Delimitations
The purpose of this study was to explore home users’ internet security behaviours.
Therefore, the target population needed to be one that could be assumed to have control
over their security behaviours. The participants in this study were limited to adult Internet
users because it was assumed they would have more control over the decision to engage in
cybersecurity behaviours, including the use of protective technologies. Adults were more
likely to be in a position to make decisions for a household about purchasing protective
technologies. In addition, adults were more likely to be in a position to develop and enforce
household rules about the use of technology.
users’ behaviours and proposing relationships between these factors. Although the model
could be tested quantitatively, for the purposes of this study the qualitative results provide
the foundation for future quantitative research. In addition, this study was focused on
users’ ongoing behaviours. Therefore, using an experimental approach was not appropriate
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1.8. Assumptions

that some people acted in an unsafe manner online. This assumption was supported by
the continued prevalence of internet security breaches that occur every year. It was also
assumed that individuals would be able to identify their reasons for engaging or not engaging
in safe behaviours online. This was underscored by the belief that even if individuals did
not always act in a rational manner, they would understand why they took the actions that
they did. Because of the potential for irrational decision-making related to cybersecurity,
several theories which address this are discussed in the literature review. It was assumed that
users who did not do anything in relation to their cybersecurity behaviours would be able
to identify why they did not take protective steps. Finally, it was assumed that respondents
would accurately report their cybersecurity behaviours and the steps that they took to
protect themselves online.

1.9.
Cybersecurity
unauthorised use and from unwanted destruction by Internet threats (including, but not
Emergency Readiness Team, 2008).
Cybersecurity threats (also referred to as threats) refer to malicious software and the

Cybersecurity breaches (also referred to as breaches) refer to situations where

consequences can include disclosure, corruption, and other access issues, while personal
actual data.
Malicious users refer to the individuals who write, propagate, and are otherwise
responsible for cybersecurity threats. Despite the term “hackers” often being used to refer
to malicious users, it should be noted that hackers do not always act maliciously (Young,
15
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Protective behaviours (also called cybersecurity behaviours) refer to the steps that
behavioural safeguards (such as those discussed in section 1.2.2) and the use of protective
software.
Protective software
Hu, 2007).

1.10.

Outline of the Thesis

users and the ways they can address these problems. Based on these threats and the lack of

with the delimitations, limitations, and assumptions associated with this research. Finally,
Chapter 2 provides a review of the relevant cybersecurity literature. The synthesis
has used. The shortage of research exploring home users’ cybersecurity behaviours led
to the selection of home users’ behavioural safeguards as the broad area for this research.

Chapter 3 provides a discussion of the methodology used in conducting this research.
Based on the factors and relevant models explored in Chapter 2, a conceptual model used

An interpretive approach was taken when analysing the qualitative data collected from
focus groups and semi-structured interviews.

16
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internal factors, external factors, perceived danger, perceived barriers and enablers, and
cybersecurity intentions. Each of these factors is discussed and the relevant sub-factors

based on the data.
From the revised model, several factors emerged as being particularly relevant to

particular combinations of factors explored in Chapters 4 and 5 were common to certain
types of security behaviours.
the development and use of user types to further illustrate the model are discussed within
the context of current literature on user types.
Finally, in Chapter 8, the conclusions on the research questions are presented along
with a discussion of the implications of this research on theory and practice. Next, areas
discussed.
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hapter 2
Literature Review

2.1. Introduction
This chapter presents a review of the literature used to gain a greater understanding
of the research problem. The desire for security is the starting point for understanding
internet security. An understanding of general security can help to explain why we act
the way we do when faced with security threats. In this chapter, the relevant literature is

steps taken (e.g. one-time adoption or ongoing behaviours). Distinguishing the literature
into these categories created a clearer understanding of which areas had been researched
in the past and which areas needed further research. By looking at how past research has
explored these aspects of security, a gap in the literature relating to understanding what

security behaviours is presented.
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2.2. Security & Cybersecurity
An understanding of security is the starting point for understanding cybersecurity.
Although security often refers to the protection of an individual’s personal safety, it can also
be applied within the cybersecurity context and refer both to individuals’ virtual safety in
relation to their computers and data and to their perception and feelings of safety.

2.2.1. Security

needs, safety needs, social needs, esteem needs, and self actualisation needs. Once lower
higher levels needs, such as safety. In particular though, the need for safety is especially
prominent in emergency situations where a person’s stability and perception of safety is
disrupted (Maslow, 1970). These same needs may exist within the Internet context as well,
especially when individuals’ perceptions that they are safe online are disrupted by the
consequences of an internet security breach.
The very basis of a cybersecurity breach is a disruption to the online expectations
on their personal computer will be accessible when needed, free from alteration, and can
only be accessed by the appropriate people. However, a cybersecurity breach disrupts
this normal routine by causing data to be inaccessible or by causing other unexpected
consequences which lead to a feeling that a person’s safety has been breached. Although
the traditional expectation has been that the criminals from whom we need to protect
ourselves are only in the physical world, the use of technology no longer requires them to be
physically present to commit a crime. Regardless of whether the security breach takes place
likening an internet security breach to an emergency situation. This suggests that internet
security can be likened to a version of personal security. However, researchers have not
what is meant by cybersecurity.
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2.2.2. Cybersecurity

Researchers and practitioners have
used the terms cybersecurity, internet security, computer security, and information security
in exploring how people and organisations protect their interests online. Bishop (2003)

integrity of data, cybersecurity goes further and also considers the actions of the individual
(p. 98). Following on from this, it can be seen that cybersecurity research has generally

network and infrastructure protection,
system protection, and

typically considering the national level, system protection focusing on the physical security
of systems, and personal system and data protection focusing on the individual level. Each
of these areas is an important part of cybersecurity as there is the potential for wider
At the broadest level, cybersecurity deals with network and infrastructure protection.
This involves protecting the networks and physical infrastructure that allow computers
to connect to each other, as well as allowing governments, businesses, individuals, and
considering cybersecurity, many governments focus on the network and infrastructure

primarily concerned with protecting the data and actual information system from physical

information systems in businesses and organisations, rather than home systems and
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individual users.
Finally, cybersecurity can be examined from the personal cybersecurity perspective.
Personal cybersecurity involves engaging in safe practices as well as protecting personal

from unauthorised use and from unwanted destruction by Internet threats (including, but
Computer Emergency Readiness Team, 2008). Personal cybersecurity is important for
several reasons. Files and other data are frequently moved between personal and work
computers which allows for weaknesses in the home system to be exploited and potentially
malicious users may exploit personal computers as a pathway to accomplishing other tasks.
These malicious users can use the exploited systems to deliver junk emails, disrupt Internet
services, and distribute malicious software. Finally, home users are particularly at risk for
to be aware of how to avoid these threats (Crafty, 2009). Approximately one out of every
2013).
form of cybersecurity because it focuses on the behaviours of individuals rather than the
protection of organisational systems and infrastructure (Chou, 2007). However, this type
of cybersecurity is as important as the protection of data, systems, and infrastructure.
Individuals are involved in the creation, maintenance, and every day decisions that can

cybersecurity behaviours, allowing the computers to contribute to attacks on governments
and businesses (Culnan et al., 2008). Because of the potential for damage both to home
users’ computers and other computers, personal cybersecurity behaviours are of great
importance.
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2.3. Personal Cybersecurity

and the duration (see Table 2-1, p. 23). Categorising the literature by the components
of the research (see Appendix 2, p. 265) provided a way to see what the predominant
approaches have been and were a starting point for identifying the gap in the literature.
The actor refers to the person or persons undertaking the protective behaviours. In relation
to cybersecurity, the actor is predominantly the home or organisational user. The objective
of the actor in cybersecurity is most often related to either protecting a user’s privacy or
concept that can encompass some of the issues associated with privacy in regards to access
and integrity. The method for achieving the objective usually takes either a technologyTable 2-1.
research
Approach
Actor

Perspective
“Individuals conducting personal (including school-related)
activities on a computer that is not owned or controlled

Organisational

the possibility of losing a job as a result of behaving in an
unsecure fashion online” (Harrington et al., 2006, p. 1544).
Individuals using a computer owned or controlled by an
organisation primarily for the purposes of work.

Objective
Privacy

16).
Considers what behaviours users can undertake to protect
themselves from cybersecurity breaches and what factors

Method

Duration

“Privacy relates to the ability of individuals to control

TechnologyBased
Ongoing

One-Time

cybersecurity breaches.
Focuses on individuals’ ongoing practices that users choose
to engage in on a regular basis (for example, the decision to
always check downloads for viruses).
Implies a one time decision rather than on ongoing
behavioural change (for example, the decision to install
antivirus software).
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based approach or a socially-based approach. The technology-based approach focuses on
developing new technologies or products to achieve the objective. In contrast, the sociallybased approach focuses on the actor and changes that can be undertaken with relation
to their behaviours to achieve the objective. Finally, the method’s duration can also be
included in terms of whether the method is associated with a one-time adoption or an
ongoing behavioural change.
Not all research has covered all four components (see Appendix 2, p. 265). However,
even research that did not cover all four components often covered one or two components.
Typically the literature followed a path through these components, starting with the
actor, moving on to the objective, then to the method and duration (see Figure 2-1). The
technology-based approach to research has been the predominant approach in the past
behavioural approach. Although cybersecurity is inherently technology related because of
Individuals can choose to ignore or override technical protections. There is no guarantee
that the presence of technological safeguards or a greater understanding of threats will help
prevent breaches if individuals are still involved in the security process. Therefore, there
is a need to determine what makes users act safely or unsafely, both inside and outside of
the organisation.

METHOD
Socially-Based

ACTOR

OBJECTIVE

Home User

Security

Organisational
User

Privacy

TechnologyBased

DURATION
Ongoing
Change
One-Time
Adoption

Figure 2-1. Detailed analysis of the components of cybersecurity research
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2.3.1. Home User
The actors in cybersecurity are usually either organisations and their users or home
users. Harrington et al. (2006) describe home users as including “individuals conducting
personal (including school-related) activities on a computer that is not owned or controlled
a result of behaving in an unsecure fashion online” (p. 1544). In contrast, organisational
users are those users who use a computer either owned or controlled by an organisation that
is used primarily, though not necessarily entirely, for the purpose of work. A person who
works from home but whose use of the computer at home is primary for matters related
to their employment is not, for the purposes of this study, to be considered a home user.
A majority of the research to date has focused on the organisational user, leaving a gap in
Researchers have often indicated that users are the weakest link in the cybersecurity
chain, regardless of whether they are home or organisational users (for example, see Adams
research on security focuses on users at the organisational level. However, researching the
home user is especially important as the number of people using the internet at home
continues to increase. In 2013, home computer users were expected to spend 1.5 billion
hours and $22 billion dollars to recover from malware found in pirated software (Ashford,
2013). There is little agreement about the exact number of computers infected worldwide.
However, security companies have estimated that between 5% (Kaspersky, 2013) and
type of malware. Malware on unsecured computers can be used to launch attacks on
1
, further increasing the need for
good cybersecurity at the network, infrastructure, and organisational levels. In addition,
more users online means more potential targets for malicious users to launch these attacks
from. Finally, as organisations increasingly allow for “bring your own devices” (BYOD)
in their policies and allow for remote working, there is the potential for threats that exist
organisation’s security measures (Culnan et al., 2008). All of this points to the need for
further research on how home users can be encouraged to protect their systems better.

collecting banking information from individuals. However, in the court proceedings against the
creators of the malware, Microsoft noted that some versions of the software had been used in
25
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when it comes to security. Home users do not have the same budget that organisations
have in regard to managing security. Although free protective software is available, users
still consider the cost of the software to be particularly prohibitive (see Furnell et al., 2007).
In addition, home users do not have the same level of training or available expertise about
security and the steps that can be taken to protect a computer. Because of this, another
barrier to engaging in cybersecurity barriers is the lack of requisite knowledge about how to
to follow safe computing practices at work, these practices are not necessarily followed at
home, which can increase the potential for threats being brought into the organisation via

2.3.2. Security Objective
Cybersecurity literature has primarily focused on either protecting an individual’s
security or privacy. Privacy can be explained as “the ability of individuals to control

of security.

aspects of both privacy (e.g. protecting personal information) and security (e.g. protecting
that information from breaches through the use of security measures). Often, privacy is
concerned with ensuring the information is not disclosed to an unauthorised third party.
However, there is no need for a user’s information to leave the computer or even to be
viewed for there to have been a cybersecurity breach. Threats such as ransomware can
prevent an individual from accessing private data without it ever being disclosed. Therefore,
there is a need to go beyond just looking at privacy and instead looking at how security can
further protect an individual’s privacy.

2.3.3. Behavioural Safeguards
Technical approaches to cybersecurity often focus on developing, adopting, or using
hardware and software solutions to prevent cybersecurity breaches. The behavioural
26
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approach instead focuses on the actions taken by users, including the use of protective
software, and can also include steps taken to avoid or diminish the danger of cybersecurity

to gain traction in the last 10 years (see Harrington et al., 2006). The most frequently
researched topics in the behavioural context examined what people do to protect their
messages.
Researchers have found that although many users consider themselves to be
knowledgeable about the potential threats, their behaviours do not always match what they
phishing, and botnets may make users more aware of the threats that they should be concerned
about. However, these news stories often have the goal of simply informing people about
the threats, rather than educating them about ways they can safeguard themselves against
can be used to educate users, they are Table 2-2.
cybersecurity and online privacy intentions
because they do not present lasting
messages about how to behave securely
(Albrechtsen, 2007). Despite research
indicating that there is a gap between
what people know and what they do,
there remains a need to investigate what
factors are responsible for the presence
of this gap.
Intentions are considered to be
accurate predictors of future behaviours
researchers have begun to examine the
factors that lead to the development of
intentions to practice security. Many
but to date there has been little
agreement on which factors are most
(see Table 2-2), or how these factors

Attitude
optimistic bias
Fear

practicing security
Perceived severity
Perceived
susceptibility
Perceived usefulness

Harrington et al. (2006)
Rhee et al. (2005)
LaRose et al. (2008)

(2008)
Ng et al., (2008)

LaRose et al. (2008)
Response cost
Harrington et al. (2006)
LaRose et al. (2008)
Ng et al. (2008)
Harrington et al. (2006)
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relate to each other. The factors which researchers have agreed upon most frequently for
presence of an optimistic bias. However, the general lack of consensus on which factors
for further research in this area.
One of the main ways in which researchers have made use of determining the

security messages will discourage safe behaviours (LaRose et al., 2008). Research has
shown that messages that “focused on the positive consequences” of security behaviours
can be more persuasive than those that focus on the negative consequences (Harrington

a full picture of why users take the steps that they do to protect themselves, if any. This

2.3.4. Ongoing Protection
Frequently studies on technology adoption are focused on one-time decisions to
utilise protective software. In contrast, behavioural research often focuses on ongoing
steps that users take to protect their cybersecurity, for example, always scanning email
technologies, there is an assumption that such technologies are “set and forget” and have
look at users’ overall and ongoing behaviours, part of which may include adopting things
like protective technology.
Research on ongoing behavioural change typically focuses on the security practices
that users engage in and their reasons for engaging in them. One of the most frequent
topics of discussion has been password behaviours. Although passwords can be considered
a more technical form of security protection, they are also the subject of ongoing changes.
Passwords have an associated set of safe behaviours, including frequently changing
passwords, not reusing passwords, and creating secure passwords each time. In this way,
28
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password behaviours can be looked at as ongoing rather than one-time behaviours.
Continuous awareness and engagement in security behaviours is an important

is compromised. In 2013, 50 million passwords were reset by Evernote as a precaution

by hackers (Tsukayama, 2012), and another 8 million passwords were leaked from services
such as LinkedIn, Last.fm, and eHarmony (Mills, 2012). Password breaches are on the
rise, showing why it is so important to ensure that users are not reusing passwords and are
changing them regularly, and why it is problematic to assume that setting a password once

that they do not have access to the same sort of training that organisational users receive.
In addition, while users are in many cases required to change their passwords at work,

users to take ongoing behaviours rather than assuming that security is a one-time event.

2.3.5. Ongoing Home User Security Behaviours
From the synthesis of the literature, it becomes clear that a gap on understanding
home users’ ongoing cybersecurity behaviours still exists. There is a need for examining
also to determine how these factors relate to each other. Research has frequently focused
on organisational users, leaving a gap in relation to home users’ behaviours. Because

without ensuring that they are safe, and choosing to ignore warnings) and a lack of safe
can contribute to breaches on home computers, and as a result, the consideration of unsafe
activities needs to include both action and inaction by users. Furthermore, the gap between
29
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what users know about security and what they do to protect themselves needs to be further
explored to determine why, if so many users know how to protect themselves, nearly 20
gaps, the remainder of the literature review focuses on exploring the factors that have been
Chapter 3.

2.4. Proposed Factors Associated with Cybersecurity
Behaviours
The behavioural approach to cybersecurity has gained traction in recent years with
more researchers looking to behavioural models to guide their research. However, the
models and theories used have varied widely with little consensus on the most appropriate
Table 2-3
context” (p. 214) which considers stakeholders’ perspectives.
Most commonly, researchers have combined the most appropriate parts of various

and Protection Motivation Theory (PMT). Health theories such as the HBM and PMT
have been useful in exploring why individuals make their decisions about online security
Table 2-3.
research

Theories used in cybersecurity and other relevant

Theory

Year
1954
1961

Research
Rhee et al. (2005)

Health Belief Model
Theory of Reasoned
Action

1974
1983

Ng et al. (2008)
LaRose et al. (2005)
Lee et al. (2008)

Theory of Planned
Behaviour
Technology Acceptance
Model

1985

Rational Choice Theory

1986
1986
LaRose et al. (2005)
Lee et al. (2008)
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cues from theories such as Coping Theory in order to create new theories to explain what
Table 2-4
and shows the main areas where there are overlapping factors. These factors have been

Perceived threat includes perceptions about users’ susceptibility to threats and the
severity of the consequences. The combination of severity and susceptibility into perceived
threat comes from the HBM and PMT. Personal factors include factors that are unique
the subjective norm, perceived usefulness and ease of use, trust, awareness, knowledge,

Anxiety

Encouragement by Others

Perceived Behavioural Control

Fear Arousal

Attitude

Knowledge

Demographics

Perceived Barriers

Cues to Action

Table 2-4.
cybersecurity research

Health Belief
Model
Theory of
Reasoned Action
Protection
Motivation Theory
Theory of Planned
Behaviour
Technology
Acceptance Model
Theory

Cybersecurity
Research
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security and risk orientation, and personal experience with cybersecurity breaches. Outside

security behaviours. Finally, outcomes focus on users’ intentions and behaviours. These
factors, their included sub-factors, and the surrounding literature, form the basis of the
conceptual model presented in the next chapter.

2.4.1. Perceived Threat and Perceived Risk
Barnes, Bauer, Neuman, and Huber (2007) suggest that an individual’s actions “are
only triggered when this individual’s limit of tolerance is being crossed” (p. 75). Barnes
et al (2007) discussed this in relation to the uncertainty and consequences associated with
a consumer purchase not meeting the customer’s needs. However, the idea that actions
cannot be triggered without an individual considering the risk or threat to be relevant, and
with severe enough consequences, that they can no longer tolerate the risk is one that has
been commonly explored in security research.
Perceived threat originally comes from the Health Belief Model (HBM). In the HBM,

the consequences and the perceived susceptibility to the threat (see Figure 2-2). A similar
concept exists in Protection Motivation Theory (PMT), termed threat appraisal. Threat

Demographic
Factors

Perceived
Susceptibility
/ Seriousness
of Disease

Perceived
Threat of
Disease

Cues to
Action

Figure 2-2. Health Belief Model
32

Perceived

the likelihood of enacting
protective behaviours, changing
undesired behaviours, or both”

Barriers

Likelihood of
Behavioural
Change

threat appraisal is comprised of
vulnerability, fear arousal, and
severity (Figure 2-3, p. 33).
The individual components
later in the relevant sections.
A related concept of
perceived risk was added to the
Technology Acceptance Model

Braun
(TAM) and examined in a study
on the use of online applications.
In that study, perceived risk was
a user feels the uncertainty and
adverse consequences of using
an online application service”
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Vulnerability
Fear Arousal
Severity
Intention

Behaviour

Response

Although this concept was
associated with the perceived Figure 2-3. Protection Motivation Theory
risk of purchasing goods online,
more broadly to consider whether uncertainty contributes to the threat or risk that users
feel by using the internet. Risk perception has also been considered in conjunction with
online purchasing and it was found that lower levels of trust led to higher levels of risk
perception and that higher levels of risk perception led to a decreased likelihood of buying
to existing models, such as TAM, which did not originally account for risk.
as part of their Technology Threat Avoidance Theory (TTAT) which included perceived

threat avoidance behaviours. However, they did not explore what made users believe that
malicious IT was dangerous or harmful.
Although perceived threat was used separately from perceived severity and perceived
susceptibility in the HBM, in almost many cases the individual components of perceived
threat include severity, susceptibility, and with PMT, fear arousal. Therefore, while it is useful
to consider perceived threat as an overall combination of users’ perceptions, the majority

are explored in the subsequent sections.

2.4.1.1. Perceived Severity of Cybersecurity Breaches
Perceived severity is common to both the HBM and PMT. Perceived severity has
33
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has been used in the cybersecurity context to refer to “a person’s perceived seriousness
implications on the person’s job or organisation” (Ng et al., 2008, p. 2). Although the
context of home users for whom there may not be job related consequences, but instead
more personal consequences.
Perceived severity along with perceived susceptibility are two of the most commonly
research into the rational choice to engage in safe practices, they utilised a predictive model
for information use based on the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and TAM. Although
their model included the concept of “perceived negative consequences,” they were unable
to predict from this factor how often a person would engage in security behaviours because
respondents did not believe that the likelihood of experiencing these consequences was
high enough to cause concern.
In their study, they showed that perceived severity was a much greater motivator for
individuals to use security settings than perceived vulnerability was. They suggested that

uniform” whereas in health, there are a number of individual factors which can impact
perceptions of severity.
In a study on organisational users’ cybersecurity behaviours using a variation on the
HBM, Ng et al. (2008) found that perceived severity had positive and negative moderating
to action and general security orientation in relation to users’ cybersecurity behaviours.

they may be further related.

on the overall perceived threat. They found that greater levels of perceived severity led to
greater levels of perceived threat. They also found that although both perceived severity
and perceived susceptibility contribute to the perceived threat, there was no interaction
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Overall, past research has predominantly found that perceived severity has contributed
to an increased perception of threat by users. However, it is unclear from the previous
research what factors contribute to users’ perceptions of severity. Therefore, although it
seems clear that perceived severity is a relevant factor in exploring cybersecurity behaviours,
there is still a need to identify how individuals’ intentions to engage in cybersecurity
behaviours are formed and what factors can increase or decrease the perception of severity
of consequences associated with cybersecurity breaches.

2.4.1.2. Perceived Susceptibility to Cybersecurity Breaches
Another factor common to the HBM and PMT is perceived susceptibility. Perceived

is used and has been described as an individual’s “estimate of the chances of contracting
has been used in the security context to refer to “a user’s perceived likelihood of a security
incident taking place” (Ng et al., 2008, p. 5). Perceived susceptibility can be increased
Allen’s (2000) meta-analysis of 98 studies with “at least two levels of a fear appeal” showed
that historically, “the stronger the fear appeal, the greater the fear aroused, the greater the
severity of the threat perceived, and the greater the susceptibility to the threat perceived”
(p. 597). This suggests a strong relationship between messages that use fear appeals and
increased perceptions of severity and susceptibility.

behaviours (Ng et al., 2008). However, the main issue with perceived susceptibility as
a factor motivating users’ security behaviours is that users may not have strong feelings
of susceptibility. One way to increase feelings of susceptibility is through the use of fear

Fear arousal refers to the “unpleasant emotional state triggered by the perception of

to promote a precautionary motivation and self-protective action” (Ruiter et al., 2001, p.
to motivate protective behaviours (Ruiter et al., 2001). In order for a fear appeal to be
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which relates to the severity and relevance of threats was more likely to create “a positive
attitude about taking action” (p. 822).
The concept of vulnerability has been studied in terms of individuals comparing their
perceived level of vulnerability to that of their peers. Rhee et al. (2005) found that people
often thought they were less susceptible to threats than their peers and often demonstrated

than they considered themselves. People also often felt that they were not susceptible to
users, (2) the damage caused would not be severe, and (3) they could not with certainty

also the possibility of a pessimistic bias, which exists when people have unrealistically low
Although the idea of pessimistic bias has been explored in psychology, it does not appear
to have been explored in the cybersecurity context.
Perceived susceptibility has often been researched alongside perceived severity.
Although researchers have considered the interplay between severity and susceptibility (for

context which of these factors are most relevant and if there are any additional factors
that are unique to the cybersecurity context.

2.4.1.3.

Figure
2-4
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of a behavior in reducing the threat” (Becker,

Personal
factors

1977, p. 349). A similar concept found in
expected outcomes. Expected outcomes are
judgements about “the likely consequences
that a behaviour will produce” (Bandura,
1986, p. 391).

Behaviour

External
environment

Figure 2-4.
in computer security research as “a user's

care when opening email attachments (Ng et al., 2008).

which in turn resulted in lower levels of threat avoidance motivation and that the reverse
was true where there were lower levels of perceived threat.
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2.4.2. Personal Factors

usefulness and ease of use, trust, awareness, and knowledge.

2.4.2.1.

performances” and is concerned with “the judgements of what one can do with whatever
order to make it more applicable to situations requiring long-term behavioural changes,

(Neuwirth et al., 2000). Coping appraisals were found to be a better predictor of security
behaviours than threat appraisals when predicting privacy behaviours in teenagers (see

as perceived behavioural control in the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Figure 2-5).

Attitude
toward
Behaviour

Subjective
norm

Intention

Perceived
behavioural
control

Figure 2-5. Theory of Planned Behaviour
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1991, p. 188). Fishbein
and Cappella (2006) have
indicated that perceived
behavioural control is
a determinant of self-

studied in the context of
computer use, leading to
the development of the
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Figure 2-6
capability to use a computer” and is concerned with broad computer-related tasks (Compeau
multiple computer application domains” rather than applying to a single skill (Marakas,

to individuals’ beliefs that they are able to “protect information and information systems

Computer
Encouragement by
others
Others'
use

Affect

Outcome
expectations:
Performance

Support

Anxiety

Usage
Outcome
expectations:
Personal

Figure 2-6.

speaking of behavioural control, the idea that people who believe in their ability to achieve
a particular outcome will be more likely to persevere with it is similar to the concept of self-
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cybersecurity behaviours when a person has recently learned about a threat, experienced
a threat, or learned about a new way to protect themselves online.
was not only a good predictor of greater intention to use wireless security, but it was also
took steps to enable wireless security features themselves had greater levels of knowledge as
else set up the security features. This indicates that knowledge may also be a driver of

“compliant” behaviour. They further state that “compliant behavior is dependent on a

organisational features included in that study were upper management practices, direct
supervisory practices, and co-worker socialisation. Although the organisational factors
cybersecurity behaviours, these factors can provide some insight into whether there is a
personal security climate dictated by other computer users within the household, and may
further contribute to the understanding of the subjective norm.
In Ng and Rahim’s (2005) study on home users’ intentions to protect themselves online,
control. However, they found limited support for their hypothesis that perceived behavioural
later study on organisational users’ security behaviours, Ng et al. (2008) found that self-

and knowledge.
behaviours, areas remain where further research is possible. In particular, further research
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in the personal cybersecurity context or if there are additional factors that may be useful.

2.4.2.2. Attitude and Cybersecurity
Attitude is “a person’s favorable or unfavorable evaluation of an object or action”
(see Figure 2-7) and TPB (Figure 2-5, p. 38
about the object” (p. 12). Attitude has primarily been used in examining the use of ethical
computing behaviours rather than computer security behaviours.
Beliefs about
consequences
of Behaviour
X

Normative
beliefs about
Behaviour X

Attitude
toward
Behaviour X

Subjective
norm
concerning
Behaviour X

Intention to
perform
Behaviour X

Behaviour X

Figure 2-7. Theory of Reasoned Action

Lee and Lee (2002) proposed a model for predicting computer abuse. Based on

by attachment to the persons’ referents, their involvement in “conventional activities”, their
commitment to actually committing computer abuse, and beliefs about computer abuse
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The intention to behave ethically or unethically has also been studied. Leonard,
by “consequences, personal values, one’s belief system, society, laws, professional codes of
ethics, and the personal environment components” (p. 150). Although not all of the factors
values, one’s belief system, society, and personal environment had the most relevance.

2.4.2.3. The Subjective Norm and Cybersecurity Behaviours
The subjective norm comes from TRA (Figure 2-7, p. 41) and TPB (Figure 2-5,
p. 38
applying this to the cybersecurity context, it refers to users’ beliefs that people in their social
examined 185 behavioural studies that used TPB and found the subjective norm was one
In a study on computer abuse, Lee and Lee (2002) proposed that intention to

senior management. The main issue in applying this factor to the home user context is that
undertake protective behaviours.
Dinev and Hu (2007) found that people were less likely to seek out peer approval
about their computing behaviours than about other consumer issues. They also found that
advanced because advanced users were much more likely to talk about computer issues and
“seek solutions” within their social circles (p. 401). Therefore, the amount of experience,
skill, and awareness that an individual has in relation to computer security may impact

2.4.2.4. Perceived Usefulness & Ease of Use of Safeguards
Perceived usefulness and ease of use come from TAM (Figure 2-8). Perceived
system will increase his or her job performance within an organisational context” (Davis,
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in the organisational context, perceived ease of use can easily be used in the home context,

The TAM and TPB have been used together to create a model which focuses on

use anti-spyware software. However, as is discussed in 2.4.4.1, the use of fear as a motivator
can be questionable.
The potential weakness with using perceived usefulness as a construct is that there
engaging in these behaviours is keeping the status quo and the “non-occurrence of events”
clear. More often, people see when the security steps they have taken have failed, rather
the usefulness of protective behaviours.
less importance in this research
because of the focus on human
behaviours. Although human
behaviours are inevitably tied
to the adoption of technology,
the focus here is not on what
makes a piece of technology
useful or not. Rather, the
focus is on the individual who

Perceived
usefulness
Behavioural
intention to
use

Actual
system use

Perceived
ease of use

enough in their skills to want Figure 2-8. Technology Acceptance Model
to attempt to use the software
a more appropriate focus in this study, rather than usability.
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2.4.2.5. Trust
The concept of trust has often been included in research on the use of e-commerce

in order for internet use to continue to grow, trust was needed, but that trust was steadily
declining due to security issues. Chen and Bansal’s (2010) proposed model suggested that

people that users interact with online, web sites, or other online communications. Junglas,
likely “to trust others and be less suspicious of their environment or other individuals (Costa
et al., 1991)” (p. 391). They found that the more agreeable people were, the less concerned
they were about their privacy (Junglas et al., 2008). Although this was related to privacy, it
can applicable to security issues as well due to the closeness in their nature.

2.4.2.6. Awareness and Cybersecurity

IDT, awareness is “the extent to which a target population is conscious of an innovation”

Dinev and Hu (2007) noted that individuals need to be aware of the existence of the
protective technology but that their awareness of it is tempered by their perception of a
need for it. These researchers found strong support for awareness being one of the main

may be a form of a security cue. Chen and Bansal (2010) proposed the inclusion of
security awareness in their integrated model on individual web security behaviour. They
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4). These indications of whether a site is safe may be related to users’ safeguard awareness
as well as their knowledge because checking for these clues would be a security behaviour
that requires a certain level of understanding of what makes a site safe or unsafe.
Judging intention to practice security based solely on awareness may be problematic
because awareness of security does not require individuals to act. Aytes and Connolly
their actual education on the topic, were unlikely to try to improve their knowledge. Their
study suggested that awareness campaigns that informed users about security procedures
were not enough to get users to actually protect themselves as their respondents considered
themselves to be aware of the threats and safeguards, yet often engaged in risky behaviours
studied privacy risk perceptions of home users and found that awareness of privacy
increased perceptions of privacy risk were positively related to online privacy behaviours.

2.4.2.7. Knowledge / Training / Skill

internet users who considered themselves “newbies” often focused on “dire consequences”
and their fears (p. 4). In contrast, they found that internet users who considered themselves
how those experiences made them take more steps to protect themselves (Rifon et al, 2005).
it may be self-led. Training about internet security has been shown to increase awareness
Aytes and Connolly found that over half of their respondents considered themselves to
be knowledgeable, very knowledgeable, or experts about email behaviours, preventing
(2004). However, even with these high levels of knowledge they found that 20 to 30% of
their respondents engaged in risky computing behaviours, such as sharing passwords or
opening email attachments without scanning them, at least occasionally. Although it was

protect their security is an area that requires further research.
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2.4.2.8. Security / Risk Orientation
Ng et al. (2008) adapted the concept of “health orientation” from the HBM (Figure
2-2, p. 32
orientation as “a user’s predisposition and interest concerning practicing computer security”
security intentions, it operated with perceived severity and cues to action to have a positive
has not been extensively researched in the security context. Therefore, it is unclear if

2.4.2.9. Previous Personal Experiences
Previous personal experience has been added to several studies on users’ internet
security behaviours. Aytes and Connolly (2004) used a rational choice model to explore
risky behaviours among individuals. In that model, they included personal experience
as a antecedent to awareness of safe practices and of negative consequences. However,
Chen and Bansal (2010) proposed an integrated model for studying security behaviours
which included personal experience as part of an individual’s personal characteristics. In
their study, they indicated that personal experience can be positive, for example making
a successful purchase online, or negative, for example being the victim of phishing scam

behaviours. Harrington et al. (2006) considered whether a person had been personally
virus. In their research on computer safety messages they found that previous experience,
computing (Harrington et al., 2006).

2.4.3. Gender and Age
Dommeyer and Gross (2003) found that men were more aware of privacy strategies
than women. Gender has also been shown to relate to fear responses, especially with crime.
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approached similarly in terms of individuals’ perceptions of fear. Therefore, it may mean

a privacy context, Dommeyer and Gross (2003) hypothesised that younger people would
be more aware of privacy because of the amount of attention paid to it by the media.
However, these researchers found that the opposite was true. They also found that younger

concern, showed that older users were either unconcerned about their privacy or highly
concerned, while younger users were more pragmatic about privacy. Based on the privacy
how it would do this.

2.4.4.

behaviours. Often in the organisational context, these external sources are related to policies,
training, and organisational security expectations. However, in the home user context, these
organisational users are not present for home users. Both cues to action and encouragement
and organisational environments.

2.4.4.1. Cues to Action
Cues to action come from the HBM (Figure 2-2, p. 32) and refer to the stimulus
pp. 2-3). In the HBM, cues to action is comprised of symptoms, knowledge, and media
information. In the context of this thesis, knowledge was considered as an internal factor
because it related more to the individual’s general knowledge about computers and security
and was not limited to a single threat. Therefore, symptoms and media information are
considered in this section as aspects of cues to action.
However, in cybersecurity they are external because they apply to the computer rather
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than the individual. LaRose et al. (2005) suggested that computers may act as extensions
of ourselves, as well as “extensions of our family or social circles” and that most people
equated their relationship with their computer to a relationship with another human (p. 3).
In this way, although symptoms may not be internal, the way that we view our computers
suggests that labelling the consequences of cybersecurity breaches as symptoms may be
an appropriate analogy.
to practice safer computing behaviours. However, in their research, they also note that
their focus was on awareness programmes as a trigger. They go on to state that “other
forms of cues to action, such as individual experience or other forms of communication
external to the organisation” may still be relevant (p. 823). As discussed in section 2.4.1,
trigger the appropriate responses because users frequently lack the belief that they are
vulnerable or that the consequences of a breach would be severe. Therefore, although
awareness campaigns may not trigger users’ security behaviours, there may be other cues

susceptibility, and overall threat. Therefore symptoms and media information remain
relevant to this research.
Closely linked to awareness campaigns is media information. Mass media can be
used to present awareness campaigns such as those run by internet security organisations
or government departments, for example cybersecurity awareness month (see Department

of it is considered relevant by individuals when it is done as an awareness campaign. In
a home environment where organisational policies and training do not exist, the media is
likely to be the most prominent source of information about cybersecurity threats. Media
stories may trigger greater concern about threats which prompt users to act. The media
risk’” (Neuwirth et al., 2000). In addition to the media, there may also be other external
sources that prompt users to engage in safer cybersecurity behaviours.

2.4.4.2. Encouragement & Use by Others

encouragement by others to use protective technologies and take protective steps. They
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(Figure 2-6, p. 39). Encouragement by others refers to encouragement by “others within
the individuals’ reference group” and “represents ‘verbal persuasion’ one of the four main

2.4.5. Barriers to Security Behaviours
Perceived barriers are taken into consideration in both the HBM (Figure 2-2, p.
32) and PMT (Figure 2-3, p. 33

Becker, 1984, p. 2). In the HBM, perceived barriers are considered alongside perceived
2.4.1.3

rewards, and response barriers. Extrinsic rewards are the rewards such as “social approval”
for continuing a maladaptive behaviour while intrinsic rewards refer to rewards such
as pleasure for continuing a non-preventive behaviour (Neuwirth et al., 2000, p. 722).
Response barriers decreased the coping appraisal process (Neuwirth et al., 2000). Response
barriers are the closest to perceived barriers in the HBM, and refer to the costs, time, and
were proposed to decrease threat and coping appraisal, Neuwirth et al.’s (2000) research
did not support this.
Perceived barriers have been considered in other research into internet security by Ng
of practicing computer security” and suggested that these barriers would decrease the
likelihood of an individual taking protective steps (p. 5). Although Ng et al. (2008) found
in their study, they indicated that this may have been related the fact that their respondents
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(p. 823).
Research so far has not shown that perceived barriers lower the likelihood of an
individual practicing preventive behaviours. However, the preventive behaviours considered
in the HBM and PMT of cost, time, and inconvenience may be more prevalent in a study
to bear the time and energy costs to ensure that their system is safe. In contrast, security
is largely invisible for organisational users, who for the most part already have security
2007). Because of this, barriers may play a greater role in preventing home users’ security
behaviours.

2.5. Summary of the Literature & Research Gap
Previous literature on users’ cybersecurity behaviours indicated that these behaviours

usefulness and ease of use, trust, awareness, knowledge, security orientation, and previous
personal experience. In addition to these internal factors, external factors such as cues to

in cybersecurity behaviours.
By identifying the factors that researchers have previously studied it was clear that
(see Table 2-5, p. 51
susceptibility have been well established in cybersecurity research, although at times with
intention to engage in safer behaviours online, as has perceived susceptibility. However, the

several gaps in the literature remain.
Although research on home users has increased in recent years, there are still gaps
organisational users. In particular, studies on organisational users which have indicated
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Year

2005

Rhee et al.

2007

2007

Pahnila et al.

2007

2007

Intention to use protective technologies
(anti-spyware)

2006

Lu et al.

Lallmahamood

Perceived risk in using online applications

2006

Perceptions of risk in internet security

Home user intention to practice security

Harrington et al.

2005

2005

Ng et al.

Information security in the workplace

Risky behaviours by individuals

2004

2005

Computer abuse in organisations

Topic

2002

2001

2000

Chan et al.

Jarvenpaa et al.

Fear Arousal

Perceived Barriers

Cues to Action

PMT

SCT
TAM

TPB
TRA

Attitude

HBM
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Table 2-5.
cybersecurity behaviours
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Descriptive Norm
Knowledge

Personal Experience
Awareness
Trust

Perceived Behavioural Control

Ng et al.

Agarwal

2009
2010

2008

Home user avoidance of online threats

Individual web security behaviours

Theory on IT threat avoidance
Home user security intentions

Organisational e-mail security

Topic

2010

Year

2010

SCT
TAM

Perceived Barriers

Trust

Awareness

Personal Experience

Knowledge

Descriptive Norm

TPB

Perceived Behavioural Control

TRA

Attitude

PMT

Fear Arousal

HBM
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2008). In addition, there remains a need to research users’ security behaviours rather than
focusing purely on adoption of technology because it assumes that “doing security” is a
one time event rather than an ongoing set of behaviours.
Identifying the personal factors associated with users’ security behaviours has shown
cases how these factors relate to each other and if there are additional factors that could be
it is unclear if all of these factors are relevant to home user security behaviours. Therefore,

areas have not yet been fully explained.
understanding of the gap between what people know and what they do. By understanding
what factors contribute to this gap, it may be possible to take steps to reduce it. It appears
that in many cases users consider themselves to be knowledgeable enough about security to
protect themselves. However, research shows that computer security remains an issue and
that we have yet to conclusively determine why people do not take more steps to protect
themselves online.

2.6. Chapter Summary
This chapter illustrated why there is a need to investigate users’ cybersecurity
which factors are particularly relevant to explaining users’ cybersecurity behaviours. This
demonstrated the need to develop a conceptual model to guide the research. Chapter 3
examines the methods employed to collect and analyse the data used to answer the research
questions and presents the conceptual model based on the literature.
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C

hapter 3
Methodology

3.1. Introduction
This chapter addresses the research paradigm, methodology, data collection, and
data analysis procedures. In this exploratory study, a series of interviews and focus groups
was used to explore the factors related to home users’ security behaviours, which were
guided by a conceptual model that is presented in this chapter. The qualitative data were
analysed in accordance with the interpretive paradigm. After the selection of research
procedures.

3.2. Overview of Paradigm, Approach, and Methods
Three commonly used research paradigms in information management are positivist,

seeks to “understand the deeper structure of a phenomenon” and obtain a “shared
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research critiques the current state of the research and attempts to reveal the “historical,
1991, p. 5).
Chapter 2 explored the current state of the research and showed how there is yet to
users’ intentions to engage in cybersecurity practices. Guided by this, an interpretivist
approach was used to better understand the phenomenon of cybersecurity behaviours in
past, much of the literature has focused on testing existing theories and their suitability for
use in the security domain. Therefore, it was necessary to utilise an interpretive paradigm
to help identify potentially new factors related to cybersecurity behaviours and to gain a
better understanding of the topic overall.

3.2.1. Exploratory Research
As indicated in the previous chapter, there is little consensus about what factors
contribute to home users’ cybersecurity behaviours. Combined with the relative newness
were relevant and to identify potential new factors for deeper exploration. Therefore, an
exploratory approach was taken in this research. Exploratory research can be used to “gain
Exploratory research is useful for generating theory about cybersecurity behaviours,
an emerging topic. The objectives of exploratory research are “theory initiation and theory

of exploratory research is to gain a greater understanding of the phenomenon, making it
suitable for this study.

3.2.2. Qualitative Approach
A qualitative approach was taken in this study in order to get insight into additional
previous cybersecurity research has been the emphasis on the use of quantitative methods.
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how they do so suggests that there is room for additional research into other factors which
further contribute to users’ intentions to engage in protective behaviours. Qualitative data
has a “richness and holism with strong potential for revealing complexity” that may not
Qualitative research focuses on getting data in a way that allows us to understand

naturally” (Patton, 2001, p. 39, as cited in Golafshani, 2003, p. 600). Much of the existing
cybersecurity research has focused on determining if users’ security behaviours can be
explained using the constructs of already established theories. However, there has been
little agreement by researchers about what is the most appropriate theoretical basis to use.
This lack of agreement indicated a need to build on the existing theory and to determine
the most relevant parts for the context in order to better address the drivers of cybersecurity
behaviours.
users’ cybersecurity behaviours. Miles and Huberman (1994) advocate qualitative research
10). Given the lack of cohesive approaches to explaining cybersecurity behaviours (Table
2-3, p. 30), a qualitative approach appeared to be well suited for further exploration of

3.2.3. Interpretive Paradigm
Researchers have acknowledged that users play an important role in protecting
cybersecurity because they have the ability to override the technological protections

oriented cybersecurity research to date has been undertaken using quantitative, positivist

users’ behaviours.
An interpretive approach is especially appropriate when the focus is on understanding
the context of the research problem and the complexity associated with human understanding
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considered together. Lee (2001, as cited in Gregor, 2006) states “research in the information
or even the two side by side...it investigates the phenomena that emerge when the two
interact” (p. 613). It is this interaction that contributes to the complexity of understanding
the phenomenon.
A positivist paradigm is more appropriate for proving or disproving theory, while
the interpretivist paradigm uses theory to sensitise the researcher to a particular way of
is a shortage of research into home users’ security behaviours. This indicated a need to
explore the topic in a way that enabled participants to bring their own understanding to the
topic and to have these concepts integrated into the research. Therefore, an interpretivist
paradigm was better suited to gaining the required understanding of the phenomenon and
the factors associated with users’ behaviours which could later be tested.
from social constructions and cannot be understood without the actors who create the
what the threats are and how they can be countered. However, without understanding
the perceptions and behaviours associated with addressing threats, we are faced with an

behaviours, it is not just the technology that dictates what individuals do, though the
combines an understanding of the system as well as “the process whereby the information

and the technology and looks at how they interact.

3.2.4. Use of Focus Groups and Interviews

distinguishes focus groups from other types of qualitative data gathering is the interaction
that happens between participants (Gibbs, 1997). The use of focus groups allowed for the
development of a shared understanding of the topic as well as an understanding of how
for a greater level of consensus to be obtained (Gibbs, 1997). Therefore, focus groups
provided an appropriate starting point for exploring users’ cybersecurity intentions and
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behaviours as well as the drivers of these.
The second stage of the research was to conduct individual interviews. Interviews
are particularly helpful when the researched behaviours of participants cannot be directly

greater detail. They also allowed for the topics raised in early interviews to inform the
questions asked of later interviewees.
using an experimental approach, this research focused on their reasons for engaging in
cybersecurity behaviours, which cannot be observed. In addition if the respondents had
been studied in a lab situation, it may have biased the way they acted or put a greater focus
environment could have prevented respondents from discussing events not included in an
experiment. Therefore, interviews enabled the provision of a winder scope for discussing
the existing literature.
Before the data was collected, a conceptual model was developed in order to guide
the research. In the next section, the conceptual model based on the literature is presented
and explained.

3.3. Conceptual Model Development
The analysis of the literature and the associated models provided a number of
factors of particular relevance in researching cybersecurity behaviours and the factors that

t
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t
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t
DZCFSTFDVSJUZCFIBWJPVST
Each group of factors and the proposed relationships with other factors are discussed in the
subsequent sections. These will be followed by the conceptual model which was developed
based on the existing literature.
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3.3.1. Perceived Threat
Perceived threat comes from health theory, and often refers to the perceived threat
of a disease. This concept can be further adapted to the cybersecurity context to refer to
the perceived threat of a cybersecurity attack. Perceived threat is the combined perceptions
about the severity of and susceptibility to a particular threat. Perceptions of threat may
users who have lower levels of perceived threat will be less likely to intend to engage in
cybersecurity behaviours and therefore, not engage in as many protective behaviours as a
user with higher levels of perceived threat.

3.3.2. Perceived Susceptibility
Perceived susceptibility to threats refers to the perceived likelihood of a cybersecurity
breach occurring. There is a need to consider the perceived susceptibility to threats as the
past literature showed that users often did not feel that it was likely they would have to face
breaches. This belief often caused users to believe that the perceived severity of threats
was lower than it may have actually been.

3.3.3. Perceived Severity

and personal consequences of a breach. Past cybersecurity research found that perceived

work in conjunction with perceived susceptibility.

3.3.4. Proposed Internal Factors

Figure
3-1, p. 61
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Subjective
Norm

Prior
Experience

Security
Orientation

INTERNAL
FACTORS

Knowledge

Perceived

Attitude

Figure 3-1.
individuals to engage in cybersecurity behaviours

3.3.4.1. Subjective Norm
The subjective norm comes from the TRA (Figure 2-7, p. 361) and TPB (Figure 2-5,
p. 358) and refers to individuals’ beliefs about how they believe that other people feel they

if and how relevant this factor will be in the current study.

3.3.4.2. Prior Experience
Prior experience can relate to the amount of internet experience a person has
and whether the individual has ever had negative experiences with cybersecurity. More

that individuals who have been using the internet longer will be more likely to be aware
It is unclear from the literature whether prior negative experience with data loss,
malware, or fraud may cause individuals to be more cautious in their behaviours. Good,
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found that some respondents were more cautious about what they installed because of
past negative experiences with malware and phishing. In contrast, Harrington et al. (2006)

acts as a mediating factor.

3.3.4.3. Knowledge

users to engage in safer practices (see Rhee et al., 2005). Health literature suggests that
knowledge and awareness can come from several sources including awareness campaigns,

cybersecurity behaviours because it is necessary that individuals be knowledgeable enough
to identify a threat.

3.3.4.4. Security Orientation

computer security” (Ng et al., 2008, p. 5). Although Ng et al. found that a general security
orientation did not directly impact cybersecurity behaviours, it may be possible that an
individual’s security orientation has a less direct impact on their behaviours and instead

3.3.4.5.

in relation to engaging in particular actions to get expected outcomes (Bandura, 1986).

cybersecurity behaviours requires some knowledge of the threats and how these threats can
be countered. Because of this, users may be more likely to believe that they are capable of
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protecting themselves if they already have higher levels of knowledge. Therefore, perceived

3.3.4.6. Attitude
Attitude is a person’s positive or negative feelings about an object or action (Fishbein
behaviours. Individuals may have both positive and negative attitudes towards the
behaviours.

3.3.5. Proposed External Factors
Cues to action, encouragement by others,
Cues to
Action

intention to engage in cybersecurity behaviours
(see Figure 3-2). From the literature, three

Encouragement
by Others

EXTERNAL
FACTORS

to action, encouragement by others, and use
Use by
by others. These factors were a starting point
Others
for identifying factors in the user’s external
Figure 3-2. Proposed external
environment.

3.3.5.1. Cues to Action

in cybersecurity behaviours

context, the symptoms refer to symptoms that can be seen on a computer, such as slowed
performance or other tangible symptoms. For the purposes of this research, knowledge is
considered as a separate internal factor because it relates directly to the individual and is not
of computers, the internet, and security in general and how that relates to their intentions.
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3.3.5.2. Encouragement & Use by Others

individual’s reference group and use by others refers to “the actual use of computers by
these concepts refer to the use of technology, they can also be applied to engaging in
cybersecurity behaviours. These factors may be particularly relevant when a computer
is shared between several people, such as families or individuals living together in shared
accommodation.

3.3.6. Demographic Factors

security and privacy behaviours. Therefore, they have been included in the conceptual

3.3.7.

positive and negative behaviours in health theory. The HBM (Figure 2-2, p. 352
barriers are an individual’s perceptions that it may be expensive, dangerous, unpleasant,
inconvenient, time-consuming, and so forth” to take steps to prevent or treat a disease,

individuals’ perceptions about the barriers to engaging in safe practices and their beliefs
online.
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3.3.8. Cybersecurity Intentions

to impact their security behaviours. According to the TRA (Figure 2-7, p. 361), there is
an assumption that people will engage in a behaviour as long as they have a strong enough

individuals accurately express their intention to engage in cybersecurity behaviours.

3.3.9. Cybersecurity Behaviours
Cybersecurity behaviours are the intended outcome in the conceptual model. Ng and
Rahim (2005) indicated that there was no agreed upon list of safe behaviours online. This
means that individual behaviours will need to be considered against a selection of common
security behaviours that are not necessarily exhaustive, but provide a starting point from
which to judge whether a person is taking some appropriately safe steps. Examples of such

not sharing passwords,
using strong passwords,
not opening email attachments without being certain they
do not contain malicious code,
using protective software,
ensuring computer software is patched and up to date, and
ensuring networks and browsers are secure.

3.3.10. Conceptual Model

developed (see Figure 3-3, p. 66 and Table 3-1, p. 67
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Perceived
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Internal
Factors

Perceived
Suscptibility

Perceived
Threat

Demographic
Factors

External
Factors

Perceived
Barriers &

Cybersecurity
Intentions

Cybersecurity
Behaviours

Figure 3-3. Conceptual model for examining home users’ reasons for engaging in
cybersecurity behaviours

factors along with the individual’s perceptions of seriousness of and susceptibility to threats.
This conceptual model was the starting point for approaching the research. However, it was
expected that there could be additions and subtractions based on the empirical research.
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Internal Factors

External Factors

Cybersecurity Behaviours
Cybersecurity Intentions
Demographic Factors

individual’s perception of threat

Behaviours associated with an individual’s cybersecurity practices
A user’s intention to engage in cybersecurity behaviours

Attitude

Prior experience
Knowledge
General security
orientation

TRA
TPB

TRA
TPB
PMT
HBM
HBM (see
Ng et al.,
2008)
HBM (see
Rosenstock
et al., 1988)
PMT

Age, sex, ethnicity,
HBM
personality, socioeconomics,
knowledge
Personality variables
Cues to action
HBM
Encouragement by others

Theory
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Table 3-1.
conceptual model
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Perceived Threat

A user’s perceptions about the danger of the cybersecurity threats
they face online and want to protect themselves against

severity

barriers to behavioural
change
Response costs
Intrinsic and extrinsic
rewards of continuing a
maladaptive response
Perceived threat of disease
Threat appraisal

engaging in cybersecurity behaviours

A user’s evaluation of the possible data, system, and personal
consequences of a security incident (Ng et al., 2008)

severity

may be expensive, dangerous, unpleasant, inconvenient, time-

A “...user’s perceived likelihood of a security incident taking place”
(Ng et al., 2008)

Theory
HBM

PMT
PMT

HBM
PMT
HBM

PMT
HBM

PMT
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3.4. Data Collection
The data gathering was done in two stages. First, three focus groups were conducted.
These were followed by 20 semi-structured individual interviews with individuals who had
not participated in the focus groups. For the remainder of the thesis, the following terms
participants
interviewees
interviews, and
respondents
interviewees, used to collectively describe the
people who participated in the study.
In this section, an overview of the sample selection process and the respondents’
characteristics is provided. This is followed by a discussion of the ethical considerations
that needed to be addressed in this research . Next, details of the composition of and the
data collection procedures for the focus groups and interviews are presented. Finally, steps
taken to address rigour and trustworthiness are presented.

3.4.1. Sample Selection

of people who either possess characteristics or live in circumstances relevant to the social
phenomenon being studied” and who would “enable the exploration of a particular aspect
focus groups were approached based on their ability to meet the relevant criteria for the
study. Both participants and interviewees were approached individually in person and asked
to participate in a session if they met the required criteria.

retirees. These three groups provided a broad selection of respondents who covered distinct
viewpoints based on how long participants had used computers, what they did on their
computers, and their level of comfort with their computers.
A similar strategy was used for selecting interviewees. Initial interviewees were
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the completion of the interview, they were asked if they knew other people who would
be willing to participate in the study. The subsequent interviewees were approached to
determine if they met the required characteristics and if they contributed to the breadth
of interviewees selected.

3.4.2. Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations needed to be taken into account before participants were

ensuring full disclosure about the purpose and use
of participants’ data,
keeping participants well informed about the
expectations of them, and

Each of these issues was addressed in respect to this research.
To ensure respondents were fully informed about the purpose and use of their data,
information sheets were provided to all respondents prior to their participation in a focus
group or individual interview session. The information sheet and interview questions for
Committee prior to being given to the respondents. In addition, the participants signed a
consent form (Appendix 5) allowing their data to be used in the research and the names of
the respondents and any related organisations were changed in order to ensure anonymity.
In order to ensure that respondents were well informed about what was expected
of them, a description of the research (Appendix 5) was given to them at the start of the
session. The information sheet allowed each respondent to consider the issues before the
focus group or interview took place. After the completion of all focus groups, a summary
of the collected data was sent to participants. After each individual interview, the recording
was transcribed and the transcription was sent to the interviewee to check.

made clear on the consent form that each participant signed before taking part in a focus
group. For both focus group participants and interviewees, pseudonyms have been used
in the thesis in order to maintain anonymity, and data were only disclosed to the parties
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indicated on the information sheet (e.g. the researcher, supervisors, and the respondent).

3.4.3. Respondent Characteristics
In order to qualify for being a respondent, four main criteria needed to be met. Each
individual (1) needed to be a home computer user, (2) with a connection to the internet,
(3) who was over 18 years of age, and (4) whose primary use of the computer at home was
for personal use rather than working from home (e.g. telecommuting).

computer that is not owned or controlled by an organisation” (p. 1544). The purpose of

and reasons for engaging in security behaviours. Individuals who did not have a computer
at home or who only had a computer in their home that was owned or managed by
their employer did not qualify for this study. Individuals who used an organisation owned
computer for part of the day and a home computer for another part of the day were asked
to answer the interview questions in light of their home computing behaviours.
As the topic of this research required users to engage in online security behaviours,
the presence of an internet connection on at least one of their home computer devices
was required to qualify for the study. The type of internet connection (e.g. wired, wireless,
mobile, etc.) did not disqualify respondents as long as one was present.
Although cybersecurity is an issue at any age, this research focused on adults
(individuals age 18 or older) for several reasons. Adults are able to make purchasing
decisions about hardware, software, and internet services. Therefore, it was assumed that
they would be capable of making their own decisions about whether to engage in protective
behaviours. There was an assumption that adults were more likely to be in a position
where they could make decisions about what would constitute acceptable use of computers
online. Finally, adults were assumed to be more likely to be aware of why they were making
decisions about their behaviours and identify the reasons behind those behaviours.
computer was for personal use rather than work use. The reason for this was because work
computers used in a home environment were likely to still have restrictions placed on their
usage and could have still attracted organisational consequences if policies were breached.
Therefore, in order for an individual to qualify as a respondent for this study they needed
to own a personal computer used for personal reasons. A requisite amount of time that
a computer was used for personal purposes was not set. However, it was expected that
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users would respond honestly about the main use of the computer. To further ensure that
respondents were using a computer for personal purposes, they were also asked to describe
their usual daily activities on the machine.

3.4.4. Focus Groups

consisted of 4. Each session lasted between 45 and 75 minutes and was recorded on video
to help identify the speaker and to help capture nonverbal responses that may not have
otherwise been captured in an audio-only recording. Participants were seated around a
threats, safeguards, and behaviours. Participants were initially asked to describe how they
used the internet on a regular day. This provided insight into how they generally used
the internet which provided additional context for understanding what steps they took to
protect themselves online. As a group, participants were then asked to help come up with a
list of online security threats they were concerned about. These threats were written on the
whiteboard for use as prompts in the subsequent questions about threats, threat awareness,
and factors that led to their threat awareness. After discussing threats with participants, they
were asked as a group to identify safeguards they were aware of to protect against threats
what safeguards they used, why they used those particular safeguards and what prompted

At the end of the session, participants were given three sheets of paper on which
they were asked to rank the top three threats they were concerned about, reasons for
using safeguards, and barriers to using safeguards. They were asked to rank these items
in descending order. Each person was asked to keep their responses anonymous, and the
pieces of paper were returned in blank envelopes before the participants left the session.
The responses listed were allocated points based on the ranking. The number one response
response 1 point. The points from each of the topic lists were tallied for each group
in order to identify the most important sub-topics within threat awareness, reasons for
engaging in cybersecurity behaviours, and barriers to doing so. These rankings were used
to compare the main topics of concern to those that were actually discussed and also to
gain an understanding of which topics each group considered to be the most important.
Focus group 1 was comprised of part-time students who were studying at a university
while working. As a result, the ages of the participants varied from 18-59 with the majority
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of participants falling into the 30-49 age bracket. The participants in this group were
for at least 7 years. However, 2 participants were uncertain about how long they had been
using the internet for. Every participant in this group indicated that they shared their
computer with at least one other person.
Focus group 2 was comprised of respondents who were working full time. Respondents
were in the 18-29 age bracket as well as the 50-69 age bracket. All of the respondents were
working full time at the time of the focus groups. This group was the most evenly split
at least 10 years. Every participant in this group shared their computer with at least one
other person.
Group 3 consisted of people who were primarily retired. Their ages were in the
brackets of 40-49 and 50-69. The respondents in this group had worked in the past, but
for the most part had left the work force at the time of the focus groups. The composition
less than 3 years while the remaining participants indicated that they had been using it for
10 or more years. In this group, half of the participants shared their computers while the
other half did not.

ages, the respondents in this study were adults living in a medium to large city who had
generally had at least some tertiary education. Therefore, there is the potential to further
explore the transferability of the results from this study to other populations (such as older
or younger, individuals living in rural areas, individuals living in less developed areas, etc.).

3.4.5. Individual Interviews
The main purpose of the focus groups was to examine the suitability of the conceptual
review. A set of 20 individual interview whose participants were distinct from focus group
participants was conducted. The individual interviews were then used to build on the
add new topics when applicable. The questions asked in the individual interviews were
informed from the responses given in the focus groups as well as from the literature and
conceptual model. Each individual interview lasted between 45 and 90 minutes and the
audio was recorded for transcription purposes. Interviews were conducted in sets of 5 so
that preliminary analysis could be done in order to determine if additional areas needed
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to be explored based on interviewees’ comments.
Interviewees were asked to describe the types of things they did online on an average
day in order to provide some context for their computer use. Interviewees were also asked
term was used, an accurate interpretation was used in the context of each interviewee
and to determine if interviewees had a similar understanding of the term. Each interview
Interviewees were asked questions similar to those asked of focus group participants, with
additional questions gained from discussions from the focus groups and previous interviews.

3.5. Data Analysis Procedures
All focus groups and interviews were recorded, then transcribed and coded using
Nvivo 9. This section explains the data analysis procedures used for the focus groups and
used to analyse the focus group data. The next section explains the relationship between
the focus group data and the individual interview data and describes the steps taken to
analyse the individual interviews and how the codes from the individual interviews were
reconciled with the codes from the focus groups.

3.5.1. Focus Group Data Analysis

and text segments based on their meaning and the context. The creation of the preliminary
codes was initially guided by the conceptual model. However, the codes applied were not

email fraud,
phishing,
spam,
pornography,
restricted Content,
anti-virus.
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At this stage the primary focus was on ensuring that the relevant words and sections of text
descriptions for each code were included and used as part of the process to determine
whether a section of text was relevant to the given code. This helped to ensure that the
meaning of the codes was consistent.
stage were grouped together based on their overall meaning or the relevant topic (see Table
3-2). At this stage, duplicate codes were checked to ensure that the meaning was the same.
If the meaning was the same, the
Table 3-2. Example of how codes were
the code was re-named to avoid grouped in the second stage of the focus group
confusion and the sections of text data analysis
Topic
Code
were re-checked to ensure that the
Threat_Pornography
codes were assigned appropriately. Content Threats
Threat_RestrictedContent
Because of the large number of
Email Threats
Threat_EmailFraud
codes that remained at the end of
Threat_Phishing
the second stage of coding, a third
stage was undertaken where the
focus was on further grouping and
consolidating codes.
In the third stage, the codes were further grouped until the top level codes could
not be combined into more general codes without losing meaning. At the highest level of
codes, many of the assigned codes could be referred back to the components from the
conceptual model. However, during the coding process, additional codes were also added
to address categories that had not been included in the original conceptual model. An
abbreviated example of the coding from this stage is provided in Table 3-3, p. 76. After
the coding of the focus groups was complete, 27 top level codes remained (see Appendix
3). Although the original conceptual model only contained nine factors, the codes for the

focus groups were not consolidated to such an extent at this point in order to minimise
assumptions about which parts wold contribute to each factor. Therefore, although many
of the original factors were included in the top level codes, there were also additional
codes which represented components of the factors from the literature as well as additional
of relationships between factors were noted in a separate document (see Appendix 4 for
an example of a mind map used in the process of exploring the relationships between the
factors).
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Table 3-3.
Codes
Threats

Example of coding used in the third stage of coding the focus group data
Codes

Codes

Codes

Cybersecurity Threats

Perceived security threats that relate

Content Threats

Perceived threats that focus on the
appropriateness of the material being
presented to users
Threat_Pornography
Threat_RestrictedContent
Email Threats
Perceived threats that are transmitted via
email (either as an attachment or through
the message itself)
Threat_EmailFraud
Threat_Phishing
Malware Threats

Perceived threats that are found in
software created for malicious purposes
Threat_Virus
Threat_TrojanHorse
...
Other Threats
into multiple categories
Threat_IDFraud
...
Perceived threats that are transmitted to
users via websites
Threat_Cookies
...
Perceptions about how threats would be
transmitted to users’ computers
...

3.5.2. Individual Interview Data Analysis
After the completion of the focus groups, a series of 20 semi-structured individual
interviews was conducted. After the interviews were transcribed, the transcripts were
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explore the topics that were raised during the focus groups, and (3) identify any additional
factors relevant to users’ cybersecurity behaviours. The focus groups were intended to
inform the individual interviews. Therefore, they covered many of the same topics. As a

perceptions about the characteristics of malicious users,
the impact of luck on respondents’ behaviours,
the perception of accidents as a cause of cybersecurity
breaches,
the impact of respondents’ reliance on others to protect
them from potential breaches,
perceptions about who is responsible for keeping a
computer safe from a cybersecurity breach,
the impact of past or present employment on respondents’
behaviours,
the impact of perceived data value on respondents’
intention to protect their data, and
the impact of computer sharing on respondents’
behaviours.

Chapter 4.
An approach similar to what was used in coding the focus groups was used to code
the individual interviews. The individual interviews were coded in a separate database from
new codes. However, the 27 top level codes from the focus groups were included in the
individual interview coding database in order to provide some guidance.
process. Preliminary codes were assigned to words and text based on their meanings and
these codes were subsequently categorised into higher level categories until once again the
codes could not be further combined without losing meaning.
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3.5.3. Integration of Focus Group and Individual
Interview Data
Once the interview and focus group transcripts were coded, the codes were merged
into a single database in Nvivo, which resulted in duplicate and additional codes. In order
and analogous codes (see Table 3-4
identical for both the focus groups and individual interviews (situation 1, Table 3-4). In this
same codes were kept and merged together into a single code in the combined database.
If there was a disparate code in the database where the name was the same but the
the codes were reconsidered and the interview and focus group data were re-examined
Table 3-4.
groups and individual interviews

1. Identical codes
(same name, same
meaning)
2. Disparate codes
(same name,

Codes merged as Perceived

Future Threats
(meaning the
future likelihood
of threats)

3. Analogous codes Future Threats

4. No disparate or
analogous code,
higher level code
5. No disparate or
analogous code,
no suitable higher
level group
6. Consolidation
of codes
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--

--

Future Threats
(meaning the
types of threats
respondents
thought they
would be likely to
face in the future
Future likelihood

Threat_iFrame

Best Practices

Interview and focus group
data checked and assigned to
the appropriate code based
codes renamed based on

Codes merged and renamed
based on meaning (e.g.
Future likelihood)
Code merged into the
appropriate higher level code
from the focus group
Left to form a new top
consolidation of codes

--

--

All top level codes checked
to ensure they could not be
further grouped without
losing meaning.
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(situation 2, Table 3-4, p. 78). Disparate codes were renamed based on their meanings.
For example, when the focus group and individual interview codes were being combined,
perceived likelihood that a person would have to deal with a threat in the future. In the

re-examined and the codes were checked to ensure that they matched the appropriate
their meanings.
If a code did not have an identical or disparate code, the next step was to check if
(situation 3, Table 3-4, p. 78). In this situation, the codes were merged into a single code,
the focus groups had a code named Future Threats while the interviews had a code called
Future Likelihood. Both were meant to refer to the likelihood of an individual facing a
cybersecurity threat in the future. Therefore, the code was renamed Future Likelihood,
and associated meaning.

4, Table 3-4, p. 78). If possible, codes were moved into existing higher level code groups.
If it was not possible to move the code into a higher level group (situation 5, Table 3-4,
p. 78
consolidation. As a follow up to this step, if a new code was established after the interviews,
the focus group transcripts were re-examined to determine if there were any segments of
Table 3-4, p. 78),
that they would not lose meaning.

3.6. Rigour and Trustworthiness

of interpretive research is that it is highly dependent on time and context, and can produce

and Guba (1985) suggested four criteria for assessing the rigour and trustworthiness of
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Guba, 1985).
Credibility can be used in place of internal validity. Credibility can be achieved

triangulation and member checks were used to increase credibility. Triangulation refers to

checks relate to “soliciting reactions of respondents to the investigator’s reconstruction”
and asked for their feedback on the initial
.
The responses to the summary were positive and no topics were added or removed as
a result of the feedback. Interviewees were sent copies of their transcript for checking.
Also, at the completion of all of the interviews, interviewees were sent a summary of the
results which they could comment on. This summary contained an initial set of revisions
to the conceptual model that interviewees were asked for their feedback on. Initially the
revised model started with a factor called “potential threat” which was comprised of threat
awareness and consequence awareness. However, after discussions with several respondents
it became clear that the focus needed to be on awareness, and a deeper understanding
of threats and their consequences was better suited to exploring in conjunction with
interviewees were approached separately, and had the user types, main characteristics, and
behaviours explained to them. After the explanation, the interviewee was asked to identify
which user type (if any), they felt best related to their cybersecurity behaviours. Four of the

part of the analysis. However, this was expected, as explained in Chapter 6 (Dark Horse).
Transferability is similar to external validity. Transferability requires ensuring that

context of the research and describing relevant individual contextual factors that may have
In place of reliability, dependability can be used. Dependability can be achieved
dependability in this research, inter-rater validation was conducted in relation to the themes
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associated with the codes and the user types. Two senior academics were consulted and
provided with a selection of transcripts in order to identify themes. The themes and codes

was undertaken with regard to the user types. The same academics were consulted with
a selection of transcripts to identify which user types they felt were associated with each.

includes ensuring that an appropriate audit trail is created. The audit trail for this research
includes the transcripts of the data, notes associated with the analysis, and notes associated
with the process of conducting the revisions to the model and user types.

3.7. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the use of the interpretive paradigm and qualitative approach to
As a starting point for the data collection, a conceptual model was developed based on the
literature. In order to conduct the research, 3 focus groups and 20 individual interviews
were conducted amongst home users. This chapter also provided an overview of how the
data were analysed and how the codes between the focus groups and individual interviews
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hapter 4
Findings

4.1. Introduction

In the next sections, the six main factors that emerged during the data analysis will
awareness,
perceived danger,
internal factors,
external factors,
barriers and enablers, and
cybersecurity intentions.
Each of these factors and their relevant sub-factors are explored in greater detail in the
subsequent sections.
between the types of respondents. Participants is used to describe the respondents from the
focus groups. Interviewees is used to describe respondents from the individual interviews.

Braun
Respondents is used to describe the collective group of participants and interviewees.

4.2. Understanding Cybersecurity
During the focus groups, participants used the terms ‘cybersecurity’ and ‘internet
security’ when talking about their protective behaviours. Throughout the discussions, these
terms appeared to be used interchangeably. There was no indication during the focus groups
assumption was that participants understood the two terms to be identical and were using
them interchangeably. In order to provide further context for interviewees’ responses and

literature about what cybersecurity involves.

interviewees either viewed cybersecurity and internet security as distinct concepts or that
they were uncertain about what cybersecurity involved which caused them to provide a
or were uncertain about the meanings of each, subsequent interviewees were asked to

considered cybersecurity and internet security to be identical and interchangeable.

in the given context. Therefore, the focus was on obtaining a clearer idea of the context
for the interpretation of their subsequent answers rather than ensuring that there was a

themes were present in the majority of interviewees’ responses. Interviewees often focused
on the threats that they felt they needed to protect themselves against. Viruses were
commonly given as an example of something that interviewees needed to guard against.

Interviewees also often noted that protecting their cybersecurity was about protecting their
cybersecurity provided in Chapter 2 did not explicitly
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include privacy, it was noted that privacy can be protected through cybersecurity.
cybersecurity and internet security
to be distinct terms. The main way that interviewees distinguished cybersecurity from
internet security was that internet security often included ways that users could protect

both included protection of interviewees’ privacy, personal information, and credit card
numbers.
internet security is provided in Table 4-1
examination showed how the terms can be distinguished from each other. Interviewees
typically considered cybersecurity to be about the threats and risks faced online while
of cybersecurity and internet security for the remainder of this study have been revised
but not limited to malware, phishing,
and social engineering) through the use Table 4-1. Terms associated with
of internet security. Internet security
internet security
that can be used by individuals to
protect themselves from cybersecurity

understandings of each of the terms and
was used in the coding process to ensure
accurately in the interpretation of each

electronic attacks
social engineering
cookies
popups
managing risk

website security
hardware
network ports
maintenance

personal information
privacy

interviewees responses.

4.3. Awareness of Threats and Safeguards
Although security companies regularly put out reports about the most dangerous
threats, this does not mean that all users are aware of which threats they need to be
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getting respondents to brainstorm the threats, this gave them a starting point for comparing
how they felt their awareness of threats compared to the normal user.
As discussed in section 3.4.4, within the focus groups, participants as a group compiled
a list of the threats they were aware of and later ranked those threats in order of concern
(see Table 4-2
discussed the types of malware they were aware of, viruses were mentioned in all of the
focus groups. trojan horses and the more general term of malware were also frequently
mentioned. Approximately one-third of participants were aware of trojan horses while
only two participants discussed computer worms.
Table 4-2. Top ranked threats participants were concerned about, in
descending order

Malware
ID Theft
Phishing

Malware

Financial Loss
Loss of
Malware

The top ranked concerns were most similar between the part-time graduate students
and the working professionals. Along with malware, both groups were concerned about
identity theft and fraud, as well as the potential for misleading or malicious content in the
form of websites and emails. One reason for the similarity may have been because the
participants in both groups were part of the workforce. Respondents in these groups were
the most likely to indicate that the information they had received at work had contributed
to their security awareness. In contrast, while the group comprised of retirees and older
participants was concerned about similar threats, those threats were phrased in much
broader terms and the consequences of the threats were put at the forefront. Older
However, these “threats” were more closely aligned with the consequences of cybersecurity
threats, rather than being threats themselves.
Although there was confusion between consequences of cybersecurity breaches and
the causes of these consequences in all of the focus groups, it was most pronounced in the
third focus group. Respondents were not corrected when they described consequences as
threats. Their responses allowed for a better understanding and interpretation of whether
the respondents were as aware of the threats as they considered themselves to be and
whether their understanding of threats was accurate. Respondents were asked to clarify
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did not always know, and at times emphasised that the consequences were what they were
concerned about. Therefore, in order to provide an accurate overview of respondents’
concerns, where appropriate the consequences have been included as threats that
respondents were concerned about.
interviewees, the results were similar (see Table 4-3). Along with identity theft or fraud as a
concern, interviewees were similarly concerned about malware. Almost all interviewees noted
at least one type of malware they were concerned about online, with a majority focusing on
was in their awareness and concern about phishing. Approximately one-third of interviewees
indicated a concern about phishing, while only 2 participants initially indicated a similar
concern. The number of Table 4-3. Comparison of focus groups’ top ranked
people concerned about threats with interviewees’ most frequently mentioned
phishing in the focus threats
groups increased slightly
after the topic was raised
Malware
Viruses
by another participant.
However,
overall
the
number of participants
Other Malware (e.g. Trojan
Horses, spyware, etc.)
concerned about phishing
Phishing
Phishing
remained lower than it was
for interviewees.
All of the focus groups and almost two-thirds of interviewees were concerned about
identity theft or identity fraud. Respondents rarely brought up the causes of things like
and consequences together, even when prompted to discuss what they thought might

cybersecurity breach caused by a malware, social engineering, or other type of attack. This
sort of confusion about whether something is a cybersecurity threat or the consequence
of one provides a starting point for further understanding respondents’ comments about
their awareness of threats as well as their understanding of them.
In order to provide additional context for what respondents’ answers meant when
threats the normal user was. By getting the respondents to compare how aware they felt
the normal user was, it provided insight into what they considered as the norm. A clear
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believed that the “normal user” was reasonably aware of

in the culture really. You know what viruses are, and you
know not to click on the email from the guy in Africa who is
a prince and is going to give you $5000 if you just give him
your bank account number. (Par-1C)
Overall, the consensus among respondents was that the normal user was aware enough
of threats to engage in basic protective steps, but lacked a thorough understanding of
threats. This suggested that awareness and knowledge needed to be considered separately
since some people considered themselves to be aware of the threats even when they did
not understand them.
Respondents’ levels of threat awareness varied greatly (see Table 4-4). Often
respondents answered questions about their awareness, susceptibility, severity, and knowledge
with initial responses where they considered themselves to be highly aware or unaware,

Table 4-4. Respondent comments
illustrating varying levels of cybersecurity
threat awareness

(nf=4)
(ni=3)

I have such a fear. And I don’t

know what I’m going to do.” (Par3D)
Moderate “I think I’m quite careful when it
(nf=5)
comes to personal information on
(ni=8)

average, or maybe above average
(Par-1C)
(nf=5)
(ni=9)
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PCs at work, so I know that people
aren’t always as safe as they should
be. Or as careful as they should
be. You read about it on, you read
about articles, and you see it on the
news as well. Major virus attacks,
things like that, Trojans.” (Int-6)

these levels. For a full explanation of
how their responses were assigned to
these categories, see Appendix 6 (p.
277). Respondents with lower levels of
awareness were more likely to express a
fear about the potential consequences
of cybersecurity breaches and were
more often unsure about the sort of
steps to take compared to respondents
with higher threat awareness. As
their perceived awareness of threats.
However, there were times where
individuals’ perceived threat awareness
demonstrated. For example, when
asked to describe how aware of threats
respondents were, several indicated
that they considered themselves as
highly aware. However, throughout the
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sessions, these respondents talked about threats in very broad terms.
In contrast, other respondents considered themselves to have low levels of perceived
and less common threats. In other cases, respondents considered themselves to be very
aware of threats, yet only described these threats in the broadest of terms. Therefore, it
became important to not only consider respondents’ perceptions of awareness, but also
the actual awareness that could be inferred from their responses.
Respondents’ subjective assessment of their awareness of threats often provided
aware of the threats online did not always mean that they were as aware as they believed
themselves to be. If respondents’ awareness were solely assessed based on their subjective
beliefs, it could lead to a misinterpretation of the role of awareness. As will be discussed
in Chapter 7, despite many individuals considering themselves to be aware of threats, they
still continue to act in unsafe ways. Therefore, awareness needs to be explored in terms of

Although awareness of threats was important to understanding users’ cybersecurity
behaviours, on its own, it did not provide a complete explanation of what caused this
individuals were aware of threats, it did not necessarily mean that they considered the
threats to be dangerous nor did it mean that steps were being taken to protect themselves.
Therefore, in conjunction with threat awareness, it was also necessary to look at the
perceived danger of threats.

4.4. Dangers of Threats

threats were and how likely respondents felt they were to have to deal with such threats
(perceived susceptibility). Throughout the remainder of the thesis, the term “threats” is
used to collectively describe cybersecurity threats (e.g. malware, phishing, etc). The word
“danger” is used to describe the possibility that individuals will be faced with these threats.
Respondents’ overall perceptions of danger were often lessened by their perceptions about
were using were particularly good at preventing breaches, they often considered the overall
danger to be lower.
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4.4.1. Susceptibility to Threats
Perceived susceptibility refers to beliefs about how likely an individual is to face a
cybersecurity threat. Perceived susceptibility focuses on the likelihood of a security breach
perceived susceptibility. The impact of past experiences is discussed in section 4.5.1.
Respondents were asked to describe how susceptible they felt the normal user was to
cybersecurity threats. This created a baseline against which respondents’ answers about
their own perceived susceptibility could be assessed and interpreted.
The consensus amongst respondents was that they considered it possible that they
would be faced with a security breach in the future (see Table 4-5). The majority of
respondents (85% of participants and 80% of interviewees) considered themselves to be
moderately susceptible to a security breach. The two remaining participants fell on the low
and high end of perceived susceptibility while the four remaining interviewees considered

malicious users, and their perceptions of luck.
Table 4-5. Respondent comments illustrating varying levels of perceived
susceptibility to cybersecurity threats

(nf=1)
(ni=0)

(Int-17)
Moderate
(nf=12)
(ni=16)

I don’t know if it’s the same or more, but there are certainly people out there
that are trying to capitalise, and you know, steal. Just like somebody robbing a
bank.” (Par-3A)
“I’d like to say that I hope not likely. But there is a chance that I could have to
And you never know what they’re going to come out with next.” (Int-3)

(nf=1)
(ni=4)

up viruses even though you have good security software. It’s always detecting
something... And if you happen to have let your security license lapse by a
couple of days, you can actually really get hit quite bad.” (Par-1E)

Respondents often felt they were less susceptible to threats because they did not
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people with valuable data,
rich people,
businesses,
governments, and
NGOs, etc.).

than themselves. The implication was that they did not need to be concerned about their
security because they were not attractive targets. In order to further understand why these
particular categories of people were considered more susceptible to threats it is necessary to
explore what it is that distinguishes these groups from the respondents. These distinguishing
features can be regarded in light of security by obscurity, data value, and assumptions
about malicious users.
1
can be used to describe why individuals who used Mac operating
Although only a minority of respondents (
) used
the Mac operating system, there was a common belief among them that their choice of

but maybe that’s just, maybe I’m being stupid. But Macs
don’t get viruses. (Par-1B)
I also use a Mac which has very few, well, isn’t targeted
by malicious software at the moment. (Int-15)
In this situation respondents were making the assumption that the relatively low market
share of Apple computers contributed to their security since many considered it to be “not
Although the idea that certain types of computers were less vulnerable was unique
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to Mac users, the idea that respondents did not have valuable data was much more
widespread. Respondents often believed that if they did not possess “valuable data,” they
I’m not an important target... I don’t have anything
] (Int-2)

where I keep it. (Par-2E)
Value related to the perceived value of the information that was held on respondents’
computers (e.g. sensitive documents) or the value in using that information (e.g. credit card
computer, respondents often explained that they believed that other groups of people
who held more valuable data, such as organisations and government bodies, were more
susceptible to cybersecurity breaches than they were themselves.
better targets for malicious users. Respondents believed that these organisations not only
held more data, but that these data were more valuable than what was contained on a
personal computer. Therefore, these organisations were considered to be more susceptible

through when they could easily hit a large database that has
names, dates of birth, etc. (Par-2A)
This comment not only suggested that the main goal for malicious users was to get data, but
also that organisations and home users were essentially on equal footing for security where
the choice for malicious users was between selecting one target with a multitude of data or
multiple targets with minimal data. Comments about the value of organisational data as
well as data kept on users’ home computers implied that respondents made assumptions
that getting access to data was malicious users’ main objective.
Respondents’ comments about value judgments illustrated how users’ beliefs about
Throughout the interviews and focus groups comments were made about malicious users’
reasons for engaging in malicious behaviour and the expected outcomes (see Table 4-6, p.
93
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Table 4-6. Respondent descriptions of malicious users, reasons for malicious users to
engage in malicious behaviours, and the outcomes malicious users’ hoped to accomplish
Users
smart
knowledgeable about
victims + * =
have the latest
technology + * =
young + =
well educated *
devious + * =
talented + * =
good planning skills +
+*=

show cleverness + * =
nothing to lose + =
prank people+
defraud victims + =

prove skill + =
+*=

information gain + * =

+

foreign +

for malicious users was to obtain data from users rather than to use malware to harvest
spam and other malware.
Respondents typically had a positive view of malicious users (see Table 4-6). For
instance, that malicious users were considered to be smart, talented, well educated, and
beliefs about malicious users provided respondents with a way to imply that if they were
susceptible to threats, it was not necessarily their fault since the malicious users were
smarter or more talented than they were. Further, this appeared to take some of the
to get around the safeguards that respondents took.

respondents felt that so far, they had either been lucky enough not to have been attacked

(Par-2E)

the concept of luck being explored in greater detail during the individual interviews.
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Comments about luck often had an underlying sense of resignation about respondents’
susceptibility to threats because of the implication that there was nothing that could be
done to avoid threats if luck was not on their side. Comments about luck also had an
underlying sense of fatalism with statements that blamed “bad luck” for causing security
breaches. In particular, luck in relation to susceptibility was referred to more often when
respondents considered themselves to be less knowledgeable about cybersecurity. The
relationship between knowledge and luck is described in greater detail in section 4.5.2.

4.4.2. Severity of Consequences

(1) the threat itself, (2) the perceived goals of malicious users, (3) perceived data value, (4)

its relation to perceived severity is discussed in section 4.4.3. Knowledge of threats and
safeguards is discussed in section 4.5.2.
Certain threats, such as viruses, were deemed less important because the consequences
of these threats were not considered to be as severe as other threats. The lack of concern
over the consequences of certain threats stemmed partially from uncertainty about the
potential consequences of these threats. Two participants discussed their beliefs about the

Like are they trying to get something from you when they
(Par-1C)
(Par-1A)
Comments such as these demonstrate an unfamiliarity with the consequences of viruses and
other types of malware. Respondents often illustrated a lack of understanding about the
consequences of threats by downplaying their severity. This was highlighted by respondents
associating non-malicious consequences with threats.
malicious, they also considered the goals of malicious users to be more benign. Throughout
the focus groups and interviews, respondents commented on what they believed were
malicious users’ reasons for engaging in malicious activities and their goals with the outcomes
(see Table 4-6, p. 93). Respondents often believed that malicious users simply wanted to
show how intelligent they were, either to other malicious users or to their intended victims.
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Respondents’ underlying assumptions that malicious users’ intentions were benign their
beliefs that the consequences of breaches were less severe. Respondents who considered
the intentions of malicious users’ to be benign typically did not believe that they would

gains, they typically did not consider these to be severe consequences that they needed to
worry about themselves. Respondents often felt that their data was either not particularly
valuable which meant it would not be targeted or that they were not one of the main types
of targets that malicious users’ preferred to attack.

of a cybersecurity breach to be. After this, they were asked to consider how severe the
consequences would be for themselves. Most respondents considered the consequences of
threats to be severe. However, some felt the threat was mild because of the type of content
kept on their computers. Few considered the severity to be moderate (see Table 4-7). The
majority of respondents were typically either unconcerned about data loss, corruption, or
inability to access data as a result of a cybersecurity breach or very concerned about it.
Table 4-7. Respondent comments illustrating varying levels of perceived severity
of consequences of cybersecurity threats

(nf=4)
(ni=10)

that big of a deal.” (Int-19)
lot of home data that I would care very much about.” (Int-5)

Moderate
(nf=1)
(ni=3)

it were just a minor virus that somebody put through, that’s easily taken care
of. I’m not that worried.” (Int-3)

(nf=9)
(ni=7)

that data I would be very sad because all those records, moments, and
experiences with my son who is so very precious to me would be lost.” (Int-1)
“I have tens of thousands of photos, and I keep those on my computer...
shattered... as a photographer, they’re my art. They’re things that I’ve
worked on, that I’ve created, that I’ve made into something. And losing that
would be pretty devastating.” (Int-7)

One of the few areas where age appeared to play a role was with respondents’
perceptions of severity. Respondents with the lowest perceptions of the severity of the
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their concern about the consequences increased. Younger respondents tended to store
more digital media (such as photos, videos, and music) on their computers. This digital
concerned about the consequences typically indicated that these concerns were limited to
data they considered to be valuable rather than it being an overall concern about all data
behaviours was reliance, which is discussed in section 4.5.4.
when several participants made passing comments about how they considered the severity
of threats to be low because they did not have any valuable data. However, there was

personal photographs,
home movies,
purchased music and movies,
personal information (e.g. letters, emails, addresses).
The value of data often depended on what was most important in the respondent’s life

considered organisational users by day and home users by night because the majority of
their computer use at home was for personal reasons. In contrast, parents of young children
were often more concerned about their personal photos or movies which in most cases took
the form of digital media stored on the computer.
Perceived value of data was explored in greater detail during the individual interviews
in order to gain a greater understanding of what made the data valuable. The ability to
replace the data if something happened where it could no longer be accessed often helped
respondents determine its value. As noted in Table 4-7, p. 95 (low severity), respondents
who felt that they could replace or replicate data often considered the consequences to
be less severe, whereas those who felt the data could not be replicated considered the
consequences of losing access to the data to be more severe. However, respondents’ who
based their perceptions of severity on their ability to replicate or reproduce data often of
value did not take into consideration what would happen if the data were disclosed rather
than made inaccessible.
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information (e.g. credit card or bank account numbers) or with personal information that
could lead to identity theft. Respondents indicated that these types of breaches would limit
their ability to participate normally online. Half of the participants and 35 percent of
interviewees noted that a cybersecurity breach would change how they used the internet.

card again online. (Par-3A)

either. (Par-3B)
Or I’d look into some software that would give you some
protection. (Par-3A)
Go back to cash (Par-3B)
Yeah. (Par-3C)

I think the thing I’m most concerned about is someone

my capacity to perform normally. (Int-18)

can be likened to the result of a personal assault.
How men and women described the severity of the consequences cybersecurity
female respondents had similar reactions to the response above.
They noted that a cybersecurity breach would essentially cause them to stop using the
internet due to the violation of their sense of security. In this way, the computer became
an extension of the individual. In contrast, of the men who indicated that a cybersecurity
breach would change their behaviours, none described it in such strong personal terms.

My computer might be targeted as a drone, which just hurts
my computer. It doesn’t really hurt me. (Par-2A)
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indicated that a breach would make them more cautious, but would not stop them from
using the computer.
Although there was a divide between how men and women viewed the severity of
a cybersecurity breach on an emotional level, the distinguishing feature may also relate
to how individuals viewed the computer in relation to themselves (e.g. as an extension of
themselves or as a distinct entity) rather than based entirely on gender. In cases where the
cybersecurity breach referred to data disclosure rather than data accessibility, the value
was not associated with the data itself, but rather with the value of the feelings of security.
it. Overall, it appeared that in many cases respondents preferred to downplay the potential
severity of the consequences based on what they considered as the value of the data.

4.4.3. Effectiveness of Safeguards
Most participants and interviewees believed that having protective software, such as
anti-virus software, would lessen the impact of threats online. This appeared to be because
or (2) provide an additional feeling of security because there was an expectation that the
security company would remedy any breach that occurred.
several of the participants noted that they felt that the safeguards they used were enough
to protect them from the various threats they might encounter online. The safeguards

cybersecurity breach.
Respondents’ beliefs about their susceptibility to threats and the severity of the
were. They frequently indicated that the use of protective software would either prevent
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too much money invested in their software to be too far
behind the eight-ball. (Int-6)
Comments such as the one above indicated a relatively high level of trust in the companies

whether that be Norton or whatever, and we think that it's
all being taken care of for us, when in reality it's probably
not. (Par-3C)

appeared to be a sense of concern in her further comments that she did not necessarily
as she hoped. The general belief amongst the respondents was that protective software
Most respondents

considered their
Three interviewees considered their safeguards
17 interviewees considered them to be highly
One possible explanation for why more interviewees

would challenge their opinion.

sometimes you just have to deal with the uncertainty. (Int-4)
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(Par-2D)
He went on to explain that he had lost his passwords several times and had them reset
due to security breaches on websites. Although other respondents and interviewees
considered passwords to be potentially weak, none indicated that they used multiple forms
of authentication on websites.
Respondents were often aware of some behavioural safeguards that they could

You can reduce your chances by being careful though. Just
be aware of what you're downloading and what you, you
(Int-20)

and not visiting unknown websites.
knew of more involved methods for protecting themselves, such as disabling plugins,
checking recent computer activity, and disconnecting from the internet. Respondents who
took these steps were in many cases more likely to consider their safeguards to be only
which suggested that increased levels of knowledge decreased respondents’ beliefs in the
In many cases, it appeared that participants and interviewees believed that their

I'm certain there are lots of things that are out there that
threat. (Par-3A)

the potential danger of threats since they believed that protective software would prevent
remedy it. These beliefs combined with beliefs about the motivations and goals of malicious
users allows people to downplay the potential danger of security threats and to distance
themselves from the need to be concerned.
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4.4.4. Summary of Threat Danger
Overall, respondents felt that it was at least somewhat likely that they would have to
face cybersecurity threats in the future. Factors that they felt made them more susceptible
“rich.” Because many respondents did not consider themselves to fall into either of these
categories, they tended to assume that if they did have to face a cybersecurity threat, it
how much value respondents placed on the data that they had. If they considered their data
consequences to be greater. However, if they believed that they could easily replicate the
data, the perceived consequences were often less severe. Furthermore, the severity of the
consequences also depended on how respondents viewed malicious users. Respondents who
viewed malicious users’ actions as being more benign tended to believe the consequences
would be less severe than respondents who believed that malicious users were acting in truly
the likelihood of having to face cybersecurity threats and the severity of the consequences.
There was often an assumption that protective software could help minimise the risk of
the people responsible for making the protective software would help to ensure that their
systems would be returned to normal if it were breached. These perceptions of danger

4.5.
During the focus groups and
interviews, seven internal factors

Prior
Experience
Ego
Protection

Knowledge

to users’ security behaviours (see
INTERNAL
FACTORS
Figure 4-1). Prior experience was
associated with the feelings about the
Orientation
consequences associated with actual
or perceived cybersecurity breaches.
Reliance
Trust
The ability to identify a cybersecurity
breach often depended on an Figure 4-1.
individuals’ knowledge. Knowledge home users’ cybersecurity intentions

Perceived
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was associated with respondents’ understanding of the threats and safeguards. Perceived
Reliance was focused on how much respondents depended on others to protect them from

and feelings about security and its value. Finally, ego protection referred to the behaviours
security. In this section, each of these factors is examined in greater depth. In Chapter 5,
awareness, perceived danger, and barriers and enablers is further elaborated on.

4.5.1. Past Experiences with Breaches

of perceived breaches. In many cases, respondents who believed they had experienced a

troubling was that respondents who did not believe that they had previously experienced
a cybersecurity breach were often more lax about their security. For these respondents, the
lack of a “catalyst event” often meant they were less concerned about their security than
respondents who had experienced
Table 4-8. Respondent comments about
catalyst events. Furthermore, in
whether they had experienced a cybersecurity
some cases, respondents who had
breach in the past
not experienced catalyst events were
more likely to take risks because they
“I’ve never had the virus yet, as far
had not seen any evidence that they
(nf=7)
would be faced with consequences for
(ni=5)
don’t know it.” (Par-3D)
what could be considered unsecure
Moderate
f
(n =3)
behaviours.
(ni=5)
happened a long time ago” (Int-14)
Throughout
the
focus
groups and interviews, respondents
(nf=4)
Numerous times in the past. Old
(ni=10)
commented on how their past
cleaned up many other people’s
experiences with breaches had
computer or virus problems so I

viruses a large amount of times.”
(Par-2A)
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previous breaches varied (see Table
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4-8). Approximately half of participants and one-quarter of interviewees believed that they
had not experienced a cybersecurity breach. Half of the interviewees and approximately
one-third of participants
The remainder of the respondents were unsure if they had experienced a breach of if the
symptoms they associated with a breach were the result of malware.

still often expressed some doubt about whether or not they had experienced a breach
without knowing it (see comment under “Low” in Table 4-8). These comments implied
that respondents expected that clear symptoms would be present for most security breaches.
More often, people who were unsure about their past experiences with breaches tended
believe that they had experienced a breach (see comment under “Moderate” in Table 4-8,
p. 102). However, despite the indication that the had experienced past breaches, similar
levels of uncertainty were present with users who did not believe they had experienced a
past breach. This uncertainty may be related to respondents’ knowledge, which is discussed
in the next section.
One of the issues associated with the uncertainty about past experience is that it
was often associated with lower levels of concern about the danger of threats. One of the
participants described how she was less concerned because there had not been a catalyst

anything about protecting ourselves on the Internet until
we get nailed. (Par-2C)
Comments such as this indicate a strong need for a tangible sign that something had gone
wrong before individuals were willing to change their behaviours. If nothing had gone
wrong, respondents were less willing to take steps to protect themselves. This was further
supported by a comment from the single respondent who did not use any safeguards on
I wouldn’t, I probably wouldn’t go to the extent of purchasing
be reactive rather than proactive. (Par-3A)
These comments and other similar comments implied a belief that there was no need to
a catalyst event, respondents often felt the risk of a cybersecurity breach was lower, the
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proactive security measures.
Respondents commonly noted how they considered the need for a catalyst event to

(Par-3D)
(Par-3B)
(Par-3C)
I think that’s the norm. (Par-3D)

take some sort of major event before they would take additional protective steps. This
underscored the need for the symptoms and consequences of a cybersecurity breach to
be judged to be “severe enough” by the respondent before they would act. One of the
interviewees elaborated on how severe the consequences would need to be before he would

me an hour a week to clean up, but it was only going to take
me a half hour to do those extra steps then I would do the
extra steps. (Int-17)
However, the prevailing opinion was that cybersecurity breaches were rare enough that
apart from the steps requiring minimal time investments, taking protective steps to protect
severe consequences then helps to explain why respondents who had experienced what
they considered to be minor breaches only took basic protective measures, such as installing
considered the breach to be more of an annoyance than anything else. Therefore, without

Accidents as a cause of security breaches were a topic that emerged during the
focus groups. During two separate focus groups, participants stated that when they were
browsing online, they became more concerned about their security when a website had
remembered their password or they found that they were still logged into a website. One
I think it’s scary when you bring up a site and it says “hello
(Par-3B)
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but because the site had recognised her, she worried that someone else had gained access to
her account because of something she had done accidentally. During another focus group,
two participants discussed how something that had been done “accidentally” caused one

punched in my ID, it automatically put in my password, and
(Par-1A)
(Par-1B)
Maybe, but I didn't know. Or maybe I accidentally clicked
on it. (Par-1A)
Participants who experienced these types of situations were often quick to attribute the
incident to an accident rather than them having actively done something that allowed
the website or browser to remember their information. Respondents typically referred to
“accidentally clicking” on things such as links, boxes to agree to things, or even popup ads.
These sort of responses suggested that respondents had an underlying suspicion that what
they had done was less than secure. However, they often distanced themselves from being
associated with consciously unsafe behaviours which could result in negative consequences.
Due to the frequency with which participants discussed accidents, interviewees
cybersecurity at risk. Approximately one-third of interviewees indicated that they had done
something accidentally. The remainder of the interviewees either said that they had not
were consciously unsafe. The most commonly mentioned accidentally unsafe activity was
“clicking on something” that the person “did not mean to,” such as agreeing to terms and
conditions, allowing a browser or website to remember login credentials, or clicking on ads.
Interviewees who blamed cybersecurity breaches on accidents more frequently
seemed to have a diminished sense or personal responsibility when discussing who they
felt was responsible for keeping them safe online. In contrast, interviewees who felt a greater
responsibility for protecting their own cybersecurity tended to admit when their actions had
caused a breach. One interviewee who felt strongly that protecting her internet security
was her responsibility described an experience she had when she was a university student,
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One of the things we would always do is never log on to a
reset it and... you would go see each script and what other
logged on to had already, a student had written a program.
basic security procedures, shut down the computer, come
(Int-2)
Comments such as this one illustrate how blaming accidents for past experiences can also
be linked to knowledge.

4.5.2. Knowledge of Threats and Safeguards
Knowledge was associated with respondents’ understanding of threats and safeguards,

by their awareness of threats and safeguards since before understanding these, they must

these topics need to be considered separately.
Knowledge was examined in relation to both threats and safeguards. Knowledge was
evaluated based not only on how knowledgeable respondents considered themselves to be,
but also on their descriptions of threats and safeguards and other statements indicative of
their knowledge and understanding of the topic. This allowed their perceived knowledge
their perceptions of knowledge were accurate. In this section the emphasis is on perceived
knowledge in order to examine how knowledgeable the respondents considered themselves
to be. The confusion between actual knowledge and perceived knowledge is discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6.
Respondents’ knowledge of threats varied. However, most respondents considered
themselves to have low to moderate knowledge of threats. Although respondents were
often aware of the most common cybersecurity threats, they were not necessarily sure
what the consequences were, how the threats were propagated, or more generally how
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Table 4-9. Respondent comments on
the threats they were aware of in their knowledge of cybersecurity threats
greater detail, respondents with lower
“I don’t really know much about a
levels of knowledge tended to respond
(nf=4)
with “I don’t know,” or ”I’m not sure.”
(ni=2)
(Par-1B)
(see comment under “Low” in Table Moderate “I could tell you for the most part
(nf=6)
4-9). Respondents with higher levels of
(ni=10)
knowledge tended to provide more indepth answers about what threats were,
And even getting really in-depth
about how they work is probably
and discussed why they needed to be
beyond what I can do.” (Int-14)
knowledgeable about them (see comments
under “Moderate” and “High” in Table
(nf=4)
(ni=8)
my work. I have to obviously
4-9). However, sometimes those who
be aware of security and virus
considered themselves to have high levels
threats and keeping software up
of knowledge provided responses similar
that.“ (Int-6)
to those made by respondents with lower
levels of knowledge. These types of
Knowledge of safeguards was also an important part of respondents’ security
intentions because they needed to have enough of an understanding of the safeguards to

steps they needed to take (see comment under “Moderate” in Table 4-10, p. 108). Most
respondents were knowledgeable enough to have installed antivirus software. Only one
respondents with low levels of safeguard awareness provided very simple descriptions of
the protective measures they could take. They also often remarked about their naiveté
(see comment under “Low” in Table 4-10, p. 108). More knowledgeable respondents
went into great detail about the steps they could take and extolled their security prowess
(see comment under “High” in Table 4-10, p. 108). The comments made at both the
high and low levels of knowledge suggested that there were other factors underlying the

boastful. These issues are discussed in section 4.5.7.
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Table 4-10. Examples of respondent comments on their knowledge of cybersecurity
safeguards

(nf=7)
(ni=8)

“I’d say I’m pretty naïve. I know very little about what could be there to protect
us.” (Par-3D)

Moderate “I wouldn’t know how to stop one myself if I didn’t have some software
(nf=4)
delivered to me... (Int-5)
(ni=6)

(nf=3)
(ni=6)

the IP address and do all that if I really wanted to, and so that I know what my
keystrokes were. And I probably should because I know the technology is there.
As a matter of fact, I could do it right now with about $5k, no $500, maybe
$600. I could check the keystrokes of just about anybody by setting up the right
easiest one. And again, with the hard wire, it’s not that much more technology
want anybody to know what I’m doing.” (Par-2E)

Knowing where respondents obtained their information about both threats and
safeguards from provided further insights into how they gained knowledge. Few respondents
actively sought out security information without some sort of prompt. Prompts most
often included the computer acting in unexpected ways or security messages from trusted
relevant information was placed on the respondent. In most cases, respondents went to
the Internet to get more information. However, some respondents realised the potential for
that behaviour to be risky because of the potential for malicious users to essentially hijack
If I wanted to know how to make our computer safe, I would
have a Mac. (Par-1C)
But then, because weird things happen, you Google
something then you click on the dodgy site. I mean, what’s
(Par-1D)
I think that would be the classic sort of spyware malware
site. How to improve security on your computer.2 (Par-1B)
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In recent years, rogue security programs have become an increasing threat, peaking in 2011, but
decreasing in 2012 (Lemos, 2013).
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Although this group of individuals recognised the potential risk of blindly trusting that
search results about malware would not be malicious, they were the only respondents who
recognised this risk. However, the Internet was by far the most frequently mentioned source
of information about potential security threats.
Although the Internet was the most extensively used source of information amongst
respondents, the other sources they got information from and the order in which respondents
sought this information varied by gender (see Table 4-11
by gender is discussed later. Both men and women looked to people they considered to be
more knowledgeable than themselves when seeking out information about security. Overall,
it appeared that men put a greater emphasis on age than actual knowledge, assuming
that younger people inherently had the necessary knowledge to protect themselves online,
help desk support or IT experts. There tended to be a general assumption that people who
were younger were more knowledgeable because they were more familiar with technology
and the internet. Male respondents were more likely to seek out information from their
children or other younger family members than female respondents. Approximately twothirds of male respondents indicated that they would seek out information from a child or
younger relative while approximately
indicated the same.
male and female respondents was the Table 4-11. Most frequently cited sources
likelihood of seeking information from of information (in descending order), by
their spouses or partners. Only one male gender
interviewee indicated that he would
Internet
Internet
ask his partner for information about
computer security. He noted that it was
younger family
acquaintances
because of “the work that my partner
members
Computer
does” that made her a good source
of security information. In contrast,
female respondents were more likely
to seek information from their spouses,
especially if they considered them to be
particularly knowledgeable due to their
work. Female respondents tended to
have a greater number of sources that
they trusted than male respondents.

experts (e.g. store
desk, security
companies, etc.)
--

5

--

younger family
members
Computer
experts (e.g. store
desk, security
companies, etc.)
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respondents were more likely to take responsibility for ensuring their knowledge was up to
date or that they were more discerning about their sources, it may also indicate a greater
information they need and do not have a source to get the information from, they may
Despite the fact that respondents sought information from those they considered to be
more knowledgeable than themselves, there was a limit to how much more knowledgeable
they wanted the person to be. During one of the focus groups there was a discussion about

They’re going to be like using the IT jargon and I’m going
(Par-1D)
Par-1E nods in agreement
(Par-1C)
In part, their reluctance to approach people they considered to be highly knowledgeable

when they would not understand the information given to them. Their reluctance also
appeared to be related to a desire to avoid feeling “stupid” as some respondents described

(Par-3A)
This desire to avoid feeling “stupid” contributed to whether or not respondents were
comfortable asking someone else for information. For example, in order to avoid being
seen as “stupid” by those they worked with, respondents would avoid asking their advice on
technical issues even if the person could have provided the most appropriate information.
Luck was often used to explain why respondents felt more or less susceptible to threats.
However, the use of luck as an explanation was often tied to the amount of knowledge
that respondents considered themselves to have. Luck was more closely linked to perceived
knowledge rather than actual knowledge. One of the interviewees who considered herself to
be only moderately knowledgeable but who demonstrated much higher levels of knowledge
indicated that she felt that luck had a prominent role in keeping her safe from threats. In
contrast, respondents who had greater levels of perceived knowledge were less likely to
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consider luck to be associated with susceptibility. For example, one of the interviewees with
I think I'm pretty safe. And I think I know more than average
about what's available... in that regard, I think that my
knowledge has been more than adequate. Also my activities
and how I am translating that awareness into my actions has
(Int-4)

have been used to cover up a sense of uncertainty about whether the steps that respondents
were taking were the “right” steps.
security behaviours. Comments such as "I'll just continue to press my luck" further
emphasised the sense of fatalism associated with cybersecurity. These and similar comments
illustrated how when respondents believed that their past behaviours combined with luck
had so far protected them from threats, they were often unwilling to consider changing
their behaviours in the future. This was true even if their past and current behaviours
indicated that they were increasing the risk they would encounter a cybersecurity threat.
Knowledge of threats provided the basis for understanding when symptoms were
actually associated with cybersecurity breaches. It also provided the basis for respondents
to understand what the potential consequences of threats were, as it often encouraged
safeguards, respondents were less likely to consider threats a danger and more likely to
knowledge provided the necessary understanding of threats, in order to use that knowledge,

measures.

4.5.3.

Based on
the literature, respondents were originally expected to have similar levels of knowledge
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to their perceived levels of knowledge. Half of the
interviewees and approximately two-thirds of the
participants had similar levels of demonstrated
(see quadrants 2 and 3, Figure 4-2, p. 112). The

4, Figure 4-2
Figure
Knowledge
Figure 4-2. Perceived self-

4-2).
In many cases, it seemed that respondents’
willingness to seek out information to increase

knowledge
their skills. The more the respondents sought out
information, the more knowledgeable they typically were. An interviewee with moderate

threats are. I understand enough about how they work to try
to protect myself from them... I’d know where to go to try
(Int-7)

to try to take steps to remedy a security breach than other users who had lower levels of

(Par-2A)

knowing “where to start” when it came to security issues. Respondents with greater levels
knowledge or skill to carry it out themselves. Because of this, respondents with all but the
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important... But it doesn’t mean I know how to personally
bought the laptop, I just said yes to the software to protect
me. How much it actually protects me, I wouldn’t have a
clue. (Int-5)

combined with low to moderate levels of knowledge to seek out someone or something to
supplement their own skills, whether it was another person or protective software.
demonstrated knowledge, instead it matched their perceived knowledge. For example, 15
percent of interviewees and approximately 20 percent of participants considered themselves
(quadrant 4, Figure 4-2, p. 112). Despite these beliefs, the knowledge demonstrated by
these respondents tended to be much greater than most of the other respondents (quadrant
4, Figure 4-2, p. 112). These respondents tended to downplay their knowledge more
than other respondents and typically indicated that they considered themselves to be less
knowledgeable than the “normal user.” One participant who considered himself to be
poorly informed about threats, yet demonstrated a clear understanding and knowledge of
I think I’m aware that it could happen any day. Like, despite
what I do... if someone targets me and someone wants to do
whatever, I think it could happen. (Int-2)
These respondents also tended to be more fatalistic about the possibility of having to deal

demonstrated.
knowledge (quadrant 1, Figure 4-2, p. 112). These respondents tended to overplay their
skills more than other types of respondents. Approximately 30 percent of interviewees
and 20 percent of respondents
and perceived knowledge, but demonstrated lower levels of actual knowledge. These
respondents often stated that they believe they could protect themselves from online threats
because of their higher than average levels of skill. For example, one participant explained
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You get so much information at work, and you take that
home and you say, “well, I know what’s going on because of
work.” (Par-2D)
In the above example, the individual assumed that the information obtained through work

assumptions about home computers made by these respondents were not always accurate.
participant demonstrated a basic level of understanding of security threats and safeguard
use. He also commented later that he would not know where to start in terms of how he

are not necessarily indicative of safer behaviours.

4.5.4. Reliance on Others
Overall, respondents indicated a strong opinion that people were responsible for
their own cybersecurity with every respondent indicating that they believed cybersecurity
was a matter of personal responsibility. Initially this seemed to indicate that reliance on
throughout the focus groups and interviews, it appeared that these statements were made
It’s up to me to ensure that I’m, that I have good internet
habits I guess. If I rely on other people too much then who
(Int-3)
Although the respondent indicated that he believed that security was his responsibility,
the statement indicated that he was not really as certain about his responsibility as he
professed. In many cases, despite respondents stating that they were responsible for their
own cybersecurity, the reality was that throughout the discussions, respondents often made
statements that they expected someone else to be responsible for at least some amount of
their cybersecurity with approximately 70% of both participants and interviewees relying
on someone else to protect their security to at least a moderate degree.
Respondents often expected that credit card companies and banks would protect
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expected to either prevent the threats or to remedy a breach if one occurred, they also
family members,
protective software (e.g. antivirus software),
vendors of protective software, and
website owners.
Reliance extended to increasing respondents’ awareness of threats, taking preemptive steps
to avoid threats, and in some cases, remedying breaches.
Respondents with lower levels of knowledge often demonstrated higher levels of
reliance on others to provide them with what they considered to be necessary security
information about threats. For example, approximately three-quarters of the female
respondents indicated that they relied on their husband or another family member to

tell me if we need to take extra steps based on what he does
at work... so I just trust him. (Int-13)
However, if the people being relied on were either unaware of the trust placed in them or
did not take as extensive security steps as were expected of them, there was the potential
for security problems. In a later interview with the husband of the above interviewee, he
They are the experts. And I’m relying on them to keep my
machine clean and free of viruses. And if it does get infected,
clean it. (Int-17)
Thus, although his wife was depending on him to keep the computer safe, he was depending
on someone else to do the job for him. Furthermore, his reliance on the security companies
went beyond simple protection, and extended to remedying any breaches that occurred.
In such a situation, it became apparent that if one person is expecting another to take
additional steps to protect someone, the person being relied on needed to be aware of

would lie. In addition, there remains a danger in relying on security companies since the
end responsibility still lies with the user, limiting the amount that respondents could really
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expect to depend on the security companies. Furthermore, the amount of reliance that
people place on others implies a certain level of trust that they will be protected.

4.5.5. Trust in Websites and People

and trust in individuals. Trust in websites related to the trust that respondents had that the
site itself would not cause their computer harm and in some cases, that the information
contained on the site was legitimate. Trust of individuals referred to respondents’ trust that
the individuals they were interacting with did not actively seek to cause them harm. The
website in question.
Respondents indicated that they were more likely to trust websites they were familiar
with. There was an expectation that since the sites had not been harmful in the past, they
would continue to be safe in the future. There was also an expectation that certain websites
would be safe because of the type of websites they were (i.e. security sites, sites for large
companies, etc.). For example, an interviewee described why she considered the Microsoft
I know that the information they put out there, it might
promote their own products. But at least they’re not going to
say things that are untrue. And they’re not going to download
(Int-14)
In this statement, the interviewee showed that her trust in websites extended to both
the security of the site in terms of not providing malware, but also her trust in the
information provided on the site. Another participant noted how she automatically saved
login information on websites that she trusted, such as her university’s page. In both of
these situations there is a level of complacency that seems to have developed out of the
trust. However, this sort of complacency can be dangerous if there is an expectation that
certain websites should be trustworthy because of who they are run by if users forgo
certain cybersecurity behaviours based on that trust.3 By foregoing these secure behaviours,
respondents may have been making themselves more vulnerable to malicious users.
More broadly, trust can also be applied to individuals that respondents dealt with
either directly or indirectly. Respondents demonstrated varying levels of trust of individuals
3
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online. Most considered themselves to be at least somewhat trusting of people online. One
I’m probably naïve enough to believe that that’s, I trust
people. That they wouldn’t steal my ID or you know, take
my credit card numbers and so forth. (Par-3A)
This comment suggested that the respondent felt he should have “known better” than to
trust people. It also implied a certain level of discomfort with being so trusting. Higher
levels of trust have the potential to be dangerous if people forego security behaviours in
order to demonstrate that they trust an individual.
Approximately half of the respondents
considered themselves to be cautiously trusting of people online. This set of respondents
tended to avoid opening attachments from unknown senders and they generally did not
protection, the danger arose when they were interacting with someone whose computer
It was really frustrating this one time. I checked my email in
the morning and I saw one from a friend of mine. I hadn’t
heard from her in ages, so I opened it up and it totally wasn’t
her... It happened a few more times... Now I’ve had to block
that address. (Int-7)
The interviewee further went on to describe how although she usually did not open emails
from people she did not know, she opened this one because she thought she knew the sender
However, she also indicated that although it made her more cautious, it did not change
her generally trust of people online.
Approximately one-third of the respondents
considered themselves to be highly distrusting. The comments of one of the interviewees
summarised many of the comments about why people were distrustful of those they did

be anyone. (Int-1)

based on anonymity. In this sort of case it was not surprising that trust was not immediate.
However, the distrust of people online at times even extended beyond strangers to people
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who could have been considered trusted contacts, such as family and friends. One of the

But I’m not saying I don’t trust them on a personal level. For
they send me a lot of emails. But you know their account
has been hacked or their computer has been infected by
viruses. And even though you know they’re a good friend,
on Facebook, if it looks kind of dodgy to me, I don’t trust
them. And obviously, this sort of, you know, trust, becomes
more apparent when you’re dealing with people you don’t
know. (Int-4)
Although this level of distrust may result in greater security over time because of minimal
interactions, this distrust of others could get to the point where it prohibited respondents
from communicating with people in a normal way.
websites online. Furthermore, it contributed to the perceptions of danger that respondents
felt with higher levels of trust being associated with lower levels of perceived danger.
However, it is also useful in understanding trust to look at the factors that can increase and
decrease trust of people and websites. These are discussed in Chapter 5.

4.5.6. Concern about Security

respondents’ evaluations of the danger of threats (e.g. severity, susceptibility, and safeguard

Respondents feelings toward cybersecurity threats were negative, but the degree of
negativity varied. Approximately one-third of participants and one-quarter of interviewees
indicated that they considered many of the possible cybersecurity threats and associated
consequences to be merely “annoying” and that malicious users were trying to demonstrate
their skills to someone rather than acting in a truly malicious way. These respondents
considered the threats to typically be benign and were considered to have a lower security
orientation. For example, an interviewee talked about how she considered the consequences
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you keep using it. Every once in a while, it won't open or it
won't save or it won't work. And it turns out there's something
in there and it's a really minor virus. And because you're
copying and pasting this to make new documents, you're
propagating it. And it's quite minor but quite annoying. (Int5)
Despite understanding that she was doing something to spread the virus, her concerns
were not about what other things could have been happening as a result, bur rather the
immediate issues that she could see with her document. Comments such as this often
indicated a level of hope from respondents that the threats they faced were not as severe
as they could be.

a store or restaurant were more worthy of concern. In particular, the second and third
were the threats they were most aware of since most had only been using the internet for a

grocery store or something like that, or the mailbox that
(Par-2C)

internet for as much of their lives (proportionately) as people who were more concerned
concern about threats.
Almost half the respondents stated that they found protective software or security
behaviours to be annoying. These feelings were not limited to a particular safeguard or
to a single type of safeguard. However, it did appear to be limited to safeguards where
respondents believed they had to take steps to actively protect themselves online or where
the safeguard they chose to use could prevent them from doing something they wanted to
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Popup blockers
that on a lot of PCs it will have a popup blocker, and
it will go “This popup was blocked.” But sometimes
that can be annoying in itself... there are times when
you do want the popup. (Par-1C)

If you leave your computer on all night, it’s open. It’s
annoying when you get up in the morning when you
want to go on the internet. (Par1-D)
Conducting backups

best practice is that you should at least back up your
of time your computer needs to sit idle and do the
(Int-7)

why they did not use the safeguards. Many of these comments were echoed when discussing
the barriers to engaging in better cybersecurity behaviours.
Although most respondents
felt that online security was part of today’s culture
and needed to be so, many of these same respondents tended to express more negative
statements about cybersecurity than positive statements. These included comments about
being unconcerned about security, not needing to take threats seriously, feeling like it was

already know about and take into consideration. For example, several respondents talked
Many of the feelings about security were focused on making security seem like something
that people did not need to be worried about either because of the severity of threats, the
susceptibility to threats, the goals of malicious users, or because they were skilled enough
to prevent the threats. However, these reasons had the potential to lead to respondents
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engaging in ego protective behaviours to justify their non-use of safeguards.

4.5.7. Ego Protection
Respondents engaged in ego protection, often to divert attention from what were
usually low levels of knowledge. In some cases, respondents were very boastful about their
a way to draw attention away from something that the respondent believed they were
lacking. Typically, respondents appeared to be trying to distance themselves from a lack of
knowledge by boasting about how much they knew about threats online. However, these
statements were often more directed towards the number of threats or safeguards that the
respondents were aware of, rather than ones that they understood and could be considered
knowledgeable about.
In some cases, respondents mistook awareness of threats for understanding and
knowledge of how to avoid or remedy breaches. In almost every example of this, the
respondents who engaged in these boastful behaviours credited their work or the fact that
they had been using the internet for a long time as being responsible for what they considered

tended to avoid elaborating on why they considered themselves knowledgeable, for
Possibly just long experience with computers... (Int-15)
Probably because of work... (Par-2D)

simply using the internet for a long time he had increased his ability to avoid threats without
having actively sought out information on the topic. The second response underscores the
assumption that awareness of threats is the same as knowledge and the ability to protect

awareness of threats is not necessarily enough to be considered knowledgeable. In both
of these cases as well as in others, respondents made statements that attempted to detract
from their lack of knowledge by instead playing up their awareness and boasting about that.
a common excuse
was the reason why respondents did not take more steps
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participants and was

as the main reason why they did

there are probably steps I should be taking but I can’t be
bothered taking them. (Int-15)
out. I tend to take the easy way out. (Int-16)
I know they're the major reasons that we don't change
(Int-9)

they were still knowledgeable about safeguards, but that they preferred not to take steps
the fact that it still emphasised “knowing better” meant that it could be used in a way
similar to boastfulness to distract from a lack of knowledge. Because of this, boastfulness
Boastfulness was typically associated with respondents who had higher levels of
make it appear that they had more knowledge than they actually did, letting them present
themselves in a more positive way. Boastful behaviours were more often associated with
awareness and knowledge of threats and less commonly with safeguard use. In contrast,
was in almost every case associated with reasons why respondents did not engage in the
steps they felt they should to protect themselves online.

4.5.8. Summary of Internal Factors

Chapter 5, these factors do not exist

internal factors and perceived awareness and perceived danger are discussed in Chapter
5
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as symptoms of breaches, security messages, and other people.

4.6.

by factors in their external environment. In the conceptual model, cues to action,
encouragement by others, and use by others were expected to be included as external
factors. However, encouragement and use by others did not appear to be as important to
respondents in improving their security behaviours as other factors. The main factors that
and the context in which people used their computers (Figure 4-3
that prompt individuals to take steps to protect themselves. These were either perceived
or actual symptoms of a security breach which triggered a reaction by an individual in
regards to their security. Messages refer
to security-oriented communications that
Symptoms
were pushed to individuals, including news
stories or targeted awareness campaigns.
These messages were typically delivered
EXTERNAL
FACTORS
in the workplace, by family members who
wanted to ensure their families were safe
online, and from the media. The computer
Messages
Use Context
use context refers to whether or not an
individual shared their computer with Figure 4-3. External factors that
their security behaviours.

intentions

4.6.1. Symptoms of Breaches
In the cybersecurity context, the symptoms related to unexpected changes in the way
experience as symptoms refer to the initial signs of a breach, whereas prior experience
relates to the overall consequences and respondents’ feelings about those consequences
that happen after a breach. Tangible symptoms of a possible security breach had the
not experienced a security breach, they did not need to take additional steps to protect
themselves. Respondents often judged whether a breach had taken placed based on whether
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or not they had experienced what they believed were the symptoms of a security breach.
A majority of both participants and interviewees stated that they were more
compelled to use safeguards because in the past they had experienced the symptoms of
what they considered to be cybersecurity breaches. However, the mere presence of minor
symptoms was often not enough to actually cause respondents to take protective actions.
associate them with potential consequences and the symptoms themselves needed to be
being indicative of a security breach were increased numbers of popup ads and unexpected
slow downs of respondents’ computers. One interviewee described how the symptoms of
a security breach triggered further action, but only after some time. However, it was not
until these symptoms were associated with further consequences beyond the immediate
problems with popups or computer speeds that this individual decided to take action after
I opened a link and the computer just shut down. And when
I restarted, it got really slow... it wasn’t until later when I
everything. (Int-11)
This sort of response was common amongst respondents who ignored the possible symptoms
of the breach until they could associate them with clear, tangible consequences. Even with
the recognition of the consequences, respondents still required symptoms to be more than
“minor symptoms” before they acted.
Although respondents indicated that they thought they may have experienced a breach
due to the presence of particular symptoms, they often down-played the likelihood because
they did not consider the symptoms to be detrimental enough to act upon. For example, a
computer slowing down or the presence of pop-up advertising was not necessarily enough
much more likely to take steps to protect themselves when they considered the symptoms
to require the individual to expend a large amount of time, energy, or money to treat them.
If I did lose my data or my laptop did melt down and I
couldn’t use it, or if I had to pay a whole lot of money
and was incredibly inconvenienced by having to trot around
government departments to prove who I really was... I think
(Int-5)
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to take pre-emptive steps to protect herself online. These types of comments were frequently
of the severity of threats, leading to lower levels of perceived danger associated with threats.
security messages and the lack of these messages were also important.

4.6.2. Security Messages

needed to be aware of and in some cases, steps that could be taken to either prevent
messages that were pushed to the individual by someone else. The majority of respondents
demonstrated a preference for having the information pushed to them rather than seeking
it out themselves. Respondents most often received security messages from their place of
work, followed by family members, and less frequently, the media.
organisational users tended to receive more prompts about their security. As one participant
At work, you’re prompted to do something. At home, you’re
something’s got to prompt you to take the next step, or you
(Par-2C)
The lack of prompting and security messages in the home environment meant that

breach, preferring to believe that they would not experience a breach in the future because
it had not yet happened. However, comments such as the one above and other similar
comments also illustrated the high level of dependence that individuals had on other people
and organisations to make them aware of the possible risks online.
Building on this need for prompting, many of the respondents had at some point
depended on their employers to provide them with the information they needed about
security on their work computers. Respondents often assumed that if they were given this
sort of information in their workplace, then the information would help to protect them at
home. One of the interviewees described why she felt more knowledgeable about security
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I used to get messages in my old job that would come through
that would say “this is a scam.” You know, “this is spam, don’t
respond” or “this is a virus that is coming through” (Int-5)
As this comment and other similar comments illustrated, the security information that
respondents received in their workplace was typically related to how to identify threats or
who to contact in the event of a breach. However, in many cases the safeguard information
provided and the reasons for taking those safeguards were minimal. One of the interviewees
recounted how at work he was told to stop accessing any external websites in order to
avoid a web-based threat that his employer was aware of, but he was not provided with
information about why it was necessary. Messages such as this led to confusion about how
this would help protect the computer. The main risk with regarding employers as the
main source of information was that it led some respondents to expect that they would
received there would be enough to protect them at home. Because of this, they also tended
to discount information that did not come from their employer.

messages on to their family members. The people sending the messages felt that they
were being helpful by keeping their family members informed about security even if they
did not necessarily understand the actual security message itself. One of the interviewees
I get emails at work from people about viruses and things.
of the virus or whatever it is. (Int-19)
In a later interview with her husband, he did not mention these messages as being a source
of information. This raises a question about whether or not people who received security
messages in this way consider them to be relevant and valuable or if there are other reasons
why they choose not to act on them. Throughout the data collection, the respondents who
discussed the value of messages forwarded from work to another individual were the people
who were forwarding the messages rather than recipients of those messages.
Alongside messages from work or in place of them, some respondents indicated a
dependence on the media to inform them of the most dangerous threats. A comment by
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The media is pretty good about telling people about the
super viruses, and you know, all the time you need to protect
yourself. (Par-1E)
A further comment by an interviewee underscored the importance of the media when she
talked about how it provided her with information that she would not otherwise seek out
I wouldn’t have known about identity theft if it hadn’t been
for the media. I would know nothing about it and I couldn’t
care less. (Int-13)
Although identity theft on its own was not a cybersecurity threat, the interviewee was
aware of it as a consequence because of the news. However, further discussions showed
an uncertainty about how the identity theft would occur or how it could be prevented.
messages. Respondents who mentioned these types of warnings typically only highlighted
that they ignored them. Respondents who felt they did not understand security well often
believed that they would not be able to understand the message, and therefore did not

made.
Overall, while security messages were at times helpful to respondents, the respondents
needed to feel that there was value in the messages before they would actually do something
to protect their security. In most cases, respondents simply considered security messages as
a way to increase their awareness about threats. However, most did not actually take any
additional protective steps on their home computers as a result of these messages.

4.6.3. Computer Sharing
Computer use context had to do with whether the respondent shared a computer with
someone else and whether they considered themselves to be the main person responsible
for taking care of the computer. Discussions surrounding how a shared computer had

included in the coding scheme, they did not appear to be of particular importance until
the data were revisited after the completion of the interviews. During the interviews,
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also indicated that sharing a computer with other family

more knowledgeable and skilled than they were, they often deferred to that individual and
gave them the responsibility for protecting the computer. One interviewee’s comments
summarised many of the similar comments by people who shared a computer but did not
I have a husband who is a network engineer who looks after
the things like making sure we’ve got antivirus software
installed and that it’s sort of automatically updating itself.
(Int-13)
This interviewee was discussing why she was less aware of threats. However, these types of
comments were common amongst those who depended on someone else to protect their
security and they demonstrate one of the ways that respondents tended to justify distancing
themselves from taking responsibility for their own security.
Respondents who considered themselves to have the primary responsibility for
protecting the computer often responded with either active or passive security behaviours
in response to the behaviours of the person they shared the computer with. There were also
indications that people engaged in a combination of active and passive security behaviours.
These behaviours are summarised in Table 4-12, p. 129. Active behaviours refer to
respondents proactively taking steps to protect a shared computer from cybersecurity threats.
each individual in the household was allowed to use the computer however they wished
without any interference from the other users in regards to cybersecurity. These behaviours
took place either before the computer was used by the respondent or the shared user, while
it was being used by other people in the household, or when the respondent started to use
the computer after it had been used by another member of the household.
Active security behaviours were performed either unilaterally without the input of
others or in cooperation with other users. One of the interviewees described how he only
gave family members limited accounts in order to limit what they could install on the
computer, a very unilateral behaviour. In contrast, another interviewee described one of
the more co-operative behaviours that she and her husband engaged in to protect their
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Table 4-12.
types (active, passive, or combination) and when those steps were taken
Use
Active
(nf=1)
(ni=3)

behaviours before
using the computer
online or allowing
someone else to use
the computer online.
Cooperative Agreed upon
(nf=1)
protective steps
(ni=5)
created in
cooperation with
others that should be
utilised before using
the computer online.
Passive
(nf=0)
(ni=2)

(nf=12)
(ni=10)

behaviours while
using the computer
online.

behaviours taken
after another person
has used the shared
computer online.

Implement agreed
upon protective
steps to be taken in
cooperation with
other users that
should be taken after
the shared computer
has been used online.
Accepting of
Accepting of
Accepting of
other users’ online
other users’ online
other users’ online
behaviours. No
behaviours, no
behaviours, no
proactive steps taken. additional safeguards additional protective
taken.
steps taken after the
shared computer has
been used.
Accepting of other
Accepting of
Accepting of other
users’ behaviours, but other users’ online
users’ behaviours, but
proactive steps taken behaviours.
additional protective
to protect against
steps taken to ensure
something another
the computer’s
user might do while
security after it has
using the computer.
been used by another
person.
cooperation with
other users while
using the computer
online.

Let’s say we receive emails from someone that we don’t know.
sure that we don’t open it. (Int-12)
Although this was an example of the fairly minor security behaviour of not opening emails
when unsure of the source, it was one of many similar comments about the types of shared
security behaviours that respondents’ engaged in. Compared to other security behaviours,
these tended to be based on behavioural safeguards rather than technological safeguards.
The decision about whether to engage in unilateral or cooperative active security depended
primarily on the descriptions of household dynamics and the way in which the parties
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interacted with others they shared the computer with.
Passive computer security meant that other people using the shared computer were
able to do as they wished, regardless of any potential breaches that could have caused harm
to other users of the computer. Passive security behaviours did not mean that the primary
user of the computer was unconcerned about security, only that they did not take additional
steps to prevent a potential breach that could have been caused by another person using
the computer. These passive security behaviours were typically done for reasons related
to preserving harmony in the relationship between users. For example, one interviewee
discussed his unwillingness to take security steps because he did not want to show that he
I share my computer with my partner, and he is not very
he uses my computer and that he has not really put security as
But on the other hand, because you have the partnership,
you want to basically demonstrate your trust in the other
the dilemma there. (Int-4)

but continued to use it for everything else. Even though interviewees such as the one
described above indicated that they were concerned about their security, it was placed as a
lower priority in order to maintain household happiness. These behaviours were the least
commonly seen with only 2 of the 14 interviewees
sharing. Respondents who were more passive tended to have laxer security behaviours on
their shared computer than other types of users because they wanted to be accommodating
to others.
The most frequently described computer security behaviours with a shared computer
were a combination of active and passive behaviours. Almost all participants and half of
interviewees adopted this approach. The steps taken in relation to combination behaviours
were predominantly reactive with respondents taking security steps to remedy any potential
issues after someone else had used the computer. One of the interviewees described what
she regularly did after her husband had used their computer and why she chose to engage
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“don’t go to this site,” “don’t go there,” don’t do this,” don’t
he can do, and each time at night before I log in, I just go
through the history and go through what’s been there, what
he has downloaded, what has happened. (Int-18)
In most cases, the user who was primarily responsible for the household’s computer security
could accept the other users’ potentially risky behaviours. However, once the other person
was no longer using the computer, the respondent would take reactive steps to ensure that
nothing that the other person had done would have a detrimental impact on their data.

security, there tended to be a sense of resignation that regardless of what a person did
to protect their own cybersecurity it could be undone by other users of the computer.
However, unlike passive behaviours where this realisation was met by a lack of action on
the respondent’s part, in this situation the response tended to be that people believed that
the next best thing to engaging in active security behaviours was to take unilateral steps
to protect the computer when the respondent was using it, regardless of the potential
household consequences.

4.6.4. Summary of External Factors
The most prevalent external factors, symptoms and security messages, focused on
prompts that caused respondents to reconsider the steps they were taking. In many cases,
behaviours. For example, a respondent typically experienced some sort of symptoms of a

way, focusing instead on the lack of symptoms meaning they were safe. Furthermore,
computer use context had the potential to foster high levels of dependence on someone
factors on awareness, perceptions of danger, and internal factors.
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4.7.
Perceived barriers refers to the reasons why users do not take more steps to protect
themselves online while perceived enablers are additional reasons why people did take
protective steps. Perceived barriers and enablers are analysed together because in many
to protect themselves outweighed the costs of doing so.

4.7.1. Perceived Barriers
Respondents in both the focus groups and interviews were asked to identify the
barriers that stopped them from engaging in better security behaviours online. As noted
in Chapter 3, participants were asked to rank the top three most substantial barriers to
engaging in cybersecurity behaviours from most important to least in order to determine
whether the barriers that were
Table 4-13. Top ranked barriers to engaging in
most talked about were also
cybersecurity barriers (in descending order)
the same barriers that people
considered important (see
Table 4-13). Although these
were the top ranked barriers
in terms of importance to
Ignorance
Ignorance
Financial Cost Time
Knowledge
the participants, the lists
Time
Lack of
Financial Cost
were compared to the most
Prompting
frequently talked about
barriers.
The overall outcome of the focus groups was that the most frequently mentioned
barriers based on the number of people who raised the barriers in discussion (in descending
1.
2. ignorance (e.g. the lack of knowledge about what respondents felt they should
know),
3. lack of knowledge (e.g. the lack of knowledge and understanding of how to
actually take protective steps),
4. time required to protect the computer,
5. cost of protective software, and
6. lack of prompting about security.
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(
). However, it only appeared in the top 3 list
of one of the focus groups.
Comparing the most frequently mentioned barriers from participants to those of

1.
2. ignorance, and
3. time associated with better cybersecurity behaviours.
Interviewees were slightly more concerned about the time required to take the necessary
protective steps than participants appeared to be. However, the overall frequency with which
the barriers were discussed was nearly identical for both participants and interviewees.

barriers. For example, although a lack of knowledge was frequently considered to be a
barrier, in many cases this lack of knowledge contributed more to respondents’ awareness
and their overall perceptions of the danger of threats. As a result of lower perceived
danger, respondents were less likely to engage in as comprehensive security behaviours as
people who had higher perceptions of danger. Additionally, respondents with lower levels

of the remainder of this section.
The time cost associated with engaging in protective behaviours was the greatest
barrier to respondents’ engaging in such behaviours. This barrier ranked third and fourth
for interviewees and respondents respectively. The time associated with engaging in
cybersecurity behaviours can refer to the time it takes to gain the necessary knowledge
and awareness as well as the time it takes to implement the safeguards. Respondents often
described how learning about the threats and safeguards was too time consuming. As one
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There’s probably a new virus created every 15 or 20 seconds,
(Par-2E)
These sorts of comments were often made by respondents who were comfortable with their
levels of knowledge, even though they tended to be basic and at times verged on outdated.
However, even when respondents knew what steps could be taken to protect themselves,
time was still a barrier to engaging in protective behaviours. One of the interviewees who
was most concerned about the time requirements described how he assessed whether or

have to be more than the time taken to put remedial steps
in place. If it took me an hour a week to clear up, but it was
only going to take me a half hour to do the extra steps, then
I would do the extra steps. (Int-6)

Financial costs of purchasing protective software also created barriers to use. One
participant commented on why she believed that people did not take steps to secure
(Par-1E)
Respondents often agreed with the sentiment that practising security was expensive. For
example, an interviewee elaborated on why she had not updated her husband’s or son’s

free software for that... but I don’t think so for less important
things. (Int-1)
Another interviewee noted that his lack of antivirus software changed the way he used his
The cost of installing security on my Mac is quite a bit more
than installing my PC, so I only use my Mac to access the
internet. (Int-11)
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situations still used security software on at least one of their machines, they opted for
selective use and minimal protections because of the cost of the protective software.

(Par-2B)
Throughout the discussion, this participant talked about how his computer could be better
protected by costly software. However, he did not consider the additional cost to provide a
of free software, cost was still a barrier for respondents because they did not consider the
respondents felt that free protective software had additional drawbacks, such as slowing
the computer down. This bias against free software often meant that respondents did not

that users receive about security threats. During the second focus group several participants
At work it's because they say your password's expired and
(Par-2C)
I haven't run into that password's expired. (Par-2E)
Yeah, that's fair. Very few. I mean, at work, they force you to
change passwords. (Par-2D)
(Par-2A)
I don't know of anybody, any site that forces you to change
your password. (Par-2D)

interviews. Prompts from security software helped to remind respondents that there was
protective software running on the computer. In many cases, respondents only received
prompts from the software when something went wrong, such as a security incident or the
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access your homepage. Or trying to change your home page
all the time, I get that all the time. (Par-3C)
However, in some cases, it was noted that people looked for the visual clue of a green

when they were working or using a work computer they received prompts about security
threats and the need to change passwords. This increased their awareness. However,
outside of the organisation, respondents often did not receive similar prompts unless they
had a person who regularly passed on relevant security information to them or they visited
a website that required them to change their passwords regularly. Despite the presence of
barriers, there were some factors that encouraged respondents to engage in more protective
behaviours online.

4.7.2. Perceived Enablers

behaviours, participants and interviewees focused predominantly on the barriers rather

because, again, since they're intangible, you may not sort of
be aware of them. (Int-4)

indication or sign that the behaviours they are engaging in are correct.
Another interviewee noted why he engaged in what he considered to be safer
I want to basically stay safe and not have to deal with those
kind of issues if my computer did get infected. (Int-3)
The issues the interviewee was referring to included the time associated with repairing the
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respondents utilised safeguards.
Neither participants nor interviewees appeared to have a strong sense of the possible
reasons of what consequences participants and interviewees wanted to prevent from
occurring. Many respondents related their computer security to their physical security
You know, just like the steps you take to protect your house
from being vandalised, you have a burglar alarm system, it
just gives you reassurance that you're not going to experience
a theft or robbery or whatever it might be. Just for piece of
mind, it just gives you one less thing to worry about. (Par-3A)

behaviours (see Table 4-14). Of the reasons given for protecting themselves, participants
most were focused on the tangible aspects of what they could protect. For example,

consequences were the most frequently seen reasons overall for participants to actively take
steps to protect their cybersecurity.
The three focus groups varied in what reasons enabled them to engage in better
protective behaviours could protect against. The second group, in contrast was more

the emotional security that Table 4-14. Top ranked reasons to engage in
utilising protective behaviours cybersecurity behaviours (in descending order)
could provide. Interviewees
indicated similar reasons for
engaging in cybersecurity
behaviours. The primary
Prior
General desire
reasons amongst interviewees
risk
experiences
for protection
consequences
due
to
cybersecurity breaches and to
maintain a feeling of security
when online.

Avoid
reputation risk

Knowledge
of possible
consequences

Protect children
risk

Avoid feeling
vulnerable
Avoid perceived
consequences
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4.7.3. Summary of Perceived Barriers & Enablers
Overall, the barriers to and enablers of security behaviours tended to be assessed

and emotional costs associated with a breach. In many cases, respondents considered a lack
of many of the internal factors as barriers to engaging in security behaviours. Commonly, a
lack of knowledge was cited as being one of the main reasons why people did not do more
to protect themselves. This illustrated how lower levels of many of the internal factors were
tied to a lower levels of perceived danger and higher perceptions of barriers. In many cases,

4.8. Cybersecurity Intentions & Behaviours

1.
2.
3.
4. only visiting “reputable” websites.
The most common security behaviour was the use of antivirus software followed by not
opening unknown email attachments. Two interviewees stated that they utilised all of
the safeguards they were aware of. The remaining interviewees indicated that there were
safeguards they knew they should use but either chose not use them or were unsure of
what those steps were.
During the focus groups, participants frequently noted that there were things they
could do to protect themselves online, but that they chose not to. Often comments were
made about either knowing or not knowing what the “best practices” were and whether
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the participants thought they were living up to that standard. Given the extensiveness of
asked about whether there were additional steps they knew of that they could take to
protect themselves, what those steps were, and what they considered the ideal security
practices to be.
More than half of interviewees
indicated that they were unsure of or unaware
of any additional steps. In a comment which summarised many of the other comments,
I should be doing more, but I wouldn’t even know what more
I should be doing really. It’s just sort of a general feeling of,
you know, there’s some golden standard and I’m sure I don’t
meet it. And I’m sure neither do the rest of the people in the
family. (Int-5)

not already doing, they often recounted the steps they took and indicated these were the
steps they believed made up the best practices. The best practices that were most commonly
having antivirus software installed
,
not opening email attachments from unknown sources
,
not visiting sites that they believed were more likely to host
malware (e.g. not visiting pornographic websites)
,
and
.
Of the interviewees who indicated that they were following all of the best practices that
they were aware of, most also indicated that they felt they were less aware of how they
could protect their computers and their data than the normal user.
The remainder of the interviewees
indicated that they were aware of things
that they could do to protect themselves but that they did not do because of one or more of
to be high enough. Like the interviewees who were unsure of the steps they could take,
all of the remaining interviewees indicated that utilising at least antivirus software was
frequently by this group of interviewees with 8 of the 9 interviewees indicating that they
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not sharing the computer with other users,
conducting weekly backups of all their data,

malicious users,
utilising advanced methods to prevent malicious access,
such as the use of honeypots4,
only visiting trusted sites,
only downloading from trusted sites, and
not providing personal information online.
Overall, there was no agreement about what the best steps to take were. Most of the best

not using it would provide additional protection. These mixed responses are indicative of
a general lack of clarity about what steps should be taken to protect home computers and

perceptions of danger, the perceived barriers to engaging in secure practices, and the
factors that enabled them to overcome these barriers. If the perceived danger of the threat
was not high enough, respondents were less likely to engage in safer practices. The result
was similar if the respondent considered the barriers to engaging in safe practices to be too
high. For a few respondents, the enablers were strong enough to overcome both of these
aspects, and they engaged in protective behaviours despite the barriers. However, it can
when there is no sign that they are actually keeping people safe. It is this combination of
factors that probably accounts for the common opinion by users that there is more they
should be doing to protect themselves.



A honeypot
use of that resource.” A honeypot can be used for non-malicious purposes in order to prevent
software attacks the system, honeypots can be used to “defend against such attacks by slowing
their scanning down, potentially even stopping them.” Honeypots used in this way are called
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4.9. Chapter Summary

cybersecurity behaviours have been explored. Respondents needed to be aware of the
they often considered the danger to be minimal. The perceived danger of the threats was
seen as the result of a combination of the perceived likelihood of facing such a threat
and the perceived severity of the consequences of the threat. Perceived susceptibility and

in their skills, how much they relied on other people to keep them safe, how much they
trusted websites and people online, how concerned they were about security, and whether
by external factors such as symptoms of breaches, the security messages that respondents
received, and computer sharing behaviours. Perceived barriers to engaging in security
behaviours such as cost and time often diminished respondents’ intention to engage in these
behaviours while strong feelings about the need for security could increase their intention
to protect themselves and their families. Although respondents were often able to identify
the things they could do to protect themselves, they still did not. In Chapters 5 and 6, the
relationships between these factors are explored in greater detail. In Chapter 7, reasons
why people act in unsafe manners despite “knowing better” are discussed.
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hapter 5
Revised Model

5.1. Introduction
In Chapter 4, the factors relating to home users’ internet security behaviours were
chapter, the relationships between the factors are explored and a revised model is presented
cybersecurity behaviours. Furthermore, this chapter presents a revised model which meets
research objective 2 which is to develop a framework to explain the relationships between
what users know and what they do. From the conceptual model, the expected driver of
as a necessary precursor to home users’ assessment of the overall danger of the threat.
Often previous research appeared to assume the presence of awareness. In this chapter,

and revised models.
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5.2. Overview of Conceptual Model
In Chapter 3, a conceptual model was presented based on the existing home and
organisational cybersecurity literature as well as motivational theories. Nine main factors

cybersecurity behaviours (see Figure 5-3).

Perceived
Seriousness

Internal
Factors

Perceived
Suscptibility

Perceived
Threat

Demographic
Factors

External
Factors

Perceived
Barriers &

Cybersecurity
Intentions

Cybersecurity
Behaviours

Figure 5-1.
cybersecurity behaviours

The expectation from the literature was that as respondents considered the threat
to be more severe, they would feel more susceptible to that threat. These feelings of
section 3.3.4) and were
expected to lead to an overall perception about the threat. The expectation was that threat
external factors (see section 3.3.5
cybersecurity behaviours (see section 3.3.7). This assessment of the perceived threat was
would then lead to carrying out those behaviours.

5.3. Revised Model

adapted (see Figure 5-2, p. 145). In the revised model, awareness is placed as a precursor to
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Internal
Factors

Perceived
Barriers &
Enablers

Perceived Danger
Perceived
Susceptibility

Awareness

Perceived
Safeguard

Cybersecurity
Intentions

Cybersecurity
Behaviours

Perceived
Severity

External
Factors

Figure 5-2.
to engage in cybersecurity behaviours

the conceptual model were included in higher level factors or were removed entirely.
These changes are explained later in the chapter. First, each of the main factors and the

5.3.1.

presented.

AwAreness
Awareness is the recognition of the existence of threats online. Although awareness and
knowledge are similar, awareness does not require an understanding of the threats, only
being conscious of the threat. Awareness was found to be more important than was
assumed in the conceptual model. In the original conceptual model, awareness was part
of an individual’s internal factors. In the revised model, awareness is included as a top
level construct.
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Perceived dAnger
, referred to as “perceived threat” in the conceptual model, is the
overall perception of the severity of the consequences of online threats and the likelihood

mitigate the risks.
refers to users’ perceptions of the likelihood of having to face
a threat they are aware of.
refers to how serious or detrimental users consider the consequences
of cybersecurity threats to be. These consequences can be related to the user’s computer,
data, privacy, or their own sense of wellbeing.

behaviours, and other safeguards will be in preventing security breaches and minimising the
to be, the less susceptible users tend to feel they are to threats and the less concerned they
tend to be about the consequences.

internAl FActors

refers to users’ recollections of past experience or lack of experience
with cybersecurity threats. For example, if an individual experienced a security breach in
the past and was able to remedy it, they may have an increased concern about security
breaches as well as a positive view of their ability to cope with issues that may arise.
be more prone to feel less vulnerable to threats.
refers to the user’s understanding of cybersecurity threats. Knowledge is
and how it is propagated, whereas awareness simply requires the user to be conscious of
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the existence of the threat.

focuses on how much individuals depend on others to (1) prevent security
breaches from occurring, and (2) remedying any consequences that occur as the result of
a breach. Reliance was not part of the conceptual model, but was added to the revised
model as a direct result of the data analysis.
refers to the belief that other people will act in a way that does not compromise the
individual’s security. Individuals expressed trust in other people, software, organisations,
trust was seen in much of the literature on adoption of e-commerce, it was not prevalent
in cybersecurity research and as a result was not included in the original conceptual model.
Based on the data, trust appeared to be more important than originally suggested.
refers to how concerned an individual is about their security

encompasses the concepts of attitude and security orientation from the conceptual model.
relates to the presence of behaviours that users exhibit in order to protect
the perception that they are safe (typically through boasting) or that they do not need to take

themselves online while boastfulness was used to highlight behaviours and knowledge that

externAl FActors
refer to cybersecurity related aspects of the individual’s environment.
These factors include symptoms, security messages, and the context in which the computer
is being used.
Symptoms refer to the perceived indications that a security breach has taken place,
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such as data or hardware consequences. These symptoms do not necessarily have to be
associated with an actual breach. Instead, what is more important is that the individual
believes that the symptoms are indicative of a breach. These symptoms can be either

friends, or family members about potential security issues or how individuals can protect

by public or private organisations.
refers to whether or not an individual shares their computer with
another member of the household and if they do share a computer, the extent to which
the responsibility for the shared computer is assigned to the users of the computer.

Perceived BArriers And enABlers
are the external factors that prevent or limit users from either taking
the initial steps to protect themselves online or from taking further steps to increase their
software and the time associated with engaging in protective behaviours.
are the factors that facilitated respondents’ cybersecurity behaviours.
Perceived enablers were typically related to respondents feelings of security and their desire
to ensure that other people using the computer were secure.

cyBersecurity intentions And BehAviours
refer to users’ inclination to protect themselves online through

about the enablers of and barriers to engaging in these behaviours. There is an assumption
that if users have a strong enough intention to protect themselves online they will do so.
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are the actual behaviours that users’ engage in regarding
their online security. These behaviours may be positive (actively protecting the individual’s
security), neutral (a lack of action in regards to cybersecurity), or negative (actively
contributing to increasing an individual’s susceptibility to a cybersecurity breach).
A summary of these components is provided in Table 5-1 and on overview of the changes
between the conceptual model and revised model is presented in the next section.
Table 5-1.
associated components.
The recognition of the existence of threats online. Does not
require understanding of the threats.
The overall perception of the severity of the consequences
of online threats and the likelihood of a user having to face
threats.
Perceived
they are aware of.
How serious or detrimental users consider the consequences
of cybersecurity threats.
and other safeguards will be in preventing security breaches
and minimising the consequences of any breach that does
occur.
individual.

and to take actions necessary to protect themselves.
Trust
Reliance

Ego Protection

Knowledge
Prior Experience

The belief that other people will act in a way that does not
compromise the individual’s security.
How much individuals depend on others to (1) prevent
security breaches from occurring, and (2) remedying any
consequences that occur as the result of a breach.
The presence of behaviours that users exhibit in order to
protect the perception that they are safe (typically through
boasting) or that they do not need to take steps to be safe
How concerned an individual is about their security overall.
A user’s understanding of cybersecurity threats.
with cybersecurity threats.
Cybersecurity related aspects of the individual’s environment.
The perceived indications that a security breach has taken
place, such as data or hardware consequences.
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Table 5-1. Continued

Context

Perceived Barriers

Perceived Enablers

person in the household.
The factors that discourage or encourage the use of
cybersecurity safeguards.
External factors that prevent or limit users from either taking
the initial steps to protect themselves online or from taking
further steps to increase their protection from threats.
Factors that facilitated respondents’ cybersecurity behaviours.
of behavioural and software-based safeguards.
Actual behaviours that users’ engage in regarding their

online security.

5.3.2. Key Changes to the Conceptual Model
In the development of the revised model, some key changes were made from the
conceptual model. The changes to the relationships between factors are summarised in
Table 5-2 (p. 151). The greatest change from the conceptual model was that awareness
was promoted to one of the main factors. Originally awareness had been accounted for
within the concept of knowledge in Internal Factors.
Internal Factors from the conceptual model remained in the
model, Internal Factors
the subjective norm, prior experience, and knowledge. In the revised model, the subjective
norm and attitude were removed, and trust, reliance, and ego protection were added. In
addition, the focus of prior experience changed from how long an individual had used the
internet to whether they had experienced a perceived cybersecurity breach.
External Factors was previously comprised of cues to action, use by others, and
encouragement by others. In the revised model, use by others and encouragement by
others were removed due to a lack of support for these concepts. Computer use context
was added as an additional component of External Factors. Finally, cues to action was further
remained as parts of the External Factors while knowledge was already accounted for within
the Internal Factors.
Perceived Susceptibility and Perceived Severity from the conceptual model remained in
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Table 5-2.
conceptual model and revised model

Severity

susceptibility

susceptibility
enablers

Threat

susceptibility
factors

intentions

intentions

intentions
intentions
enablers
behaviours

behaviours

intentions

intentions

consider them separately. However, there is support for looking at these factors as part of
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Xue (2009). From the evidence in this study, respondents considered their susceptibility to
threats and the severity of consequences as part of their overall appraisal of the danger of
led to a renamed factor called Perceived Danger.
Demographic Factors from the conceptual model were removed in the revised

they were removed from the revised model.
The remaining factors of
, Cybersecurity Intentions, and
Cybersecurity Behaviours had few changes. The main change was that Perceived Barriers and
was renamed as Perceived Barriers and Enablers
that encouraged individuals to engage in safer behaviours online. Cybersecurity Intentions and
Cybersecurity Behaviours remained the same as they were in the conceptual model.

5.4.
In the revised model (Figure 5-2, p. 145), awareness was positioned as a prerequisite
to individuals forming opinions about the perceived danger of threats. External factors

as well as perceived barriers and enablers. Finally, perceived danger along with perceived
relationships between the constructs along with the relationships between relevant factors
are explored in the subsequent sections. Changes from the conceptual model are also
highlighted in the appropriate sections.

5.4.1.
In the conceptual model, awareness was included as one of the internal factors.
However, based on the data, awareness was removed from the internal factors and promoted
it was possible to see that awareness underpinned many of the feelings held by respondents
about severity, susceptibility, and the overall danger of threats.
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of where to start when addressing cybersecurity beyond the basic step of having antivirus
software. One of the interviewees elaborated on why she did not do more to protect herself

(Int-12)
Comments such as this and other comments about respondents not knowing where to start
in regards to their security showed a lack of awareness about safeguards. The results further
showed that in order to form opinions about how susceptible to threats respondents were
the steps that they could take to avoid them.
in recent years. Although Drennan, et al. (2006) found that awareness was not linked to
suggest that a link may be present in the broader security context.

A threat is an external stimulus that exists whether or not it
is perceived by an individual. If an individual perceives the
threat, that individual can be described as having awareness
of a threat.... once an individual is conscious of a threat, he
or she will establish beliefs as to the seriousness of the threat
and probability of personally experiencing the threat. (p.
551)

create awareness in order to develop these beliefs about the danger of threats. Instead they
focused on the severity and susceptibility aspects within fear appeals.

5.4.2. Perceived Danger
In the conceptual model, this factor was originally named “perceived threat” based
on the term used in the HBM (Figure 2-2, p. 32
as “the threat posed by illness, comprised of the likelihood of its occurrence (‘perceived
susceptibility’) and it’s potential for causing physical harm and interfering with social
functioning (‘perceived severity’)” (Becker et al., 1977, p. 349).
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see the actual danger of a breach or what the potential consequences were. However,
awareness of threats was not necessarily straightforward in the context of security. There
threats compared to how aware they actually were of threats. If their perceived awareness
of threats was higher than their actual awareness of threats they were more likely to make
incorrect assumptions about how well they were protected.
In some cases, respondents considered themselves to be highly aware of threats
because of the information they obtained at work. This often led to the belief that they
were well protected at home because of that awareness. However, this assumption could

I think part of people being really sloppy about home security
is because they’ve got such good security at work, that it gives
them this false sense of security. It’s all hidden at work. You

that might just happen by magic. You know, you don’t have
(Int-13)
The danger here was that respondents at times assumed that their awareness of threats
was enough to protect them. Although in the quote above the respondent noted how work
the example given. Other respondents discussed how the information they had gained at
work made them more aware of threats. Consequentially, respondents who considered
themselves to be highly aware of threats often considered themselves to be less susceptible
these perceptions of susceptibility were looked at in conjunction with the actual steps that
respondents took, there were times where perceived awareness was high but the safeguards
that respondents reported using were minimal. This suggested that awareness on it’s own
can decrease the perceived danger of threats which contributed to a reduced intention of
engaging in protective behaviours.
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5.4.3. Internal Factors
The internal factors construct from the conceptual model remained in the revised

intentions to engage in security behaviours and therefore was removed from the revised
orientation. New components of reliance, trust, and ego protection were added to the

5.4.3.1. Relationships between Internal Factors
From the data it was possible to see how the internal factors related to each other
Figure 5-3 illustrates these
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Figure 5-3. Relationship between components of internal factors relating to home
users’ internet security behaviours
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concerned about their security typically were more likely to seek out information to increase

was about threats online, the more concerned they tended to be about their security. One

emails out, I don't use the same name when I do things for
information for travel. (Par-2E)

information. Knowing this helped alleviate his concern because he knew which sites were
safe and which were distributing his information. Because of this, he was able to focus his
concern on the sites that were not protecting his information. Respondents with lower
levels of knowledge and security orientation were more likely to emphasise that they knew
the image that they were concerned about security even if other comments suggested that
their concern was relatively low.
experienced a cybersecurity breach. Often respondents indicated that the symptoms that
they experienced and the consequences of those symptoms made them seek out more
information, either on how to remedy a breach or how to avoid one occurring in the
future. One of the interviewees discussed how she had discovered information about the
I’ll search for what’s happening. And usually that will lead
answer my question. (Int-7)
By searching out this information, she believed that she had gained more knowledge not
remedy computer security issues. As a result, the past experiences with cybersecurity
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breaches led to her gaining additional knowledge.

history with installing programs. Individuals who where “once bitten, twice shy” were
more knowledgeable about past risks because of their previous negative experiences. In
the current study,

that respondents did not see the need to increase their knowledge. Instead, they typically

kind of like, well, we've made it this long, so what's the point.
(Par-2B)

and the computer had not been compromised. However, this also showed an assumption
by respondents that all security breaches would have clear, tangible symptoms.
Respondents with higher levels of knowledge tended to be less reliant on others, while
respondents with lower levels of knowledge were more reliant on others. In many cases,
respondents with lower levels of knowledge were less certain about who was responsible
for their online security, and as a result were more likely to push the actual responsibility

to my husband or children who know about these things.
(Par-3B)
Although she indicated a reliance on her husband who she assumed was more knowledgeable,
she also implied that age was related to knowledge that a person had about the internet and
online security with her mention of her children. This assumption was echoed throughout
the discussions, primarily by people who had children that they could rely on to provide
them with the relevant knowledge. There tended to be an assumption that because their
children had grown up using the internet and computers, they knew more about being
safe online regardless of their actual knowledge There also was an implied assumption
in comments similar to the one above that whoever the respondent considered to be
responsible for the computer was not only more knowledgeable than they were, but that
they would also take responsibility for protecting the computer.
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Just as respondents who were less knowledgeable set out to rely on someone else to
protect their computers, respondents who relied heavily on others often did not see the

and he usually would have, and usually would be doing
something about it at home. I personally wouldn't be doing
anything. (Int-5)
In this case and in similar situations, respondents who relied heavily on other people to
protect their computers typically did not take steps beyond basic awareness, and instead
relied on the other person to have the required knowledge to ensure that the computer
was kept safe.
organisational environment where individuals who did not have security responsibilities in
their job were more likely to rely on the IT department to remedy any issues.
Conversely, respondents who did not rely on others felt that they needed to have
more knowledge since there was nobody else they could depend on to have that knowledge.
of all, you cannot control how many viruses are around there
and how people actually could, you know, take any sort of
extra steps to protect their security. Let alone infecting others.
(Int-11)
Respondents with higher levels of knowledge were much more likely to accept responsibility
for their own actions. They were much less likely to try to transfer responsibility for breaches
overall, often only blaming themselves.
their ability to understand the information they were presented with. In contrast, with some
seeking out more knowledge. They often made comments such as “I wouldn’t know where
to start.” Although these comments indicate a certain lack of knowledge, they also indicate
protect themselves.
were more likely to blame failures on a lack of knowledge (p. 198). The lack of knowledge
demonstrated by respondents in the current study
which in turn related back to seeking out someone else to protect their computer. This in
turn raised issues with respondents feeling like it was their responsibility to increase their
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knowledge.

appeared to have an almost circular relationship. In some cases, people who did not consider
avoid seeking out additional information that might make them more knowledgeable. In

In many cases, ego protection was used as a way to distract from a lack of knowledge.
their awareness of threats, in order to distract from the lack of a deeper understanding
of what the threat could do or how they could protect themselves from it. Rose, Endo,

positive assessments of their security in the current study.
distract from a lack of knowledge by putting the focus on a perceived lack of need for
knowledge often implied that there was no need to take steps to protect themselves. This
was underscored by numerous respondents noting that they knew what they should do to

concern tended to stem from a combination of low levels of perceived susceptibility,
perceived severity, knowledge, and awareness.
Finally, respondents who were more knowledgeable were generally less trusting of
people and sites online. This stemmed from an increased understanding of what could go
wrong if they trusted people online. People who had greater knowledge were more likely to
be able to explain what the consequences of breaches were, and as a result, they understood
that malicious users’ actions were typically malicious rather than benign. This led to very
low levels of trust by respondents with high levels of knowledge.
negative. An instance of a positive outcome from a security breach was that the person
the severity of the consequences. Bandura (1977) found that success at a task was key to
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I’ve made the mistake of visiting dodgy sites, and then I’d
with popups and things like that. And that was my own fault.
occasionally get my antivirus software catching things too.
(Int-7)
In this case, although she had experienced security breaches, the interviewee had taken

In contrast, respondents who had experienced very negative consequences of security
Failures
(Bandura, 1977). One of the interviewees described how her past experiences had made

hacked into my email account and sent a couple of nasty
(Int-2)
Although this particular interviewee engaged in very safe behaviours and demonstrated
who demonstrated similarly high levels of knowledge. In cases such as this, the main
distinguishing factor was that the respondents had experienced what they considered to
be very negative consequences associated with security breaches. At times, past experience
skills. This shows how it is important to not only consider whether or not an individual
experienced a breach, but also how severe they considered the consequences to be. The
more negative the perceived consequences, the more often it had far reaching consequences
into how the respondent perceived their security with past experiences having the potential

such as “I wouldn’t know where to start.” Although these comments also indicate a lack
themselves online. In many cases, these respondents sought out someone they considered
to be more skilled and knowledgeable than themselves to protect their security. Often they
relied on a family member living in the same household to protect the computer.
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could protect themselves online. They also considered themselves to be more skilled at
doing so than their peers. This meant that they were less likely to rely on someone else

I think that people around me are less aware of the security
what I have known about because people around me don't
(Int-18)

knowledge had more moderate levels of reliance.

were not as likely to be concerned about their security, instead focusing on reasons why
they did not need to be concerned.
showed that although their respondents considered themselves to be knowledgeable about
security threats due to awareness campaigns, this awareness did not translate into action.
had low levels of knowledge, were more likely to engage in ego protective behaviours. This
was often because they wanted to distract from their lack of knowledge while still preserving
In order to rely on a person to protect a computer, respondents needed to not only
trust that the person was acting in their best interest, but also that there were actually acting
to protect their security. For example, an interviewee indicated that her trust in people to
I feel reasonably secure because I know that someone else
both at work and at home is doing the job for me that I trust.
(Int-13)
In this case, there was an implication that if she did not trust the people who were acting
to protect her security, she would not have felt as secure in relying on them. Thus, a certain
were less likely to rely on others to protect their cybersecurity.
Respondents who had experienced the negative consequences of a security breach in
the past were typically less trusting of people and websites online than those who had not.
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(Par-2E)
He went on to talk about how he was extremely distrustful of people online, even going so
far as to avoid using the computer for anything more than the most basic tasks. In contrast,
respondents who had not experienced a security breach were more willing to give people
otherwise. Respondents who had experienced security breaches considered themselves to
be much less trusting of people overall because they had already experienced breaches and
therefore, had greater levels of concern, similar to Good, et al.’s (2006) user type of “once
bitten, twice shy”. Most respondents who had experienced very negative consequences of
breaches also had low levels of trust. However, some respondents who had experienced
what they considered to be less serious consequences had more moderate levels of trust. As

Past experiences were also linked to security orientation. a participant spoke about
how his prior experience with cybersecurity breaches made him much more concerned
I’ve already lost one computer that locked up one time. And
I got infected twice already. (Par-2E)

steps they were taking tended to be more proactive than those who had not experienced
a security breach. Those participants who had experienced a breach indicated that they
were more worried about the possibility of it happening to them again. Furthermore,
respondents who had experienced cybersecurity breaches in the past tended to take more
protective steps overall than people who had not experienced breaches.

5.4.3.2. Internal Factors and Awareness
Prior experience, knowledge, and security orientation had the greatest positive
Figure 5-4, p. 163). Respondents with higher
levels of these three factors had greater awareness than respondents with lower levels of
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Figure 5-4
awareness because it helped to trigger the need to be aware at least once in the past. These
a participant talked about why he considered himself to be aware of threats, he noted
how the fact that he had “lost everything” had contributed to increasing his awareness.

threats. In contrast, respondents who had not experienced consequences of a cybersecurity
need for increased awareness. They questioned the importance of security overall and
indicated that they were more likely to be reactive rather than proactive about their security.
The more knowledge respondents had, the more aware they were of threats.
Knowledge and awareness were closely linked because in order to gain more information
threats, they lacked the necessary starting point for increasing their knowledge. Respondents
Instead, they described them in very broad terms such as “malware” and “spam” and
were unable to elaborate on these threats. They also tended to include consequences of
threats rather than threats when identifying the threats they were aware of, such as “identity
fraud.” Albrechtsen (2007) found that the less that individuals understood the threats and
consequences, the less likely they were to be concerned about the danger of security threats.
The greater respondents’ security orientation, the greater their concern about threats.
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This resulted in higher levels of awareness because of the preexisting concern. Respondents
who were more concerned about threats were more likely to seek out information, which
often resulted in greater awareness. Information seeking has been linked to greater levels of
An example of the link between information
seeking behaviours and awareness illustrated through a respondent’s comment about how
he actively sought out information when he was explaining why he considered himself to
I read quite a few technical articles and also read the news
and things like that, keep myself updated in terms of what is
the threat and what are the latest issues in terms of security
and privacy. (Int-11)

issues were made when talking about their awareness of threats. This suggested that
increased concern led to increased information seeking behaviours, which in turn led to
threats, they were less likely to take note of information about security threats and were
less likely to seek out information themselves. This seems to be due in part to a perception
that the security threat is not relevant to the individual (for example, see Blanton, et al.,
who felt that threats were not relevant to them typically had lower levels of awareness. For
I'm probably less informed and I don't usually pay attention
to what's going on with various threats (Par-3A)
These types of comments were often made by respondents when explaining why they did
not consider themselves to be aware of threats. Often they believed that in order to be
aware of threats, you had to pay attention to them, which required an existing level of
concern about threats.
Higher levels of reliance were associated with lower levels of awareness because
respondents felt that someone else would be aware of any threats that they needed to
be concerned about. One of the stumbling blocks to good user behaviours has been
(Albrechtsen, 2007). Typically the more reliant respondents were, the less responsibility
they took for knowing what the threats were or how they could protect themselves. Trust
people were generally trustworthy, therefore there was no need to be concerned about
threats and no need to be aware of what the threats were.
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could be associated with lower levels of awareness if combined with lower levels of
knowledge because respondents assumed that they were already aware of threats, even if
that information was out of date or incomplete.

5.4.3.3. Internal Factors and Perceived Danger

perceived susceptibility (see Figure 5-5). As respondents’ levels of these factors increased, so

person had experienced in the past and whether they considered these consequences to
be severe. This often meant that respondents who had experienced particularly negative
consequences in the past were more likely to consider the severity of future threats to be
just as bad. In contrast, respondents who had been able to remedy the consequences of
breaches in the past or who considered the consequences to be minor were more likely to
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consider the severity of a future breach to be lower.
Respondents with higher levels of security orientation tended to describe themselves
indicated that if a malicious user wanted to target them, there was “little that could be done”
higher levels of security orientation and expressed concern about their susceptibility to
malicious users, they often spoke of how “devastating” the consequences would be in terms
levels of security orientation as they typically viewed the severity of the consequences to be
much milder. Past research has linked security orientation to severity in regard to intention
Higher levels of knowledge often resulted in higher levels of perceived susceptibility
and perceived severity. Often respondents with higher levels of knowledge felt that they
thoroughly understood the dangers and knew more about the steps that malicious users
because they knew what the potential consequences were, they tended to view them as
I know what sort of damage it could do. Like delete your hard
mean, I understand that it could completely melt down my
laptop... It can do a lot of damage. (Int-14)

as being more of annoyances, respondents with higher levels of knowledge were typically
this understanding of the consequences resulted in a greater fear of what could happen.
to feel more susceptible to threats. This often meant that they took additional steps to
try to mitigate their concerns over the potential consequences, in order to reduce their

I purchased the antivirus software and made sure that it's
actually running and that it's connected to the internet and
like that. (Int-14)
Because this interviewee had already experienced something similar in the past, she
felt that it was likely to happen again, which made her want to take additional steps to
avoid the situation from re-occurring. Comments such as this were common amongst
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respondents who had experienced breaches in the past because they wanted to avoid
feeling as susceptible as they would without additional protective steps being taken. This

my old computer kind of was kind of scary so I've always
tried to be as secure as I can. (Int-15)
This interviewee viewed the consequences of threats to be much more severe because of
had negative experiences tended to believe that future consequences would be just as severe,
those who had less negative experiences were generally less concerned about the severity
of the consequences.
Overall, the consequences
of the breaches respondents experienced dictated whether their prior experience had a

perceived severity and perceived susceptibility (see Figure 5-5, p. 165). As respondents’
levels of these factors increased, their perceptions of the danger of threats tended to
about the steps that they took to protect themselves online. A participant talked about the
various steps that he took to ensure that he was less susceptible to threats.
and Lavasoft Adaware for programs. Then I never open
attachments, the only emails I get are emails from her or
(Par-2A)

to not only avoid threats, but also to remedy them. As a result, he felt that the consequences
I feel pretty secure, check my bank account daily at work, so
if something did occur, credit card companies will reimburse
(Par-2A)

explaining why they felt that the consequences would be less severe, despite the fact that
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identity theft and things like that. And while that would be
(Int-7)

levels of perceived danger, even if they did not necessarily have the knowledge to support

to threats because they would be unable to stop malicious users from doing anything, but
they were more likely to consider the consequences to be severe.
Respondents who relied heavily on other people to take care of their security for
them tended to believe that the danger of threats was lower. This was often because they
felt that they were less susceptible to threats because someone else was ensuring that they
did not have to deal with them and because they felt that the consequences would not be
I feel like I have someone who's doing that job for me. If
I didn't have that person I'd probably be a lot more... I'd
something about it. (Int-13)
Although this did not always mean that the respondent would not take steps to protect
themselves if necessary, generally respondents felt that it would be unlikely that someone
else would not be responsible for their security. As a result, respondents who exhibited
higher levels of reliance believed that the danger of threats was lower because they trusted
people to keep them safe.
Reduced levels of trust often served to increase perceptions about respondents’
susceptibility to threats. Distrust has been linked to perceived vulnerability to crime (see
were described by some respondents as being akin to a violation of their sense of security.
Respondents who were distrustful of people and sites online tended to avoid putting
sensitive information on their computers or entering sensitive information on websites
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but I don't necessarily buy them. None of my account
numbers are ever on it, I just don't trust it. (Par-2E)
Respondents with lower levels of trust made similar statements about not entering sensitive
information online. Respondents with higher levels of trust tended to believe that people
online were generally trustworthy and as a result would not take their information, indicating
that their trust reduced their perception of susceptibility. Furthermore, respondents with
higher levels of trust often believed that the consequences of breaches would be less
consequences.

5.4.3.4. Summary of Relationships of Internal Factors

understand information about security to seek it out and increase their knowledge, which
Higher levels of prior experience, knowledge, and security orientation were the
most positively associated with awareness. Prior experience typically was the catalyst event
that made respondents more aware of the symptoms of a breach. Knowledge allowed
respondents to better judge whether the consequences they had experienced were the result
of a cybersecurity breach. Overall, a general level of concern also allowed respondents to
be more aware of threats because they were already concerned about them. In contrast,
higher levels of reliance and trust tended to be negatively associated with awareness.
Reliance allowed respondents to assign the responsibility for being aware of threats to
someone else. Trust allowed them to believe that there would be few consequences that
would be severe or that the incidents were so unlikely to happen that they did not need to
be aware of the possibility.
Higher levels of security orientation and knowledge were positively associated with
increased perceptions of severity and susceptibility. High levels of security orientation
meant that respondents were already concerned about security. High levels of knowledge
often meant that the respondents were aware of what the possible consequences could be
and how threats were transmitted, typically resulting in greater concern over the possibility
of a breach. Prior experience was usually positively associated with perceived susceptibility
since respondents who had experienced past breaches felt it was more likely it would
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happen again. However, depending on the type of consequences experienced and their
severity, prior experience could be either positively or negatively associated with perceived
perceived severity and perceived susceptibility because these respondents felt that they
could not only prevent breaches, but also remedy the consequences. High levels of reliance
meant that respondents were less concerned about their susceptibility to threats because
someone else would protect them, and less concerned about the severity of threats because
they felt someone else would remedy the consequences. Finally, high levels of trust meant
that respondents felt that the consequences of a breach would not be severe, and that they
enough that they did not need to be concerned.

5.4.4. External Factors
External factors are factors that are present in respondents’ external environments
which relate to their security behaviours. External factors are comprised of symptoms,

the evidence that a breach has taken place or by providing an extra reasons for the
respondent to be careful online.

5.4.4.1. External Factors and Awareness

Figure 5-6, p. 171
an increase of concern due to an increased awareness of a security threat.
individuals were likely to persist in believing that they were invincible to threats (p. 561).
several interviewees described how when
they noticed that something was “wrong” on their computer it started a process where they
would actively seek to increase their awareness in order to determine not only what had
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the information on those sites will at least get me started
that’s what makes me trust the information there. (Int-7)
As a result, the symptoms of threats were the catalyst event that led to more active security
behaviours by the respondents. However, because there was no guarantee that a security
breach had tangible symptoms, respondents who had not experienced such symptoms had
respondents often indicated that things like slow computers and popups were indicative
of breaches, but were not severe enough of consequences to warrant an increased level
of awareness.
General security messages such as those from the news, websites, or trusted family
members had the ability to increase respondents’ awareness. However, in past research
Respondents in the current study talked about how they
considered themselves to be more aware of threats because of the information they were
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My husband would email me if he knew of a virus
because they're on automatic. They go in and they're
automatically sent things to say "a big virus is on it's
way, make sure you've got this thing installed to protect
yourself". (Int-5)

that. (Int-13)
In both situations, the information that the respondents had gained helped to increase their
safeguards because the security message had provided information about what steps she
could take to protect herself. In the second situation, the respondent was more focused on
increasing her awareness of threats rather than of safeguards. In this way, depending on

security messages with increasing their awareness.

person it often created a dynamic whereby one person was more responsible for the
depending on how reliant the person was. One of the interviewees explained how sharing
the computer with her husband helped make her more aware of threats, even though she

awareness. (Int-5)
However, this level of information sharing and increased awareness was not always present.
Respondents who were very dependant on others to protect them had lower levels of
awareness, essentially choosing to avoid security themselves. A participant who was less

ever since, dad's been really good and backs everything up
on this separate hard drive that he plugs in, like this metal
box. (Par-1C)
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indicated that she would have to ask her father. However until that point she had seen
little value in knowing what threats or safeguards to be aware of because she did not take
responsibility for the security of the computer. These types of comments were particularly
common among women whose husbands were responsible for their computers’ security. As
a result, awareness was lower when computers were shared and the individual did not take
responsibility for their own security. However, if the respondent took greater responsibility
for their security, computer sharing resulted in increased awareness. Respondents who
shared their computer but felt that at least one other person was relying on them to
keep the computer safe tended to have moderate to high levels of threat awareness. This
indicated that the computer sharing context could trigger an increased sense of reliance
which often resulted in a more negative outcome where it allowed individuals to feel that
they no longer needed to be aware of threats since someone else was responsible for taking
care of the problem.

5.4.4.2. External Factors and Internal Factors

internal factors (see Figure 5-7, p. 174
antecedent to prior experience. Although not all security breaches show tangible symptoms,
respondents who experienced tangible symptoms of breaches were more likely to consider
immediately, it was often not until the respondent experienced some sort of trigger event,
such as noticing the consequences of a breach or that their antivirus software had prevented
a breach that they considered themselves to have experienced a breach.
The presence of symptoms was also associated with trust. Respondents who
experienced the symptoms of security breaches tended to have lower levels of trust in
people and websites. This appeared to be because they had a tangible sign that something
perception of the severity of the symptoms. If the symptoms were considered to be more
In contrast, where the symptoms were much more severe, such as “preventing access”

concerned about their security. However, whether this initial concern translated into an
ongoing concern depended on additional factors such as how the respondent viewed the
severity of the consequences and the intentions of malicious users.
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to home users’ intention to engage in internet security behaviours
Respondents who shared their computers often demonstrated a level of trust in the
other users of the computer because of the expectation that the person would not engage
in any activities that could put the respondent in harm’s way when using the computer
themselves. In many ways, respondents felt that the fact that they shared a computer meant
that they needed to be more trusting of other people who used the computer in order
to avoid feeling like “a cop” about security. Although this did appear to have a positive
rather than of potentially malicious users and sites. Computer sharing also tended to be
associated with reliance. Respondents who shared their computers often either relied on
someone else to protect them from threats or they felt that other users of the computer
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technician at home (Par-1B)

to be present when respondents had high levels of reliance. Respondents with low levels of
were more often the ones who were relied upon by others who shared the computers. The

their computer with did not feel that they needed to increase their skills because someone
else was doing the job for them.
respondents who received security messages at work felt that they were better prepared to
be able to counter threats at home. As discussed earlier, in some cases, this increased level
of awareness that the security messages generated had the potential to also generate an

5.4.4.3. External Factors and Perceived Danger
The relationships between external factors and perceived danger were generally
mixed (see Figure 5-8, p. 176). The only external factor that had an overwhelmingly

susceptibility because in almost every case, respondents considered themselves to be less
susceptible to threats if they had not experienced the symptoms of a breach. In contrast,
respondents who believed they had experienced breaches were more likely to describe
symptoms they associated with a breach as the evidence that such a breach had taken place.

consequences. For example, respondents who believed that getting multiple pop-up ads
were a sign of a cybersecurity breach tended to consider the overall severity of threats to
be lower, which in turn reduced their overall perception of danger. In contrast, respondents
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and severity of cybersecurity threats
who lost access to computers, or had data corrupted to the point where they could no longer
use it tended to interpret the severity of threats as being higher because the symptoms
they had experienced in the past led them to associate cybersecurity breaches with more
negative consequences.
main danger with waiting for symptoms of a breach to appear is that it requires that (1)
the threat have tangible symptoms, (2) the individual be able to recognise the symptoms,
and (3) that the individual associates those symptoms with a cybersecurity breach. As a
result, if these three requirements are not met in association with the symptoms, it may
be too late to prevent the potential consequences, leading to a greater investment of time
and money in order to remedy the breach.

had a clear sign that something was happening or had gone wrong and when they had
the requisite level of knowledge to understand the security messages presented by their
protective software. For example, some respondents reported how the security messages
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There have been several attacks, you know, people trying to
others trying to steal my information. And also steal account
details. And passwords. (Int-18)
In this case, the message increased her concern over her susceptibility to threats because
she was experiencing the breaches. It also increased her concern over the severity of
the consequences because she was concerned that malicious users were trying to access
information that she considered to be sensitive, including documents, passwords, and
account information. However, if the respondent did not consider the consequences to
Occasionally the virus scanner detects something, and it
(Par1A)
In this case, although the respondent had experienced a breach, he did not associate it
with increasing his future susceptibility to threats, nor did he regard the consequences as
being particularly severe. As a result, the security message that indicated that the protective
software had stopped the breach led him to feel that the danger of the threat was less. This
danger depending on how the individual interprets the messages they receive.

depended on their role with the computer. For example, respondents who considered
themselves to have the primary responsibility for protecting the computer were more
likely to believe that they were put at greater risk (perceived susceptibility) by sharing
their computer with a person who they considered to have lower levels of knowledge and
I think I'm most concerned about my husband because he
software that he would be downloading, and what he thinks
(Int-2)
Because of this, these respondents often felt they had to either police what the other person
was doing or they had to take responsibility for ensuring the computer was secure before
they used it. In contrast, respondents that shared a computer but felt that the person they
shared the computer with had the primary responsibility for protecting the computer often
felt a diminished sense of susceptibility to threats due to their high levels of reliance.
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Finally, sharing a computer with another person tended to create an increased
perception of the severity of a breach. If a security breach were to occur as the result of a
failure to engage in safe behaviours online, the consequences would not be limited to the
person who was responsible for the breach.
A lot of the time I'm concerned that he uses my computer and
does activities that he has not really, you know, put security
as a priority, and because of this it might compromise my
(Int-4)
Because of this, it appeared that respondents who shared computers were more likely to
be concerned about the severity of a breach than if they were the only person using the
computer.

5.4.4.4. Summary of Relationships of External Factors

of why an individual needed to be concerned about the breach. The combination of these
sub-factors increased the perception that the information about the threat was relevant to
respondents, which in turn increased their awareness of threats. In some cases, whether
or not the computer was shared with another person also helped to increase awareness of
threats. However, this depended on the way that the respondent reacted to what the other
person was doing in regards to security.
security, reduced their trust in others, and were the catalyst for respondents to form

of symptoms was often responsible for a perception that there was no need to be concerned

themselves to be responsible for the security of the shared computer or whether they simply
necessary to be as knowledgeable about threats or know as much about how to prevent
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enough information about threats, even if they were not entirely certain of what steps
needed to be taken.
threats because they provided tangible evidence that something had gone wrong. Computer
sharing context had the potential to increase the perception that the consequences of
the threats would be more severe if more than the respondent’s data was damaged. The

depended on the individual and their beliefs about what malicious users’ intentions were.
Overall, external factors often helped to trigger certain responses.

5.4.5. Perceived Barriers and Enablers
Perceived barriers and enablers were additional factors that hindered or encouraged
respondents’ cybersecurity behaviours. As discussed in Chapter 4, the main barriers to
as a lack of prompting about the need for security. The perceived enablers were often less
clear. Respondents frequently indicated that the steps they took were done to prevent the
consequences of breaches from occurring or to maintain a feeling of security. Perceived
internal factors such as knowledge and security orientation often contributed to barriers
of barriers and made it more likely that respondents would be able to identify reasons
to take protective steps, even with the presence of the barriers. Perceived barriers and
enablers also contributed to respondents’ security intentions, in conjunction with perceived
by barriers while respondents with higher levels of perceived danger were likely to believe

5.4.5.1. Internal Factors and Perceived Barriers

home users’ cybersecurity intentions, three were of particular importance in examining
how much the perceived barriers prevented respondents from intending to engage in
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protect either family members or the respondents’ own personal sense of security. As a
relationships are explored in greater depth in this section.
Respondents with lower levels of knowledge believed that it was both costly and
time consuming to engage in security behaviours.
by Furnell, Bryant, and Phippen (2007) in their study on security perceptions of home
users. Respondents in the current study indicated that they did not know of safeguards
that were less costly or took less time and could protect their security. For example, one

moment...If I know there are other ways to protect myself
online, my data, of course I will go for it. (Int-12)

she would use those. However, her lack of knowledge and awareness of these safeguards
limited her ability to engage with them. As a result, she believed that most safeguards were
very costly to use. Furthermore, this limited her use of such safeguards on other computers
in the house. This was further compounded by a belief that free antivirus software was
lower levels of knowledge also felt that as long as a computer had “good” antivirus software,
there was no need for any further steps to be taken. These respondents often believed that
taking any additional steps to protect their cybersecurity would be too time consuming
respondents with higher levels of knowledge were either (a) unconcerned by the cost of
taking additional precautions or (b) were already aware of low cost or free alternatives for
protecting themselves. As a result, these respondents were not as concerned about the cost
of additional forms of protection.

Time, time, time... you want it, you want it now. You know,
it's really infuriating if it's holding up your life. (Int-14)
And often the safeguards that were considered to be the most time consuming were the
ones that respondents knew of, but did not use. Respondents who were more knowledgeable
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often considered the time that it took to protect their computers to be less than respondents
with lower levels of knowledge. Respondents with higher levels of knowledge were also
more likely to consider the time it would take to protect their computers to be less of an
amongst respondents who were knowledgeable, there was a limit to how much time a
safeguard could take before they decided that the time commitment was too high. This
was usually when the time it would take to safeguard the computer would be more than it
would take to recover from a breach.
about the cost of safeguards because they were often able to identify free, often opensource versions of protective software that could be used. Respondents with lower levels

supplement the skills that the respondents considered themselves to be lacking.

Although respondents with higher levels of security orientation were aware of the barriers,
of security orientation explained why he felt that the barriers did not inhibit his security
People say you can take a lot of actions to keep yourself
healthy, but the sort, all the activities you perform, they can
(Int-11)
In this case, he considered the cost of not performing security behaviours to be much
higher than the time cost of engaging in these behaviours. This sort of view was common
amongst people who were very concerned about their security since they were much
more concerned about how much time it would take to recover. As a result, their security
Overall, internal factors tended to be negatively associated with perceived barriers.

two of the three main internal factors needed to be moderate to high before respondents
started to consider the barriers to be less important. As a result, there were respondents
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5.4.5.2. Summary of Relationships of Perceived Barriers and
Enablers
Overall, the barriers to engaging in cybersecurity behaviours were much stronger
respondents with more moderate perceptions of danger to overcome possible reluctance,
strongest role when respondents already felt that the danger of threats was moderate to

barriers were another way for respondents to justify why they did not need to take steps to
protect themselves, since they believed there was little reason to spend large amounts of
money or time protecting themselves when the danger was so low.

5.4.6. Security Intentions
The overall perceptions of danger combined with the perceived barriers and enablers
led to the formation of respondents’ intentions to engage in protective behaviours online.
In order for respondents to have the strongest intention to engage in such behaviours, they
to engaging in cybersecurity behaviours. The result was that respondent’s cybersecurity

5.4.6.1. Perceived Danger and Security Intentions
The greater the perception of danger regarding online threats, the more likely
respondents were to engage in protective behaviours.
danger, individuals are more likely to consider the danger to be irrelevant (for example, see
Overall, respondents needed to feel that not only was the threat likely to occur, but also that
the consequences of a breach would be severe enough for them to want to change their
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each other, they do work together to form a combined perception about the danger of the
situation. The greater the perceived danger, the more likely that the respondent would be
to intend to engage in protective behaviours. One of the interviewees who felt there was
In terms of what I am doing now, I’m extremely conscious
had like, a huge amount of self-value, then I would actively
seek out to be more protected. (Int-18)
Like many respondents, this particular interviewee associated the severity of the consequences
with the perceived value of her data. In this case, the disconnect between her perception
of the likelihood of having something happen and the severity of the consequences, she

susceptibility and perceived severity, the intention to engage in cybersecurity behaviours
tended to be more moderate. Respondents with similar disconnects tended to engage in
basic protective behaviours, but did not feel enough concern over the danger of threats to
more money.

5.4.6.2. Perceived Barriers & Enablers and Security
Intentions

intentions when there was a disconnect between the perceived susceptibility to, and severity

factor that either pushed respondents to take further action or to stay with whatever steps
convenience and determining what level of risk was acceptable to the individual. As one
The backup drive I have is connected to my computer. If my
computer is compromised, people are able to get access to
the drives connected to my computer, including my backup...
(Int-4)
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using a backup in order to safeguard his data he decided that the time costs were too
high compared to the amount of risk he was willing to take based on his assessment of
the danger of the threat. Therefore, although in this case the perceived severity of the
consequences was higher, the perceived likelihood was low enough to result in a more
moderate level of perceived danger. As a result, the barriers became more prominent and

5.4.6.3. Cybersecurity Intentions and Cybersecurity
Behaviours
In some cases, the biggest danger to people was themselves. Furnell, Bryant, and
Phippen (2007) found that 8% of their respondents indicated that there was nothing that
stopped them from protecting their security, the just did not do it (p. 416). Despite statements
by the current study’s respondents that they knew what they should be doing to protect
themselves, they still did not take these steps. One participant’s comments summarised what

(Par-2D)
Approximately 85% of respondents indicated that they knew there were additional steps,
beyond the basic protective steps they already took, that could be taken to protect themselves
but that they did not do for various reasons. The main reasons were either because they
did not perceive the danger to be high enough or they considered the barriers to changing
their behaviours to be too high.
Although there was the risk of people knowing better but not following through, in
other cases, respondents’ security intentions did guide their behaviours. This was generally
found where respondents did not know of any additional behaviours that they could
undertake to protect their cybersecurity. For example, an interviewee described why she
...at the moment the way I’m doing it, like using all the
sources, emails, backups and everything. I think, I can, I
can consider myself as a safe user. (Int-1)

exemplifying a respondent whose intentions closely matched the behaviours. As indicated
in Chapter 4, 11 of the 20 interviewees indicated they were doing all the steps they intended
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to do, while the remaining nine interviewees had a disconnect between what they knew
they should do and what they actually did. This disconnect appeared to be indicative of
a lower intention to engaging in cybersecurity behaviours, usually because of a lack of
perceived danger or too high of perceived barriers.

5.4.6.4. Summary of Security Intentions
The greater the perceived danger of the threat, the more likely respondents were
to engage in protective behaviours. Often the greatest barriers to behavioural security
intentions were not the external barriers such as cost and time, but rather a lack of perceived
danger. A lack of perceived danger was often the result of internal factors combining in a
way that meant that respondents did not feel that it was likely that they would be victims of
breaches and even if they were, that the consequences of these breaches would be minor
became more prevalent. For example, if a person was only somewhat concerned about
the danger of threats, if they considered the cost of safeguards to be too high or to require
too much time, they were less likely to engage in safer behaviours. However, respondents
who were very concerned about the danger of threats were much more likely to dismiss
the external barriers as being unimportant. Therefore, both the perceived danger and
perceived barriers need to be considered in relation to intention to engage in safer practices.

5.5. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the conceptual model from Chapter 3 was revised based on the data
were much less likely to consider the danger of threats to be high. If the danger of threats
was considered to be low, respondents were much less likely to have strong intentions to
by respondents’ internal factors and external factors. Knowledge and perceived self-

similar features and behaviours.
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hapter 6
User Types

6.1. Introduction

home users’ security behaviours. However, in that model it became clear that the internal
intention to engage in safer behaviours. Further examination showed how particular
combinations of factors were more likely to lead to certain cybersecurity behaviours.

that are presented in this chapter also help to meet research objective 3 which is to
behaviours.
In this chapter, the development of the user types is explained. This is followed by
an exploration of the average home computer user as described by the respondents. The

Braun
respondent types. This is followed by an exploration of each of the user types, their key

knowledge, and behaviours.

6.2. Creating Security User Types

danger of threats, and the perceived barriers to and enablers of engaging in security
behaviours. The user types explored in this chapter further illustrate the interactions
address security issues. Throughout the data analysis, certain factors appeared to be key
in identifying how individuals would not only perceive the danger of online threats, but
also in identifying the behaviours they were most likely to undertake.
In section 5.4.3, the interactions between the internal factors showed that knowledge,

ego-protection is not included in the user types. As will be discussed in Chapter 7
boastfulness were behavioural manifestations of combinations of internal factors such
considered in this section. Respondents’ awareness of threats and of safeguards were
also particularly important when they were considered in relation to their demonstrated

users’ cybersecurity behaviours. The value of exploring these user types is to provide a lens
through which users’ security behaviours can be examined and explained.

of respondents’ answers to questions. By assigning a numerical value to respondents’
to generate radar charts for each of the user types in order to help illustrate the relevance
of each of the factors for each user type (see Figure 6-1, p. 189). For an overview of how
these rankings were assigned to each of the factors, see Appendix 6.
in identifying similar types of respondents. In Figure 6-1 (p. 189), knowledge was placed
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opposite perceived self-

Knowledge
5
4

Prior Experience
Trust
display
discrepancies
3
between how capable
2
respondents
thought
1
Threat
Safeguard
they were in terms of
0
Awareness
Awareness
protecting
themselves
online in comparison
to how knowledgeable
Reliance
they
actually
were.
Orientation
Prior experience was
Perceived Self
placed opposite security
orientation as in many Figure 6-1. Example of how respondents’ features are
cases these two factors displayed
were closely linked, with
respondents who had high levels of concern typically having experienced breaches in the
past. Threat awareness and safeguard awareness were placed opposite each other as the
combination of the two creates an overview of what would be included in cybersecurity
awareness. Finally, reliance was placed opposite trust because of the need to demonstrate
trust when relying on a third party’s knowledge and skill. Before exploring the user types in

This provides a starting point from which it is possible to look at whether the respondents’
of respondents.

6.3. Portrait of a “Normal” User
To put each of the user types into context, it is possible to look at what respondents
considered to be the “normal user.” The “normal user” is not a separate user type, but
rather provides an overview of the supposed person that respondents compared themselves
to when they indicated that they felt they were above or below average in some way. This
is distinct from the “average respondent” that is discussed in section 6.5.1 which focuses
on the mathematically average respondent based on the data analysis of the individuals
involved using the rankings set out later in this chapter.
in response to questions about average users and on comments that included information
about average users indirectly. The questions asked included questions about the average
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Knowledge
5

Trust

4

Prior
Experience

3
2
1

Safeguard
Awareness

0

Threat
Awareness

users’ levels of awareness
and knowledge as well as
the steps that the average
user would take to protect
themselves online. Through
the course of discussions,
further responses included
comments about normal
users’ levels of trust, self-

security, past experience, and
reliance (see section Figure
Perceived
6-12). The most commonly
provided descriptions of
normal users by respondents
Figure 6-2. Overview of the key features of the
yielded the description of
perceived “normal user” as described by respondents
what was considered to be
the normal user.
The perceived normal user was considered to have moderate to high levels of both
knowledgeable and threat awareness. They were moderately aware of the safeguards they
Orientation

Reliance

They tended to have a moderate level of reliance on others, but also tended to have
moderate to high levels of trust that people would not harm them via their computer.
However, there was also a belief that the average user was also generally unconcerned
about security breaches and had not experienced a breach before.
Respondents commonly assumed that the normal user was knowledgeable about
threats because cybersecurity behaviours and knowledge were a part of everyone’s daily

in the culture really. You know what viruses are, and you
know not to click on the email from the guy in Africa who is
a prince and is going to give you $5,000 if you just give him
your bank account number. (Par-1C)
Comments such as the one above suggest that not only are people aware of the most
common threats, but also that they are aware of the basic safeguards they need to take to
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protect themselves. However, the general feeling amongst respondents was that the normal
user was more aware of the threats than of the safeguards. As a result, threat awareness
was considered to be moderate to high (4) while safeguard awareness was moderate (3). In
many cases respondents’ also seemed to assume that awareness of threats was equivalent
to understanding what the threats were. The result of this was respondents assumed that
normal users’ knowledge was similar to their awareness, moderate to high (4).
Despite the perceived awareness of threats, respondents overall believed that most
people were not particularly concerned about cybersecurity threats and breaches. For

I think most people are at least moderately aware of these
action to protect themselves from these, from some of these
threats. (Par-1A)

felt that the average user would not take many steps to protect themselves online. As one

I think people are aware. But I don’t think they do anything
about it. It’s like, yeah, I know there’s problems, but do I
. (Par-2D)
Comments like this showed how most respondents considered the normal user to be aware
of the threats, but with little concern about their cybersecurity which typically meant
that the normal user took minimal protective steps. As a result, the normal user’s security
orientation was considered to be low to moderate (2).
Comments about the likelihood of a person having experienced a previous
cybersecurity breach suggested there was a general belief that it was unlikely to happen
in the future because it had not happened yet. Furthermore, there was a belief that most
people had not experienced cybersecurity breaches. Therefore, prior experience was low
(1). These beliefs about a lack of experience with breaches further contributed to a general
perception the people and sites were typically trustworthy, which meant that people were
more likely to do things online that could be risky. For example, because normal users were
considered to be trusting, they were also believed to engage in risky behaviours. As two of
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The average person opens up way too many random emails.
(Par-2A)
And they go to too many sites too. (Par-2E)
Overall, the normal user was considered to have moderate to high levels of trust (4) in
people and websites. If something did go wrong there was a belief that banks or someone
else would remedy the issue. This suggested that although people expected the normal
user to be competent enough to know how to protect themselves, they did not necessarily

Overall, this presents a picture of a user who is knowledgeable about the threats and
aware that they exist, but who does not necessarily take the steps they know they should.
This failure to act often appeared to be blamed on a lack of prior experience with threats,
a high degree of trust in people and websites, and a low concern about security overall.
This normal user provides us with a starting point from which to look at the types of users
security types as well as the average respondent.

6.4. User Types
section 6.2
type. Ostriches typically ignored security risks in the hope they would simply go away. Mice
were typically more aware of threats than their Ostrich counterparts, but were often still
uncertain which resulted in their being timid in their security behaviours. Cockerels typically
more secure to others. Coyotes tended to consider themselves as particularly clever, and
often took security risks if they deemed the rewards to be worthwhile. Finally, Dark Horses
tended to conceal their knowledge, often appearing to be Mice until their actual knowledge
was revealed. Each of these types is explained in greater detail in the subsequent sections.

6.4.1. Ostriches
Much like the myth that the ostrich buries its head in the sand when attacked, hoping
that the attacker will go away, Ostriches tended to bury their heads in the metaphorical sand
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in the hope that cybersecurity threats would cease to exist if they ignored them. Ostriches
often tried to avoid dealing with threats and to convince themselves that there was no need
to worry about them. This was often because they were either ignorant of the threat and
did not want to learn about what threats could exist or because they were able to justify
why they did not need to be concerned about them.

FeAtures
Ostriches were typically
characterised by their moderate
to high levels (4) of reliance on
others, combined with lower

Knowledge
5

Trust

4

Prior
Experience

3
2

Safeguard

1

Threat

threat and safeguard awareness,
0
Awareness
Awareness
knowledge, and prior experience
(see Figure 6-3). This combination
of features allowed Ostriches to
Reliance
Orientation
convince themselves that many
Perceived
threats online were not serious
enough to worry about. In some Figure 6-3. Overview of key features of Ostriches
cases, they believed that someone
else would prevent or remedy any
security issues. In other cases, Ostriches were able to justify to themselves why they would not
be targeted by a malicious user. Three of the respondents in this study were most closely
associated with the Ostrich user type.
In many cases, these beliefs were closely linked to Ostriches’ perceptions about the
intentions and motivations of the users who create malware and engage in malicious
hacking. Often Ostriches tried to ignore the threat posed by malicious users by essentially
convincing themselves that the threat was nonexistent. Ostriches frequently did this by
convincing themselves that malicious users’ intentions were benign rather than malicious
(for example, the belief that malicious users were simply trying to show how smart they were,
or the belief that the result of a security breach was that the person was inconvenienced but
Ostriches tended to believe that malicious users were not truly
malicious. This was because Ostriches were often trusting of people and tended to believe
that it was unlikely that a person or website would cause them harm.
Ostriches’ lower levels of knowledge also appeared to contribute to their trusting nature
and their beliefs about malicious users. Respondents with lower levels of knowledge tended
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to believe that malicious users’ intentions were benign because they did not understand
what they could possibly have on their computers that someone else would be interested
in. Ostriches

activities.1
Ostriches to believe that
they will not be targeted since they do not have anything they consider to be of value.
However, home computers have often been commandeered by both hacktivists and other
malicious users to carry out attacks against businesses and governments via botnets and
other malicious techniques (see Adhikari, 2012). Therefore, although Ostriches often seemed

of an organisational data breach.
Ostriches’ lower levels of understanding of both threats and malicious users motivations
contributed to their lower levels of threat (1) and safeguard (2) awareness. In particular
there seemed to be a lack of awareness of who was likely to be targeted by malicious users.
Ostriches often believed that only companies and governments needed to be concerned with
increased level of dependence on the media for information about threats. However, the
news media has tended to favour corporate cybersecurity threats over threats to home users.
In a search of Google News for stories between 23 February - 23 March 2012, there were
approximately twice as many stories about malware in organisations than there were for
malware at home.2 The media has favoured stories about organisational threats consistently
in recent years. This trend is especially important to consider if Ostriches are dependant
with information about cybersecurity threats. If people are primarily given information
relevant to businesses it is understandable why many people would assume that home users
do not need to be concerned about threats. A lack of information relevant to home users
can then cause them to be more likely to try to ignore the threats because they do not see

1



)BDLUJWJTUTBSFiIBDLFSTXIPCSFBLJOUPTZTUFNTGPSQPMJUJDBMSFBTPOTSBUIFSUIBONPOFUBSZPOFTw
"EIJLBSJ  8IJMFIBDLUJWJTUTDBOCFNBMJDJPVTPSOPONBMJDJPVT OstrichesUFOEUPBTTVNF
UIBUUIFBDUJWJUJFTBSFOPONBMJDJPVT"QSPNJOFOUFYBNQMFPGBIBDLUJWJTUHSPVQJT"OPOZNPVT

2

I conducted a search on news.google.com on 24 March 2012 for stories dated between 23 February
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which resulted in 733 results. A second search was done using the keywords “malware” and
“business” with a result of 1310 results. Google News was used in order to obtain aggregated results
from many sources rather than basing the result on a single news source.
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to them, they seem to have a greater need for a catalyst event that triggers them to engage
in better online security.
Often Ostriches had not previously experienced cybersecurity threats or breaches,
they were unaware of a past breach due to their lower levels of cybersecurity knowledge,
what was more important was that they did not believe a breach had happened. This lack
of prior experience with cybersecurity threats and breaches often meant that users did not
see the value in taking additional steps because they did not have the necessary context to
make online threats relevant to them. This often resulted in respondents expressing feelings
of invulnerability. They often believed that if a breach had not happened yet, it probably
was not going to.
Despite the fact that Ostriches often dismiss threats as being irrelevant or with few
consequences, one reason for this appears to be due to an underlying fear of what could
happen if a cybersecurity breach did occur. For example, a respondent who demonstrated
many Ostrich

I won't touch it those days that they say it's going around
because if it happens I don't know what I'm going to do.
(Par-3D)
Ostriches often noted that they would not know what to do if something happened. Bandura
of stressful activities impedes development of coping skills, and the resulting lack of
competency provides a realistic basis for fear" (p. 199). As a result, Ostriches could become
stuck in a cycle whereby they are too afraid of what could happen to do anything to protect
themselves online and as a result their fear is increased because they do not have the skills
to protect themselves. This may have further contributed to their ignoring of threats since
researchers have suggested that excessive levels of fear can cause people to ignore threats
Ostriches
then have the further result of decreasing users' awareness of both threats and safeguards
because they do not see the need to be aware of either.
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BehAviours
Ostriches’ security behaviours often focused on ignoring the presence of threats in
order to avoid facing them. Ostriches took the fewest steps to protect themselves of all types of
users, and as a result tended to rely heavily on antivirus software or other people to protect
them from threats. One reason Ostriches appeared to be so dependent on other people to
Often times Ostriches were able to ignore threats because they were not knowledgeable
enough to understand why these were threats or what the potential consequences could
be. If an Ostrich
that they would seek out help, but this would only happen if they could no longer ignore
an issue that they did not have the skills to address.
One problem that at times resulted from Ostriches ignoring threats is that they engaged
in some risky behaviours. However, Ostriches, did not knowingly engage in risky behaviours.
Instead, they either did so because they were naïve of the risk or because they had convinced
themselves that the behaviour they were engaging in was not actually risky. For example,
Ostriches were more likely to illegally download movies and music from websites, even
though these downloads are often “poisoned” by malicious users (see Chmielewski, 2012).
Thus, Ostriches can unknowingly engage in risky behaviours, and as a result be unaware of
the need to protect themselves online.
Compared to other users, Ostriches often took fewer steps to protect themselves because
they did not feel the need to do so. This was because they had lower perceptions about
the danger of the threat overall. The lower perception of danger was the result of lower
perceptions of susceptibility (e.g. individuals will not be targeted as much as organisations),
lower perceptions of severity (e.g. “I have nothing of value on my computer”), and strong
Ostriches
they could not avoid threats, they tended to state that the consequences of the threats would
not be as severe as reality suggested. A key example of this comes from their perceptions
about the goals of malicious users. Ostriches often believed that the goals and motivations
of malicious users were not truly malicious, but instead aimed at showing how smart the
Ostriches to
downplay the severity of the consequences.
Of all the user types, Ostriches
safeguards, but this must be looked at alongside the fact that most Ostriches only used the
most basic safeguard of having antivirus software installed on the computer. In addition,
the protective software Ostriches used was either (1) pre-installed when they purchased
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the computer, (2) built in to the operating system, or (3) recommended by the retailer
where they purchased their computer who they considered to be more knowledgeable
about security. Ostriches were unlikely to engage in more protective behaviours and instead
preferred to ignore threats as much as they could, which was often done by downplaying
their susceptibility to threats.
Overall, Ostriches had the lowest levels of threat awareness, knowledge, and perceived
downplaying their susceptibility to threats and the severity of those threats. Overall, this
meant that Ostriches either ignored the threats and hoped nothing would happen or they
passed the responsibility of protection from threats on to someone else so they could be
convincing Ostriches of the need to protect themselves is providing evidence that there is a
reason to take protective steps, even when past use of the internet has not yielded a catalyst
event to prompt better behaviours.

6.4.2. Mice
Respondents who engaged in very timid security behaviours can be compared to
mice. Mice tend to be wary about how they use the internet, often due to lower levels of
trust than their Ostrich counterparts. Both Mice and Ostriches had lower levels of knowledge
and awareness of threats. However, Mice tended to be slightly more knowledgeable about
the potential risks online than Ostriches. Because of this, Mice tended to take slightly more
protective steps than Ostriches, and if they were unsure of how to take these protective
steps, they sought someone out who they knew could take the steps for them. Individuals
who could be associated with the Mouse user type represented the largest portion of
.

FeAtures
Mice tended to be among the more trusting respondents in terms of websites and
people online. Mice had a tendency to trust people and hope that by trusting them everything
Mice were willing to give people, including malicious
Mice often favoured describing malicious users in benign
terms. Mice
users were not acting in ways that would cause them or their computers ongoing harm.
Mice were slightly more likely than Ostriches to believe that malicious users actively sought
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to cause users intentional harm.
Mice had slightly higher levels of safeguard awareness (3) than threat awareness (2).
These respondents implied that they did not have to know how the safeguards worked or
exactly what they protected against in order to feel protected, suggesting low to moderate
levels of knowledge. However, these same respondents often indicated that they needed to
understand how threats worked and what they did before they considered themselves to
have high levels of threat awareness. This resulted in Mice having higher levels of safeguard
awareness (3) than Ostriches (2), which translated into better security behaviours.
Mice were more aware of the need to use antivirus software than Ostriches were, and
their use of antivirus software helped them to feel more secure using the internet because
they felt that it provided a wide range of protection against online threats. The use of this
It also allowed these respondents to feel more comfortable about their security without
the need to increase their knowledge since the protective software was used to supplement
their existing knowledge.
Mice were unlikely to have experienced cybersecurity breaches in the past. However,
they were slightly more likely to have experienced breaches than Ostriches
Mice
because they had experienced what they considered to be the consequences of a breach.
Mice were slightly more likely to consider certain symptoms to be indicative of a breach,
even without other evidence to support the existence of a breach. However, they often
Although Mice were generally timid and had low to moderate levels of trust (3), threat

led to the creation of two sub-types of Mice House Mice and Field Mice (see Figure 6-4, p.
199). Field Mice (3) were generally slightly more knowledgeable than House Mice (2) and had
House Mice Field Mice
orientation (House Mice

House Mice were also characterised by
Mouse
House Mouse user type.
Field Mice (3) were more knowledgeable than House Mice (2) and Ostriches (2). In
particular, Field Mice were slightly more knowledgeable than House Mice about what threats
were and how they could protect themselves. These slightly elevated levels of knowledge had
Field Mice’s awareness of both threats and safeguards. Despite Field Mice
having slightly more knowledge than House Mice, both had similar levels of threat (2) and
safeguard (3) awareness. Although House Mice had slightly lower levels of knowledge than
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their Field Mice counterparts,
House Mouse
Field Mouse
they still considered it
Knowledge
5
important to take steps to
Prior
4
Trust
protect themselves online.
Experience
3
However, because Field
2
Mice were content with the
1
Threat
knowledge that they had and
Safeguard
0
Awareness
Awareness
did not seek out additional
information about threats
and safeguards, they tended
to only engage in the basic
Reliance
Orientation
protective behaviours that
Perceived
have long been promoted
by security experts. Fourteen Figure 6-4. Overview of the key features of House and
of the respondents shared Field Mice
similar features to Field Mice.
Although this number seems
high, it is not unexpected because as discussed later, the Field Mouse is the type closest to
the normal and average user.
Mice who considered themselves to be less knowledgeable than the average user
often did not actively seek out information about security because they felt they would
not be able to understand the information enough to be able to follow through. Both Mice
and Ostriches engaged in similar self-perpetuating cycles whereby individuals felt that they
did not have enough knowledge to take more protective steps or to seek out additional
could come from searching for information. This cycle further perpetuated their feelings
of not being knowledgeable enough.
Although neither House nor Field Mice had particularly high levels of perceived selfField Mice
abilities. The slightly elevated levels of these two factors for Field Mice meant that they were
more likely than their House Mice counterparts to try to protect themselves because they
about security by engaging in protective behaviours.
House Mice had much higher levels of reliance on other people to protect their
computers than Field Mice. House Mice had the highest levels of reliance amongst all the
House Mice knew
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enough about the threats and safeguards to understand that they needed to do something
to protect themselves. However, they were also aware of the limitations of what they could

I don't know how to do that protection, but I would be
aware that you need to. (Int-13)
I know enough to know that it's important. But that's
because I'm married to who I'm married to... But it
doesn't mean I know how to personally do things about
it. (Int-5)
These features combined in a way that made House Mice more likely to seek out someone
they considered to be more knowledgeable about threats. Because they were concerned
the steps to protect themselves, they placed the responsibility on people they believed to
be more computer savvy.
House Mice tended to depend highly on others to protect them from threats. They
often placed the responsibility for preemptively protecting the computer from threats on
their spouses or children. If something did go wrong, they expanded who they depend on
to remedy the situation to include website owners, banks, or computer experts who they
House Mice explained that they did
not need to worry about protecting
their computer because someone
Ostrich
House Mouse
else took care of it for them. Their
Knowledge
5
dismissal of security due to their
4
Prior Experience reliance on others could result in a
Trust
3
House Mouse being mistaken for an
2
Ostrich (see Figure 6-5). House Mice
1
Safeguard
Threat
were more aware of both threats
0
Awareness
Awareness
and safeguards than Ostriches.
Therefore, although their level of
Reliance
reliance was higher than that of
Orientation
their Ostrich counterparts, House
Perceived Self
Mice had higher levels of reliance
to supplement their lower levels
Figure 6-5. Comparison between key features
of skill, whereas Ostriches relied on
of Ostriches and House Mice
others because it helped them to be
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able to ignore the threat.

BehAviours
Overall, Mice engaged in more protective behaviours than Ostriches, but did not take
as many protective steps as other types of users, which is discussed later. However, while
House Mice often had similar behaviours to Ostriches, Field Mice took more steps to ensure
their own security.
The biggest barriers to Mice engaging in safer behaviours were their lower levels of
Mice were often aware that
they were less knowledgeable than they could or should have been. These lower levels of

information was underscored by Mice feeling that they did not have enough knowledge to
understand what else they could do to protect themselves, even if they knew they should
be doing more.
House Mice often tried to protect their security by seeking out people they considered
to be more knowledgeable than themselves. However, they did not always ensure that the
people they depended on to protect them were aware that they were being relied on. In
contrast, Field Mice often undertook the security behaviours they were familiar with and

As long as I've got virus software, I just assume my PC is
safe. (Int-6)
These kinds of assumptions were common amongst Field Mice who hoped for the best.
in this category were much more prone to making assumptions that the steps they took
would keep them safe.
Overall, while Mice tended to engage in more protective behaviours than Ostriches,
these behaviours were still often limited. Because of Mice’s lower levels of knowledge and
could take to protect themselves, which limited what they did. House Mice shared some
similarities with Ostriches, often relying on others to protect their security. Field Mice tended
to behave as safe as they knew how, even if their knowledge and awareness was limited.
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6.4.3. Cockerels
The phrase "cock of the walk" has been used to describe a person who is proud and
Cockerels often tried
Cockerels were distinguished from other user types by their high levels of perceived self-

FeAtures
All Cockerels
from threats online. For example, two participants discussed how capable they felt of

Probably better than average. (Par-2D)
Everyone thinks they're better than average. (Par-2E)
And I am... probably because of work. (Par-2D)
Despite similar outward appearances which were the result of high levels of perceived selfCockerels Cluckers and Crowers (see Figure 6-6). For Cluckers,

Clucker

Crower

Knowledge
5

Trust

4
3

Prior
Experience

2
1

Safeguard
Awareness

Orientation

0

Threat
Awareness

Reliance
Perceived

Figure 6-6. Overview of the key features of
Crowers and Cluckers
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prior experience with cybersecurity
breaches (5), and users' knowledge
(5). Four respondents in this study
Cluckers.
Crowers
their perceived levels of awareness
and knowledge as their actual
levels of threat awareness (2) and
knowledge (2) were lower. Three
respondents could be considered as
Crowers. In the quote given above,
the participant who expressed high
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not demonstrate equally high levels of understanding about threats and how he could
protect himself.
cockerels, Cluckers often took what could be considered extreme protective steps to ensure
that their computers and data were protected from what they saw as threats. This was due
to their elevated levels of threat awareness (5), prior experience (5), knowledge (5), safeguard
awareness (5), and security orientation (5) combined with low levels of trust (1) and reliance
security, they did not hesitate to display their knowledge.
Both Crowers and Cluckers had similar levels of reliance (Crowers
Cluckers 1), threat
awareness (Crowers Cluckers 5), and prior experience (Crowers Cluckers
Crowers tended to exhibit moderate to high levels of these features, Cluckers demonstrated
consistently high levels. Crowers were slightly more reliant (2) on others than their Clucker
counterparts (1). This stemmed from their lower levels of knowledge (2) about the steps
ability to do so if they desired (5). In contrast, Cluckers displayed the lowest levels of reliance
(1) because they believed that nobody else was as knowledgeable or as skilled at security as
they were. Therefore, they often considered it to be “pointless” to depend on others as it
would not provide any additional security.
Threat awareness helped provide Crowers with a baseline of necessary information to
support their claim that they had higher levels of knowledge. However, Crowers often mistook
their increased threat awareness for increased knowledge. Increased threat awareness often
helped Crowers to conceal that their actual levels of knowledge were not as high as they
believed them to be. A certain level of threat awareness was needed for Crowers to convince
less knowledgeable users that the Crowers
Crowers were able to present a very convincing initial display
of their security prowess giving them the appearance of being highly knowledgeable. One
Crowers and Cluckers was that Crowers often
had lower levels of actual knowledge (2), despite their knowledgeable façade. In contrast,
Cluckers tended to have high levels of knowledge (5) which were supported by their high
levels of threat awareness (5).
Both Crowers and Cluckers tended to get information about threats from the media
which may have accounted for their high levels of threat awareness. However, Cluckers were
more likely to actively seek out information about threats, while Crowers tended to wait
for the information to be pushed to them. Crowers were much more likely to credit work
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their safeguard awareness.
Cockerels
breaches (5). By having experienced a breach or even a perceived breach in the past, Cockerels
had experienced a catalyst event that Ostriches and Mice typically had not. This appeared to
be one of the reasons why Cockerels tended have higher levels of threat awareness. Threat
because this awareness helped them know what they need to be wary of.
Despite their higher levels of threat awareness, Cluckers and Crowers demonstrated
Cluckers were often able to describe precise symptoms and
even postulate on the causes of past breaches which suggested higher levels of knowledge
(5). However, Crowers tended to describe the symptoms of past breaches in much broader
terms. Crowers often indicated their computer started "acting funny" or took its slowing
down as signs that it was infected with malware, suggesting lower levels of understanding
user's knowledge and skill can be judged, it did provide insight into it.
Crowers’
safeguard awareness. One reason why Crowers may have had lower levels of safeguard
awareness was because their levels of knowledge were lower. As a result, they often waited
for information to be pushed to them. In particular, Crowers tended to rely heavily on
awareness may be lower if they are not involved in protecting their work computers since
the process of securing the computer may be essentially invisible to them (p. 388). Thus,
Crowers may have assumed that their home computer was similarly protected to their work
computer. Further to this, they may also have assumed that they did not need to know any
more about safeguards because they already assumed they were protected.
In contrast, Cluckers tended to seek out information and had higher levels of
knowledge. One result was that Crowers were more likely to not only seek out information
on ways to prevent and remedy threats, but they were also more likely to have understood
and implemented those safeguards. These information seeking behaviours appeared to be
at least partially responsible for Cluckers undertaking many more safeguards than Crowers.
Crowers’ lower levels of knowledge (2) often contributed to their lower levels of safeguard
awareness (2) because they tended to assume that threat awareness was equivalent to an
understanding of how to protect themselves. Therefore, while they tended to have higher
levels of threat awareness, their safeguard awareness was lower since in order to understand
safeguards they would have needed to actively seek out information about steps they could
take to protect themselves.
Cluckers were very concerned about their security almost to the point of being
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paranoid. This often stemmed from very negative experiences in their past. Crowers often
professed to be very concerned about their security, but their comments suggested that their
actual levels of concern were much lower. These lower levels of concern often stemmed
from justifying why they did not consider the threats to be dangers. Most often this was
because they felt that they were either unlikely to have to face a threat because it had not
happened in the past or because they did not consider the consequences to be very severe
because they did not believe that they stored valuable data on their computers.
Cluckers tended to have very low levels of trust (1) in both people and websites. As a
result, these low levels of trust combined with their high levels of knowledge and awareness
at times resulted in feelings of paranoia. Often Cluckers stated that they did not trust anyone
or anything online, even going so far as to distrust communications from friends and
family. These feelings of self-described paranoia appeared to carry through into Cluckers
perceptions of malicious users as well, often believing that malicious users were actively
targeting them.
Overall, Crowers had similar levels of knowledge (2) and trust (3) to Mice
Cluckers, Crowers
way that Crowers
or did not have any valuable information on their computers. This was similar to the way
that Ostriches
Crowers were more
likely than Ostriches to ascribe negative goals to malicious users.

BehAviours
Crowers and Cluckers
Crowers
behaviours were predominately ego defensive. Crowers tried to display their high levels of
knowledge in order to distract from their potentially less secure behaviours. In contrast,
Cluckers engaged in many security behaviours, often to the extent that these behaviours
would diminish the usefulness of the computer.
Crowers who had a gap between their perceived knowledge, actual knowledge,
and awareness which resulted in less secure behaviours, Cluckers' perceptions were often
Cluckers
engaged in more protective behaviours overall. Of all the user types, Cluckers were the
Cluckers often indicated that this
was because they were more highly concerned about their security overall. This often
meant that they considered the risks to be too high to act in an unsafe manner. Cluckers
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barriers. As a result, Cluckers often dismissed the barriers as being unimportant because
Cluckers' features seemed likely to lead to ideal security behaviours, their
concern often led to a conscious decision to use the internet less. Cluckers were more likely

websites, it had the potential to create feeling of paranoias. The result of this paranoia
was that Cluckers tended to avoid any activity they deemed "risky" and the steps they took
The activities that Cluckers deemed risky varied from user to user. However, the
interacting with strangers, and visiting unknown websites. Cluckers often worried that
someone would steal their login information and proceed to defraud them. As a result,
Cluckers frequently opted to avoid using the services at all, rather than trying to identify
a way to use them safely. The increased concern and “paranoia” often appeared to be
linked to their previous experiences with cybersecurity breaches. Often Cluckers were certain
they had experienced past cybersecurity breaches, and because of their high levels of
knowledge, skill, and awareness frequently either knew or were able to make an educated
guess about the causes of the breaches. As a result of those breaches and the knowledge
of how they were caused, Cluckers tended to try to avoid similar situations to those that had
caused breaches in the past. Those situations and other similar situations were then more
likely to be considered "risky" activities to be avoided by Cluckers.
Many Cluckers who considered themselves to be “extremely paranoid” indicated
that they would use false identities to register on websites, then used those identities to
communication was coming from who they expected it to be from. In many cases, these

protection as the person may have hoped for. The use of false identities further shows how
Cluckers had very low trust in not only people online, but also in the reliability of security
software, and as a result, these users often showed this distrust through their actions.
Crowers often engaged in similar behaviours to Mice and made excuses for why
they took fewer steps to protect themselves. Crowers were more likely to create excuses
for their behaviours because they did not have the actual knowledge required to protect
themselves from threats. Therefore, they may have used other unrelated excuses as a
defence mechanism. Crowers were likely to say that the reason they did not take more
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steps to protect themselves was because they were not the intended targets of malicious
characteristics of who they believed malicious users should target. One example of this was
when Crowers
Crowers were similar to how Mice tended to rationalise why
they did not take more steps to protect themselves. The main problem that arose from these
assumptions was that such assumptions were likely to be inaccurate. Malicious users often
indiscriminately target individuals in order to run attacks against corporations (see Culnan
Crowers and Mice
to convince themselves that there was less of a need to engage in protective behaviours,
they may have been putting themselves at risk due to an incomplete understanding of
how malicious users utilise threats.
Crowers often considered themselves to be better protected than their peers, regardless
of the steps they took. This may have been due to an optimistic bias (see for example Rhee
et al., 2005). If Crowers
have seen any reason to take additional steps. However, the danger was that if Crowers
did not fully understand threats and how they worked, they might not have been able to
accurately judge whether they were better protected than their peers.
Crowers
In contrast to Mice who tended to be more hindered by internal factors, Crowers tended to
Crowers
analysis often appeared to take place where, for example, the Crower would indicate that
they chose not to engage in a particular protective behaviour because it took too much
Crowers
the way that Crowers
Crowers often
engaged in behaviours that would allow them to protect their egos, such as by boasting
about their security skills. As a result, they were more likely to have indicated that external
barriers were more likely to prevent them from engaging in safer behaviours. The reason
Crowers seemed to place more emphasis on the external barriers may have been because
Crowers were to admit that internal factors,
such as a lack of knowledge, were stopping them from being safer online, it could have
destroyed the façade they were trying to project. However, the way that Crowers favoured
external barriers was one of they ways they are distinguished from Mice.
Like Mice, Crowers were more likely to engage in unsafe behaviours due to naïve
For example, Crowers were more likely to buy something online from a smaller e-tailer than
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Cluckers because they did not believe that there was any reason why malicious users would
Crowers were less likely to update
their computer or antivirus software immediately upon expiry because they did not think
that their computers held anything of value or that they would be targeted by malicious
Mice (see section 6.5), this suggests that Crowers were making assumptions,
potentially based on their lower levels of knowledge about why and how malicious users
would target them.
Despite the fact that Crowers appeared to share many similar features with Cluckers
rather than Field Mice, Crowers’ behaviours tended to be most similar to Mice. Crowers
engaged in more basic protective behaviours (such as the use of antivirus software, not
opening email attachments, and not visiting "risky" sites) and engaged in risky behaviours
naïvely rather than intentionally. Thus, one of the biggest challenges for improving Crowers’

Overall, Cockerels spoke highly of their abilities to protect themselves online. However,
because Cockerels could be either Crowers or Cluckers, it was necessary to look beyond their
in improving Cockerels’ behaviours is determining whether they are Cluckers or Crowers. Once
it is determined whether a user is a Crower or a Clucker, each has its own challenges associated
Crowers, the main challenge is to overcome their
Cluckers, the challenge is not as much related to improving

6.4.4. Coyotes
In Native American mythology, the coyote has often been portrayed as being clever
and doing whatever it takes to further his agenda. He has been used as an example of how
Coyotes often pushed the
boundaries and took risks with their security which may have provided short term rewards,
but created more long term dangers. Overall, Coyotes' distinguishing behaviour was that
they tended to knowingly take risks online often to obtain short term rewards.
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FeAtures
Knowledge
5

Coyotes (see Figure 6-7)
had moderate to high levels
of security orientation (4),
threat awareness (4), safeguard
awareness (4), knowledge
(4), prior experience (4), and

Trust

4
3

Prior Experience

2
Safeguard
Awareness

1
0

Threat
Awareness

Reliance
Their knowledge, combined
Orientation
with their previous experiences
Perceived Self
with cybersecurity breaches
appeared to contribute the Figure 6-7. Overview of the key features of Coyotes
most to their risk taking
behaviours. Three of the
respondents in this study had features closely associated with Coyotes. In many ways, Coyotes
had similar features to Cluckers, but were more trusting overall (Coyotes
Cluckers
Cockerels, Coyotes often stated that they had experienced at least one cybersecurity breach.
Coyotes described these breaches in more detail than their Crower counterparts, and in many
cases, the Coyotes also believed they knew what had caused the breaches. However, their
descriptions and understanding were rarely as detailed as those of Cluckers.
Although Coyotes were aware of the potential risks that they faced online, they often
knowingly chose to engage in behaviours that could have been considered risky. One reason
why Coyotes were less concerned about the risks of these activities was because in the past
they had successfully remedied the consequences of breaches they had experienced. One
Coyote

You know, you do something dumb and it means that you
or whatever, and that’s a real pain. And I guess mostly it’s
just that I don’t want to have to deal with that again. (Int-7)
Although this Coyote indicated that she considered her actions to be “dumb” she also

arose in the future, even though she preferred not to. Bandura (1977) found that “after
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of occasional failures is likely to be reduced” (p. 195). Because of Coyotes’ past success in
remedying the consequences of breaches, they often assumed that they would be able to
to protect themselves online because they had been able to do so in the past. In addition,
the successes that Coyotes experienced, may also have further contributed to the amount
increased their concern over security.
Coyotes’ levels of trust (3) tended to be higher than Cluckers (1), similar to that of Crowers
(3) (see Figure 6-8). Crowers tended to trust people online because often assumed that they
were unlikely to be targeted. In contrast, Coyotes tended to extend a moderate amount
rather than immediately dismissing
them. This appears to be partially due
Knowledge
5
Coyotes had in
Prior
Trust
4
Experience
their ability to remedy cybersecurity
3
breaches. Because Coyotes often felt that
2
1
they could remedy any issues that arose,
Threat
Safeguard
0
Awareness
Awareness
they may have been more comfortable
with extending their trust to people and
websites they were not as familiar with.
Reliance
Orientation
Cluckers who tended to
Perceived
believe that malicious users were actively
Figure 6-8. Comparison between the key
seeking to attack them and Crowers who
features of Coyotes and Cluckers
tended to justify why they would not be
targeted, Coyotes tended to believe that
there were malicious users out there who would target them. However, they were not as
Clucker

Coyote

more widespread attempt. Overall, they were more likely than Mice, Ostriches, and Crowers
to consider malicious users' actions as malicious. However, they were not as concerned as
Cluckers. One reason for this appeared to be due to the increased knowledge and awareness
of threats that Coyotes had. Often Coyotes took it upon themselves to seek out relevant
information about threats. Thus, their knowledge about the types of threats and the way
that threats target people tended to be more accurate than other user types.
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BehAviours
Coyotes' behaviours tended to be more secure than those of the Ostriches, Mice, and
Crowers. Coyotes tended to take more than just the basic protective steps. However, Coyotes
did not take as many steps to protect themselves as Cluckers despite sharing some similar
characteristics. Instead, Coyotes
potentially unsafe behaviour against the perceived drawbacks of using safeguards. This
deliberate risk taking distinguished Coyotes
study. Coyotes were the only user type who admitted that they knowingly took risks online.
Mice, Ostriches, and Crowers occasionally took risks online. However, they tended to either
do so naïvely or rationalise their risk taking as not being risky. In contrast, Coyotes tended to
acknowledge the risk and knowingly engage in behaviours that could be considered risky.
Coyotes
problems that arose, it appeared to make them more likely to take risks. At times this made
Coyotes appear similar to Crowers
Crowers and Coyotes
was that the Coyote typically had the skill and knowledge to remedy many of the immediate
problems that would have been caused by a breach. In contrast, the Crower typically did
not have the safeguard awareness or knowledge that a Coyote did (see Figure 6-8, p. 210).
Thus, while Crowers
Coyotes more often knowingly took risks where they considered the potential consequences
to be acceptable.
This did not mean that Coyotes engaged in many risky behaviours. Instead, Coyotes
Mice who appeared to be more likely to take
Coyotes risks tended to be
based on their awareness of what could happen. As a result, most Coyotes tended to shun
risky behaviours Coyotes engaged in related more to ways that they could achieve more from
their online experience. For example, Coyotes were the most likely user type to use online
banking and bill payments. Mice were often too worried about the potential consequences
associated with using an unfamiliar technology, and Cluckers considered doing so to simply
be unsafe. Coyotes were more likely to trust people online, shop online, visit unknown
websites, and download software than other types of users. However, Coyotes also engaged
in more security behaviours than Ostriches, Mice, and Crowers.
Crowers who often believed that they could "handle" security breaches since
they had not experienced dire consequences in the past, Coyotes often believed that because
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The danger in this belief was that Coyotes often considered the consequences of threats
to be less serious than they actually were. This may have been because Coyotes were more
prone to focusing on the short term gains associated with ignoring certain aspects of their
security. Returning to the example of a breach in which a user's bank account details are
disclosed, a Coyote was more knowledgeable than a Mouse about how to remedy the breach
on the computer. However, the Coyote would still have to address additional consequences,
such as damage to their credit rating or proving to the bank that they did not conduct the
questionable transactions. These were steps that Coyotes did not often acknowledge, while
more cautious users did acknowledge these possible issues even if they did not know exactly
what they would have to do to remedy them.
The two main factors which prevented Coyotes from engaging in better behaviours
them from doing. In many cases it appeared that the greatest barrier was that engaging
Coyotes’ purposes. Thus,
Coyotes as it was for Mice and Crowers.
Overall, Coyotes tended to engage in slightly more secure behaviours than the average
user. However, they were also the most likely of any of the user types to knowingly take
risks online. Because Coyotes tended to be aware of their risk-taking nature, it may be

and awareness. Therefore, in order to improve Coyotes' behaviour they would have to be
engaging in less safe behaviours.

6.4.5. Dark Horses
The phrase “dark horse” has been used to describe someone who is an unexpected

Dark Horses an unexpected success in their use of safeguards is that based on their low
be similar to Mice. However, on further examination, their knowledge clearly distinguished
them when they spoke about the protective steps they took.
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FeAtures
In contrast to Cockerels who
tended to have very high levels of
Dark Horses
were characterised by their low
Figure 6-9). These lower levels of
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Dark Horses to believe that they
were less aware of threats and
Reliance
Orientation
less knowledgeable about security.
Perceived
However, while their perceived
knowledge and awareness were Figure 6-9. Overview of key features of Dark
low, their actual knowledge and Horses
awareness were as good as and at
times better than Cluckers
Dark Horses appears to stem from their
past negative experiences with cybersecurity breaches. This group of users represented the
smallest proportion of respondents in the study with two respondents
of Dark Horses.
Cockerels and Coyotes, Dark Horses had often experienced a cybersecurity
distinguished Dark Horses from other types of users was how they reacted to those breaches.
Cockerels tended to explain away breaches as malicious users being smarter than them and
Coyotes tended to accept that breaches were inevitable. However, Dark Horses were more
likely than other types of users to place the blame for cybersecurity breaches on their own

into my password, my account (Int-18)
Ostriches, Field Mice, and Crowers who tended to avoid taking responsibility for their
security, Dark Horses often took responsibility for the cause of the breach. This increased
sense of responsibility for causing breaches appeared to contribute to their lower levels of
Dark Horses who had experienced breaches in the past often demonstrated lower
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steps to protect themselves online. Dark Horses often described at least one negative incident
that prompted them to change their security behaviours, though some described several.

Dark Horses who had experienced
Dark Horses perceived their
knowledge and awareness in comparison to what they demonstrated.
Despite perceptions by Dark Horses that they lack the awareness and knowledge
required to protect themselves online, they often had levels of knowledge and awareness
equal to and in some cases greater than Cluckers, who were among the most knowledgeable
types of users. This raised the question of why Dark Horses were so knowledgeable despite
statements to the contrary. Many Dark Horses worked in jobs where they were required to
have some level of technical skill, often either studying or working in a technology-based
role. As a result, the skills gained through their education and work experience were often
Crowers also credited their work experience with
increasing their knowledge, in most cases they only demonstrated higher levels of threat
on Crowers and Dark Horses stems from the type of work that Dark Horses were involved in.
For Crowers, technology supported their work. In contrast for Dark Horses, technology was
often an integral part of their job as they were often responsible for repairing or preventing
problems.
Dark Horses’ knowledge was closely related to their awareness of threats and
Coyotes, Dark Horses had moderate to high levels
examining their safeguard awareness, once again a gap between their perceived and actual
to take any actions, safeguard awareness often requires individuals to seek out information
about the steps they can take and to understand them. Therefore, while Dark Horses’ lower
contribute to a lower level of perceived safeguard awareness. Dark Horses often believed
there were more protective steps out there that they were unaware of that would do a
better job than they were.
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BehAviours
Despite beliefs by Dark Horses that they were unable to protect their computers, they
user types in this study. Often, Dark Horses
behavioural and technological safeguards that they could use to protect themselves. Even
utilised were much more advanced than other types of users, including Cluckers. Thus,
Dark Horses’ beliefs that they
were unable to protect their security online, their actual knowledge indicated that they
were not only capable of doing so, but often actually did so.
In many ways, Dark Horses were
Dark Horse
Crower
the opposite of Crowers (see Figure
Knowledge
5
Crowers had low to
4
Prior Experience
Trust
moderate levels of knowledge and
3
2
safeguard awareness, Dark Horses
1
had high knowledge and safeguard Safeguard
Threat
0
Awareness
Awareness
Crowers
Dark Horses
Reliance
Orientation
was low. Finally, where Crowers often
Perceived Self
took minimal security precautions,
Dark Horses had some of the most Figure 6-10. Comparison between the key
comprehensive security behaviours of features of Dark Horses and Crowers
all of the users in this study.
Dark Horses
Often they believed that the behaviours they were engaging in were not comprehensive

If someone's out to get me, they can get me, so why go
through all this weirdness...if I wanted to 100% bullet proof
the thing, I would have to go through a series of learning
which I'm not ready to do at this stage. (Int-18)
Many Dark Horses were concerned that they could not achieve complete protection from
threats. Despite the extensive security steps taken by Dark Horses, their beliefs about the
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appeared that these factors contributed to Dark Horses focusing on what security measures
could not do, rather than what they could do. Therefore, it appeared that the greatest
hindrance to Dark Horses doing more to protect themselves online stemmed from their lower
In many cases, Dark Horses used the acknowledgement of what they considered their
shortcomings to describe the steps they knew they could take but did not. In comparison
to other types of users, Dark Horses were able to identify more ways to protect themselves
than Cluckers. The increased awareness of safeguards appears to be related to Dark Horses'
higher level of awareness of threats and knowledge. Despite the knowledge of what Dark
Horses could do to protect themselves, there was often a gap between what they considered
"best practices" and what they actually did to protect themselves.
Even though Dark Horses tended to take more steps to protect themselves, they often
did not think they were doing enough. Dark Horses, while not hindered by technological
Cluckers generally did not let
anything prevent them from engaging in what they considered to be the safest behaviours
perceived failure to protect themselves, their increased level of knowledge along with the
Dark Horses being less concerned
Crowers and Mice.
One result of Dark Horses
a feeling of concern about what could happen that Dark Horses wished to avoid. In some
cases, Dark Horses began to experience elevated levels of concern which led to feelings of
paranoia, similar to what was often seen with Cluckers. However, while Cluckers tended to
be more concerned that malicious users were actively out to get them, Dark Horses tended
to be more concerned about doing something that could have caused a breach.
Despite beliefs by Dark Horses that they were not particularly knowledgeable, they still
tended to utilise both basic and advanced protective steps. Of all the types of users, Dark
Horses were the most likely to engage in protective behaviours in addition to technological
knowledge to carry out. These behaviours provided further support for the existence of a
gap between Dark Horses' perceived and actual levels of knowledge, skill, and awareness.
One result of this gap was that Dark Horses, like their Ostrich, Mouse, and Crower
Dark Horses
needing a catalyst event to prompt starting to protect themselves (like Ostriches), they instead
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need a catalyst event to prompt better behaviours (like Field Mice). Although Dark Horses
typically engaged in safe behaviours online, including avoiding what they considered risky
activities, they still often expressed sentiments that they needed to be doing more. This
seemed to be closely related to the idea that Dark Horses did not consider their safeguards
Dark Horses
tended to use both behavioural and technological safeguards.
Overall, Dark Horses' characteristics were similar to Cluckers
Dark Horses
Dark Horses, which is accurately
Dark Horses may be more
prone to consider themselves as Mice or even Ostriches
Crowers and even some Mice
may consider themselves as Dark Horses because of a naïve optimism, whereby they believe
that they are better protected from online threats than their peers (see for example Rhee
et al., 2005). Thus, while it can be useful to look at users' behaviours by categorising them
into types based on their characteristics, it is also necessary to look at what users actually
know and do, rather than relying on their beliefs.
The main challenge associated with improving Dark Horses’ security intentions is not
in improving what they do to protect themselves online. Typically, Dark Horses tended to
take more steps to protect themselves than other types of users. However, they were still
hindered by the perceived barriers to doing so. Thus, the second challenge is to improve

improve their behaviours. Furthermore, as Dark Horses tended to be in households with
Mice
the household. If Dark Horses
to share the information they have with others in their household. As a result, they may
start taking more steps to protect their shared computers more cooperatively rather than
unilaterally, which may in turn help improve the knowledge, skills, and awareness of other
users in the household.

6.4.6. Summary of User Types

and security behaviours that could be used to identify and distinguish them from the
other types of users (Table 6-1, p. 218). The value in identifying these user types is as a
starting point for determining how users’ behaviours can be improved. By looking at the
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main strengths and weaknesses of each user type along with their behaviours, it is possible
to create a more targeted approach to improving security, as will be discussed further in
Chapter 7.
Table 6-1.

Low knowledge
Low awareness
Low security orientation
Low to moderate knowledge
Low to moderate awareness
Moderate trust
High reliance
Moderate knowledge
Low to moderate awareness
Moderate trust
Moderate reliance
Low to moderate knowledge
Low to moderate awareness
Moderate security orientation
High knowledge
High awareness
Low trust
High security orientation
Coyote

Moderate to high knowledge
Moderate to high awareness
Low reliance
Moderate trust
High knowledge
High awareness
Low to moderate trust
High security orientation
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Few security precautions
taken.
Ignore security threats in the
hope they will go away.
Depend highly on other
people to protect their security.
Know enough to be worried
about their security, but not
enough to protect it themselves.
Know enough about security
to try to take steps to protect
themselves.
Do what they know and hope
for the best.
Profess their security prowess
loudly.
Know little about what steps
to take to actually protect their
security.
Very distrustful online.
Lack of trust hinders ability to
use the internet to the fullest.

Know the risks, but take them
problems.
Takes most precautions until
there is a reason not to.
Take many complex
precautions (similar to Cluckers).
Feel that their security will
never be good enough, thus
resigned to the possibility of
breaches.
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6.5. Comparison of Security User Types
In this section, the types of users will be compared based on some of their key
features. By comparing some of the key features of the user types, it is possible to see the
normal user, it is possible to see that respondents’ perceptions of the normal user were

types that engaged in the most and least numbers of protective behaviours are compared.

6.5.1. The Average Respondent and the Perceived
Normal User
Compared to how respondents’ described what they believed to be the normal user,
Figure
6-11, p. 220
Field Mouse
user was less likely to have experienced a security breach, and less concerned about security.
In addition, the perceived normal user was considered to be more knowledgeable about
security, trusting of people and sites online, and have moderate to high levels of threat
awareness.
Figure 6-12, p. 220

The average

obtain the mathematical average. The result was the “average respondent” which could be
in section 6.3. The perceived normal user still had higher levels of trust, knowledge, and
security orientation, as well as a lower likelihood of having experienced a security breach
in the past and lower levels of concern about security. This suggested that there was a
of the average user appeared to be. Reasons for this are discussed further in Chapter 7.
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"Normal" User

Ostrich

Crower

Clucker

House Mouse

Field Mouse
Dark Horse

Knowledge
5

Trust

4

Prior
Experience

3
2
1

Safeguard
Awareness

0

Threat
Awareness

Reliance

Orientation
Perceived

Figure 6-11. Comparison of the features of a perceived “normal user” and

Normal User

Trust

Safeguard
Awareness

Average Respondent Based On Data
Knowledge
5
4
3
2
1
0

Prior Experience

Threat
Awareness

Reliance

Orientation
Perceived Self

Figure 6-12. Comparison between the features of a perceived
“normal user” as described by respondents and the average
respondent based on the data analysis
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6.5.2. Comparison of User Types Based on Perceived

particularly
important
since
individuals with higher levels of

Ostrich

House Mouse
5

Trust

4
3

to undertake behaviours and to
persevere in the case of failure (see

Dark Horse

Knowledge
Prior
Experience

2
1

Safeguard
Awareness

0

Threat
Awareness

at the user types based on higher and
Reliance
Orientation
it was possible to see how knowledge
Perceived
related to the other key factors
associated with the user types.
Figure 6-13. Comparison of user types with
The three user types with the
Ostriches,

House Mice, Dark Horses)
were Ostriches, House Mice, and Dark
Horses (see Figure 6-13
House
Mice and Ostriches shared some features, Dark Horses
Ostriches and House Mice, Dark Horses were much more knowledgeable, aware of
threats and safeguards, and were more concerned with their security. This appeared to
Dark Horses had not only
consequences. This often contributed to higher levels of concern and lack of trust overall.
From this, Dark Horses
In contrast, Ostriches and House Mice had neither the prior experience nor the knowledge
Crowers, Cluckers, and Coyotes
Dark Horses that stood out as
Crowers exhibited the
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Crowers

Clucker

Coyote

Knowledge

types of users (see Figure 6-14, p.
222
Cluckers and Coyotes,
3
2
Crowers had much lower levels of
1
knowledge and safeguard awareness,
Threat
Safeguard
0
Awareness
Awareness
despite other similarities. Cluckers
and Coyotes both had much higher
levels of concern about security, and
Reliance
Orientation
knowledge. Combined with their prior
Perceived
experiences, this led to an increased
Figure 6-14. Comparison of user types with
level of safeguard awareness. Both
Crowers,
Cluckers and Coyotes were more likely
Cluckers, Coyotes)
than Crowers to take steps and actively
seek out information about security.
Crowers were much more likely than
the other user types to exalt their security skills as a way to distract from their lower levels
5

Trust

Prior
Experience

4

6.5.3. Comparison of User Types based on Knowledge
Ostrich

House Mouse

Crowers

Knowledge
5

Trust

4
3

Prior
Experience

2
1

Safeguard
Awareness

Orientation

0

Threat
Awareness

Reliance
Perceived

Figure 6-15. Comparison of user types with lower
levels of knowledge (Ostriches, House Mice, Crowers)

Ostriches, House Mice, and
Crowers all had similarly low levels
of knowledge (see Figure 6-15).
Once again, the Crowers stood
out from the House Mice and
Ostriches
overall features. The features
Crowers were
those features which helped to
contribute to their mien of being
secure. Emphasising their prior
experience, threat awareness,
security orientation and perceived
attention away from their lower
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levels of knowledge. In this way,
although Crowers had similar levels
of knowledge to their Ostrich (see
section 6.4) and House Mouse (see

Clucker

Dark Horse
Knowledge
5

Trust

4
3

Prior Experience

2
1
impression they appeared to be
Safeguard
Threat
0
much more closely related to users Awareness
Awareness
with higher levels of knowledge,
especially if they were able to
Reliance
successfully distract from the lower
Orientation
levels of overall knowledge.
Perceived Self
In contrast, Cluckers, Coyotes,
and Dark Horses had similarly high Figure 6-16. Comparison of user types with
levels of knowledge (see Figure higher levels of knowledge (Cluckers, Coyotes, Dark
6-16
Horses)
with lower levels of knowledge, the
group with higher levels of knowledge shared more similarities in their features with similar
levels of knowledge, prior experience, threat awareness, security orientation, and safeguard
awareness. The group with higher levels of knowledge was much more similar than the

Dark Horses which was generally much
lower. This seemed to indicate that knowledge, and by extension higher levels of knowledge,
experience, security orientation). This was because the more knowledgeable individuals
were, the more likely they were to be aware of the threats and able to recognise if a security
breach had taken place. Therefore, although Dark Horses had lower levels of perceived
Cluckers and Coyotes.
Overall, respondents with higher levels of knowledge tended to be more secure in their
behaviours, while respondents with lower levels of knowledge were less secure. Perceived

security knowledge. However, respondents’ overall level of knowledge appeared to have the
of threats and safeguards and greater concern about threats.
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6.5.4. Most and Least Protective Behaviours by User
Types
The respondents whose behaviours were the most protective were the Cluckers and
Dark Horses. Both Cluckers and Dark Horses tended to take the most elaborate of security
steps as described by respondents.
using false names,
disconnecting from the internet unless using it,
using multiple forms of security software,
investigating potential weaknesses in their systems, and
distrusting nearly all other people online.
Both user types cited their past negative experiences with cybersecurity breaches
experiences with breaches increased respondents’ concern about security. These past
respondents had already experienced similar events, and their beliefs about the severity of
the consequences because both types of users had experienced breaches that required the
The respondents with the fewest safe behaviours were Ostriches and House Mice. The

having antivirus software installed, and
having someone else to take care of their security.
Ostriches tended to have unsafe behaviours because they were often unaware of the threats
entire situation. Often Ostriches simply did not know better about what they needed to do,
and did not have enough concern about the danger of threats to increase their knowledge.
House Mice tended to engage in few safe behaviours on their own. Instead, they
relied on others to protect their computers for them. However, the danger for House Mice
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was that at times they relied on people who were either unaware of the amount of reliance
placed on them or did not have any actual responsibility for protecting the respondent’s
computer. Therefore, although House Mice understood more about the danger of threats
and were slightly more aware of threats than Ostriches, they felt that they did not know
enough to take steps to protect themselves and therefore did not take these steps themselves.

6.6. Chapter Summary

from individuals who preferred to ignore threats to those who assumed that malicious users
were actively trying to target them. In particular, two types of users stood out as being
unique because of how they appeared in comparison to how they acted with regards to their
security. Crowers
skills. However, their actual security behaviours were not as safe as they implied because
of a lack of knowledge about how to actually implement the safeguards. In contrast, Dark
Horses
However, their actual behaviours were amongst the safest of all the respondents. These

how safe they believe they are. In the next chapter, the value in the user types is discussed
further along with why users are not as safe as they believe.
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hapter 7
Discussion

7.1. Introduction
In Chapter 4

Chapter 5, a revised model was presented based
on the data analysis. In Chapter 6, a set of security user types was developed in conjunction
with the model from Chapter 5 which demonstrated how certain combinations of factors
were related to cybersecurity behaviours. This chapter explores why awareness, catalyst
the discussion of these key factors, the usefulness of the security user types is explored.

with why it is important to consider individuals’ perceptions about security and objective
measures of security.

Braun

7.2.

with the relevant sub-factors was presented. Although there appeared to be many factors

initial trigger for users’ security behaviours was awareness. Individuals needed to be aware
of the threats before they could form opinions about the threats and the associated dangers.
Closely related to awareness was whether individuals had experienced a catalyst event.
could be wrong. However, to recognise catalyst events, individuals needed to have the

although it would seem that concern about threats would be enough to prompt individuals
to engage in safer behaviours online, in many cases there was a need to deal with the self-

7.2.1. Need for Awareness
In the revised model in Chapter 5, awareness was the initial trigger for assessing users’
intention to engage in protective behaviours online. From past literature, there appears to
be an assumption that users already know what they need to protect themselves against.
As a result, much of the existing literature has focused on awareness of safeguards rather
than awareness of threats. For example, researchers have examined how awareness of

Previous literature seems to assume that individuals are aware of the threats. Even if
there is not an assumed level of awareness, much of the existing literature has focused on

consequences on password usage and email practices. They found that although users were
aware of the potential negative consequences of acting in a risky way, they still continued
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the adoption of protective software and found that attitude and subjective norm were
is primarily on awareness of safeguards rather than awareness of threats. However, it is also
useful to consider the context of the previous literature. Overall that literature has focused
this, it is possible to see that as long as the individual is aware of the threats that are being
studied, for example, phishing, there is unlikely to be a need to examine broader levels of

is considered within the context of both threat awareness and safeguard awareness as both
are important in examining individuals’ behaviours. Threat awareness is an important

their perceived susceptibility to phishing threats and found that security messages increased
users’ perceived susceptibility.
contributed to users’ awareness of both threats and safeguards. Although previous research
perceived risk, there appears to be little that helps to explain what makes users aware of
threats. This further supports the idea that a certain level of awareness has been assumed

desire to be secure, their preexisting knowledge about security, how much they rely on others,
whether they have experienced cybersecurity breaches, their trust in people and websites,
people aware of security threats and safeguards, especially in a home environment where
individuals are not required to be aware of threats like they would be in an organisational
environment.

behaviours they are unaware of. As indicated above, safeguard awareness has been
the current study positioned safeguard awareness as a prerequisite to engaging in secure
and safeguard awareness. In some cases there were discrepancies between threat and
safeguard awareness. Most often, individuals’ threat awareness was higher than their
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safeguard awareness. This may indicate that the way security information is presented
is unbalanced. If individuals are presented with too much information about threats
without increasing their knowledge about how to counter them, it may induce higher
levels of anxiety and cause people to avoid the issue of security (for example, see Johnston
safeguards, an element of understanding is also required.

7.2.2. Catalyst Events
Also important to prompting individuals to take more precautions online is the notion
of a catalyst event to trigger a response (see section 4.6.1). This research examined the

is closely related to whether an individual has experienced a catalyst event. Although one
may expect that the absence of a catalyst event would mean that an individual cannot form
perceptions about security and safeguards.
Individuals who had not experienced a cybersecurity breach or another catalyst event
often did not have the necessary frame of reference against which to judge the possible
danger of online threats. In addition, at times respondents were more likely to assume
that they were safe simply because of the lack of experience with a catalyst event. Rhee
et al. (2005) suggested that users often exhibited an optimistic bias when assessing their
security, arguing that “the unrealistic optimism observed in the domain of information

be the main criteria for a person to be the target of a malicious user. Therefore it appears
that individuals who have not experienced a cybersecurity breach often consider the threat
to be too far removed from their personal circumstances to consider it a true danger.
Good et al. (2006) noted that users who had negative experiences online were more
found on the internet. However, the existence of a catalyst event does not necessarily
trigger more concern about security. Instead, how an individual deals with the event and
security. As indicated in section 4.5.1 there were two main ways that prior experience
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the loss, were often more concerned about security overall. In contrast, there were other
respondents who had experienced catalyst events, but the way that they had been able to
cope with them and the ease with which they had returned to the status quo meant that they
were less concerned. By easily overcoming the potential issue and minimising the perceived
which in turn made them less concerned about the overall danger. This indicates that while
the presence of a catalyst event can improve individual concern, the mere presence of such
an event does not guarantee an increased concern. Instead, it is important to look at how
the individual has reacted to the event and the outcomes.
concern about security, it remains that individuals who have experienced catalyst events are
more concerned about security than those without the experience. However, this also raises
improving their security behaviours. Often individuals assume that they will recognise the
symptoms of a breach and that every breach will display tangible symptoms. In 2010 an

had happened because there is nothing to trigger the behavioural change. There are two
main issues which come out of the assumption that a breach will be recognisable enough
to be considered a catalyst event. First, users have to be able to recognise the symptoms of
these require a certain level of knowledge.
Furthermore, it appears that in many cases, users depend on the presence of a
event, there is a danger that people will continue to consider themselves to be invulnerable
by users as a reactive process rather than a proactive one. The idea that users depend on
the presence of a catalyst event raises further issues because it is unrealistic to assume
that all users will have experienced a security breach. However, this again returns to the
issues raised earlier. Not only do people need to recognise that a breach has occurred, they
also need to understand the particular consequences and consider them severe enough to
elevate the trigger to the level of a catalyst event. As noted above, there is still the issue of
overall danger. Therefore, while a catalyst event is an important part of determining how
concerned an individual will be about the danger, alone it is unlikely to provide the sole
impetus for change.
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7.2.3.

courses of action required to deal with prospective situations” (Bandura, 1982, p. 122).
In contrast, knowledge refers to the actual understanding that individuals have about
cybersecurity, regardless of whether they act on that knowledge. Knowledge and selfstudy on perceived security risk. It is important to note that while both perceived selfthe presence of knowledge and skill is often not enough to assume that individuals will take
the appropriate steps to protect themselves (see Bandura, 1982). Because of this, knowledge
As noted in the above section, without the knowledge of what the symptoms of a
security breach are, users may be unable to recognise one. Therefore, there is a certain
level of understanding required by the individual in order for a catalyst event to have an

does recognise that their computer has been compromised, if they are unsure of what the
consequences are they are less likely to be motivated to improve their behaviours as they
are unlikely to consider the threats to be particularly dangerous. In turn, this contributes
of previous experience on users’ intention to protect themselves.
Furthermore, if users do not understand the threat or its associated consequences,
there is a risk that they will consider themselves to be safer than they should. For example,

because they felt that they could remedy a breach if one were to occur. However, high
to users being more likely to have a false sense of security and in turn engage in more risky
behaviours out of naïveté.

were more likely to read and seek out information about security which increased their
likely to seek out the information since they did not know where to start looking or how
to judge whether the information was relevant. As a result, respondents with lower levels
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with higher levels of knowledge were often more likely to seek out additional information
to increase their knowledge further since they believed that they had the necessary skills to

users’ behaviours, there has been a gap in understanding what generates these feelings of

online. However, without understanding what factors help to generate these high levels of
that they can protect themselves online. Therefore, by exploring what factors help increase

On a more practical level improving users’ knowledge through security information
campaigns is not necessarily enough to improve users intention to engage in protective
in conjunction with improving their knowledge. The impact of lower levels of perceived

safeguard awareness. By focusing not just on informing users of what the risks are and
instead focusing on making sure that users’ know what steps they can take as well as the

security behaviours.

7.3. Security User Types

Figure
5-2, p. 141) illustrates how the factors relate to each other and how these factors can
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Chapter 6
serve to further illustrate how the internal and external factors work together and help
it illustrates the revised model presented in Chapter 5
for examining how users’ security behaviours can be improved by addressing behaviours
on a more individual level rather than assuming that security messages should take a one-

7.3.1. Comparison to Existing User Types

predominantly been associated with privacy concerns (see Table 7-1, p. 235). For example,

played the strongest role in determining users’ behaviours. Drennan, Mort and Privite
(2006) also examined privacy, instead focusing on awareness of privacy policies and
knowledge of the potential issues associated with privacy. Barnes, Bauer, Neumann, and

This literature had strong focus on privacy when creating user types. In Chapter
2, the relationship between privacy and security was discussed. By engaging in security
behaviours, users can also protect their privacy. Yet focusing on privacy does not always
take into consideration the security issues that may arise online (e.g. that do not infringe
on individuals’ privacy). Therefore, while the user types that focus on privacy are useful,
In addition to privacy, previous research has also focused on categorising users by
how concerned they are about a risk, such as online privacy risks (for example, see Drennan
of concern about security. Concern about security, primarily discussed in section 4.4 and
section 4.5.6, is only one part of answering why users take the steps that they do in order to
plays a larger role than perceived danger since it does not require an external event, such
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Table 7-1.
privacy
Research
Individual
concern about
online privacy in
regards to spam.

Individual
motivations
for engaging
in protective
behaviours.
Information
system risk
management
strategies based
on cultural
theories.
Privacy concerns
regarding privacy
policies and
information
sharing by
businesses.
Development
of a customer
typology
regarding
online shopping
intentions.

individuals based on these factors and users’
actual behaviours. The types of users were (1)
unconcerned internet users, (2) circumspect
internet users, (3) wary internet users, and (4)
alarmed internet users.
their experience and safety involvement in order
to select focus group participants. The categories
and (4) reckless.
Applied the four types of cultural bias (fatalism,
hierarchy, individualism, and egalitarianism) to
the issue of information system risk and discussed
how these topologies could be applied in the
initiation, risk analysis, and risk mitigation stages
of risk management planning.
Examined individuals’ awareness and knowledge
of privacy to identify types of privacy statements.
active, and (3) privacy suspicious.

their neuroticism, extraversion, trust, attitude
toward online shopping, perceived risk, shopping
enjoyment, and willingness to buy. Three clusters
doubters, (2) open-minded online shoppers, and
(3) reserved information seekers.

security. This moves the value of the user types beyond concern about security, instead
taking a broader approach in understanding why concern on its own is not enough to
prompt individuals to protect themselves online.
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Although Drennan et al. (2006) examined awareness, it was done in regard to awareness
of privacy policies.
Finally, it is useful to look at users’ security behaviours in terms of user types as it
has been noted that personalised language in security messages has the ability to improve
Allen, 2000). Although susceptibility alone does not drive users to protect themselves from
threats online, it stands to reason that by examining how other characteristics drive users’
not only to messages about what the threats are and why users need to be concerned about
them, but also to how users can protect themselves from these threats.
From the current research and past research, it appears that while awareness of
threats is a necessary starting point for looking at cybersecurity behaviours, what becomes
section 4.5.3, individuals are much less
likely to take the steps needed to protect themselves online, often preferring to either ignore
the threat or pass the responsibility for protection on to someone else.
This in turn further emphasises the need to make cybersecurity more relatable to
individuals. However, in order to make the security messages more personal, there is a
need to understand how individuals approach security. The security types developed in
Chapter 6 are a step towards being able to do this. By focusing on the interaction between
Ostriches, House and Field Mice, and Dark Horses), their knowledge (i.e. Ostriches, House Mice, and
Crowers), and their use of protective behaviours (i.e. Cluckers and Coyotes). By personalising
security messages that address these main issues for each of the user types, it is possible to
be weaker. It also helps to increase the perception of danger that individuals may lack due
to the combination of the above mentioned factors.
Respondents in the study occasionally indicated that security information was
irrelevant to them, for example by noting that they did not need to be as concerned
because they were not a business. In addition, there were often implications that security
was not relevant either because someone else took care of it or because there was too
much information to sort through in order to determine what information was relevant.
This further emphasises the need for individuals to be presented with information that
they consider not only relevant, but also useful. This sort of message is unlikely to be

knowledge to successfully navigate potentially complicated software. The result seems to
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be that individuals consider security to be a one-step solution where they install a program
and forget about it until they need to renew a license. Therefore, there is a need to consider
how security can be made more relevant to individual users. One way this can be done is
by addressing the security behaviours by user types.

7.3.2. Recommendations for Safer Behaviours by User
Type
Although at the outset of the research identifying user types was not one of the
original objectives, the existence of possible user types emerged from the collected data.
intentions and illustrated how various factors interacted with each other. Five main types
Ostriches, Mice, Cockerels, Coyotes, and Dark Horses
types, Mice were further divided into House Mice and Field Mice, while Cockerels were divided
into Crowers and Cluckers. These user types each present their own challenges which need
to be overcome to increase individuals’ intentions to engage in protective behaviours. A
summary of the main challenges for users and an overview of recommendations is found
in Table 7-2, p. 238. These recommendations are further explained below and focus on
ways that security and security messages can be targeted at the user types since it has been

Ostriches are characterised by their desire to hide from security threats in order to feel
safer about not taking steps to protect themselves. The main features that distinguish Ostriches
along with moderate to high levels of reliance. The main challenge for addressing Ostriches’
cybersecurity behaviours is convincing them to protect themselves since they typically have
not experienced cybersecurity breaches in the past, which has led them to believe that it is
acceptable to ignore threats online. As a result, to increase Ostriches’ intentions to engage
in more cybersecurity behaviours, there needs to be a focus on increasing their knowledge,
that Ostriches feel that security is relevant. If Ostriches do not feel that security is relevant,
they are unlikely to take steps beyond those they are already taking since so far, these
Ostriches often lack knowledge
and awareness, they may be mistaken in their beliefs that they are secure. Because of
this, it is even more important to ensure that security messages are approached in a way
that provides Ostriches with a reason to stop ignoring potential threats and to take steps to
increase their protective behaviours.
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Table 7-2.
Low awareness and security
orientation lead to ignoring risks.

High reliance on others leads
to lowered sense of personal
responsibility.
Enough knowledge to take basic
protective measures, but not
enough concern to keep up with
changing threat landscape.
High levels of perceived selflower levels of knowledge, leading
to distorted views of how secure
these users are.
Very low trust and high security
orientation leading to “paranoia.”

Coyote
willingness to take risks.

Increase knowledge, awareness,
and security orientation.
Focus on making security
relevant.
Increase knowledge and
decrease reliance.
Make security relevant.
Increase awareness and
knowledge of threats to promote
updated security knowledge.
Focus on improving knowledge
and awareness through their
high levels of perceived selfPromote how security is
relevant.
Focus on increasing knowledge
and awareness of how their
extensive security keeps them
safe and why it is safe to do
more online.
Focus on making security
relevant while promoting how
users can still stay safe while
engaging in the behaviours that
may be increasing their level of
risk.
Focus on increasing perceived

to down-playing skills and a lack
protect themselves.

already have.
Care needs to be taken to avoid
increasing concern to level of
“paranoia.”

Mice are closest to what can be considered the average users, and were characterised
by their generally timid nature. However, House Mice and Field Mice need to be approached
House Mice
high levels of reliance on others. The result is that House Mice tend to take very little
responsibility for their own actions and instead push the responsibility on to someone
else who may not be aware of the responsibility that they have been assigned. Although
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House Mice may be protected online, it is often not due to any steps that they have taken
themselves. Therefore, the challenge with House Mice
personal sense of responsibility for being secure online in order to avoid naïve mistakes.
be particularly problematic to address if House Mice feel that they are being adequately
act in a secure manner. It may be possible that increasing their knowledge, awareness,
Ostriches, there is a similar need to ensure that security messages are targeted in a way that
increases the House Mouse’s belief that the threat is relevant.
Although Field Mice tend to take more steps to protect themselves online and rely less
on others than their House Mice counterparts, there are still ways that their behaviours can
be improved. Field Mice are the normal internet user. They have moderate levels of almost
all of the relevant factors. The biggest challenge with Field Mice is convincing them to take
more steps to protect themselves and to become more familiar with the changing threat
landscape. One of the ways that this could be done is to focus on increasing their awareness
Field Mice is that they are already aware of
the need for security, which increases their likelihood of undertaking protective behaviours.
Therefore, if their knowledge can be modernised to help address the new ways that threats
are being distributed, they would be likely to be even safer online. In addition, increasing
Cockerels
Crowers are further characterised by their
lower levels of knowledge and lower levels of safeguard awareness. The biggest challenge
with Crowers
recognise that their knowledge and awareness is lacking. This can lead to boasting about
their security prowess, even though they tend to take few protective measures. As a result,
Crowers may not consider the threats to be relevant to them because they believe that they
be to present security messages in a way that makes them relevant to Crowers. The second
thing that needs to be done to increase Crowers intention to engage in security behaviours
Crowers believe that they can actually follow through on steps to
protect themselves once presented with the relevant information. However, the danger
Crowers may
require a similar approach to Ostriches and Mice to help increase their intention to engage
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in protective behaviours.
Cluckers

Crowers, Cluckers’
Cluckers take numerous steps to protect
themselves. However, these extensive steps can result in a situation where the Clucker is
a result, the biggest challenge with Cluckers is necessarily improving their behaviours, but
instead focusing on increasing their awareness of how they can make better use of their
computer while remaining safe. This can be particularly challenging though as Cluckers
to be on increasing knowledge and awareness in the practical sense of ways that their
security needs can be met while increasing the number of tasks that they are comfortable
doing on their computers.
Coyotes are the most likely type of users to knowingly take risks online because of
occur. Coyotes
factors except for moderate levels of trust and low levels of dependence. Coyotes often
have experienced cybersecurity breaches and have resolved the consequences of them
Coyotes more likely to take risks if they know that the

been reenforced. Therefore, part of the solution may be to focus on making security more
relevant to Coyotes and presenting security messages in a way that emphasises the ongoing
or more longer term consequences that can be associated with breaches in a way that
complements their understanding of how to remedy short term breaches.
Finally, Dark Horses are characterised by moderate to high levels of threat and
safeguard awareness, knowledge, security orientation, and prior experience, combined with
Dark Horses can be
considered the opposite of Crowers
Crowers
and low levels of knowledge, Dark Horses
levels of knowledge. Therefore, the greatest challenge with Dark Horses is to increase their
be more likely to help increase the knowledge of other users, particularly if they share
Dark Horses are still likely to take numerous steps
to secure their computers. However, no matter how many steps they take, they still feel
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unprotected. The danger in these feelings is that they can rise to the level of “paranoia”
Dark
Horses to understand that they may be protecting themselves better than they realise.
Overall, in many cases it appears that users feel that the threat is not relevant, usually
because they do not feel susceptible or they do not think the consequences would be severe.
making the need for security more relevant to the individual users, rather than security

7.4. Are People as Secure as They Think?

interpret ambiguous information or uncertain situations in a self-serving direction” (Rhee
et al., 2005, p. 4). In the context of internet security, this would suggest that people believe
they are safer than the average person from threats online. However, from the research it
seems that although some respondents considered themselves to be more secure than the
normal user, more considered themselves to be less knowledgeable, aware, and secure than
the normal user, demonstrating more of a pessimistic bias. A pessimistic bias relates to how
“egocentric processing may lead people to believe that they are uniquely vulnerable to the

they really are as secure as they believe themselves to be.
As indicated in section 6.3, respondents were asked to describe the normal user, which
created a portrait of how respondents viewed them. Respondents often compared themselves
to the normal user, so it was important to understand what they meant. The features of
the perceived normal user can be compared then to the average respondent based on the
data (see Figure 7-1, p. 242
more likely than their perceived counterparts to have experienced a breach in the past.
Respondents were also more likely to be concerned about their security than they believed
the average user to be. In contrast, respondents were less aware of threats than they
believed the average user to be. Based on the data, the average respondent was also less
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Figure 7-1. Comparison between the features of a “normal
user” and the average respondent based on the data analysis
knowledgeable and less trusting than they believed the average user was.
Knowledge, security orientation and threat awareness had clear distinctions between
the perceived normal user and the average respondent. Respondents who had higher
levels of these factors were more likely to engage in safer behaviours. However, overall,
respondents demonstrated a more pessimistic assessment of these factors when they
compared themselves to the average user. This goes back to the idea that most people
considered the basics of security to be ingrained in the culture (see section 4.3). Therefore,
if they felt that they did not know much about security, there was a tendency to believe
that the average user knew more. However in terms of the idea that security is ingrained
in the culture, this also caused a belief that because it was so ingrained, people did not
need to worry about it. Yet respondents often worried about it more, often because they
did not feel they would have the knowledge or awareness required to protect themselves.

7.5. Why Are People Lazy About Security?

about security. It was expected that some people would simply be unconcerned about their
failure (both real and perceived) to take more precautions. As indicated in section 4.5.7,
protection to undertake online.
respondents were asked to identify reasons why they did not take as many precautions as
group participants since it could provide them with a way to avoid seeming to have either
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participants to conform to what they felt others would expect of them. However, the
continued in the interviews.
Individuals were often open about not considering themselves to be aware of threats
(see section 4.3) or knowledgeable about them (see section 4.5.2). Past security research
has shown that although individuals know what they should do to protect themselves,

unknowledgeable or unconcerned.
from the perceived danger of security threats online. However, it also appeared to be used
as a catch-all excuse to encompass reasons why individuals did not do more to protect

as an explanation for minimal security behaviours in place of a lack of knowledge. How

In contrast, where there were individuals who considered themselves to be
to keep attention away from their lower levels of knowledge. In these cases, the respondents
allowed respondents to focus more on their concern about the threats rather than their
knowledge of them. These individuals often distanced themselves from the concern over
As indicated in section 4.4 respondents stated that they did not need to be concerned
about security because they were not the intended targets of malicious users. They believed
they would not be targeted because they did not consider themselves to have anything of
security because they did not see a reason to be concerned. However, these respondents
often considered themselves to be knowledgeable about security but did not demonstrate
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these individuals did to protect themselves online, their protective behaviours were often
indicates that these individuals were likely to be aware that they could be doing more to
protect themselves online. However, in combination with their lower levels of knowledge,

lack of concern about being targeted.
Furthermore, the majority of respondents indicated that internet security knowledge
and behaviours were ingrained in everyone’s culture. Based on these beliefs, there seemed
to be agreement that people should be so familiar with security that they have no need to
be concerned, nor do they have any need to seek out additional information. However,
this returns to the idea of individuals distancing themselves from internet security either
because they do not know where to start or because they are not concerned about it.
Psychology research suggests that individuals who want to be considered to be more
1

are perceived as

similar way to naïveté and a lack of intelligence in terms of competence and warmth. This

security, the explanation may be less straight forward. Again, while presenting a facade
of competence, their actual knowledge was much lower. This suggests that the excuse
in turn drives them to be considered to be warmer through lower levels of competence.
that is driving their security behaviours, but rather their knowledge.

7.6. Chapter Summary
In this chapter the key factors relating to respondents’ security behaviours were
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and intention to engage in cybersecurity behaviours. These factors were important because
the revised model. The revised model presented in Chapter 5 showed how awareness,
perceived danger, internal factors, external factors, and perceived barriers contributed to
respondents’ intentions to engage in cybersecurity behaviours. In this chapter, the broadest
implications of the revised model were discussed. Next, the value of examining users’
security intentions and behaviours through the lens of user types was examined and related
to existing literature on user types. Throughout the study, it was possible to see that there was

of threats and actually carrying out security behaviours. Finally, this chapter explored
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hapter 8
Conclusions

8.1. Introduction

in cybersecurity practices. Focus groups and interviews were used to identify and explore
these factors and their relationships. This research was undertaken from an interpretivist
perspective. A qualitative approach was particularly useful in this study because of the
behaviours.
the existing cybersecurity literature, there were also several limitations associated with its

exploration of the relationships between the factors and determining which factors most
detail later in this chapter.
from Chapter 1 regarding identifying the factors related to home users’ intention to engage
in security behaviours (Chapter 4) and the ways that these factors worked together to
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Chapter 5
and the implications for theory, for practice, and for further research.

8.2. Summary of Findings

1.

2.

1.
practices.
2. Develop a framework to explain how these factors

3. Determine how the factors relating to awareness of threats
practices.
A literature review was conducted to identify factors and models related to users’ cybersecurity
behaviours in both home and organisational contexts. From the literature review, it was
determined that home users’ cybersecurity behaviours had not been explored as deeply as
security, nor are they required to undergo training to increase their awareness. Therefore,
there was a gap in the understanding of what factors from organisational cybersecurity
literature would be relevant in studying users’ general cybersecurity behaviours. From the
severity, perceived susceptibility, perceived threat, internal factors, external factors,
behaviours, and cybersecurity behaviours. The conceptual model was used to guide the
data collection and in the initial stages of the data analysis.
behaviours, focus groups and interviews were conducted. The analysis of the data from
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factors, perceived danger, perceived barriers and enablers, and cybersecurity intentions.
that were evident among these factors. In developing the revised model, several sub-factors

safer behaviours.

8.2.1.
Intentions

Awareness of threats is necessary for individuals to be able to form opinions about the
danger of threats. Awareness focuses on identifying what threats individuals are conscious
threats and safeguards is relevant, it is not required for individuals to become alert to the
existence of the threats in the news or through another source of information.
The construct of perceived danger includes individuals’ beliefs about their
susceptibility to threats and the severity of the associated consequences. Perceptions about
safeguards they use are at protecting them from cybersecurity threats. If they believe that
level of danger from the threats because the safeguard is believed to limit their susceptibility
to breaches and mitigate the associated damages.
External factors are cybersecurity related aspects of the individual’s environment.
their cybersecurity has been breached. These symptoms are often the catalyst event that
triggers changes in security behaviours because they illustrate that the danger of threats

about threats that are pushed to them. In this way, security messages are particularly
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important because they do not require the individual to actively seek out information
about threats and safeguards. Finally, whether or not an individual shares their computer
with someone can contribute to their security intentions. In particular, if they share the
computer and feel that someone else is taking care of their security, there is a tendency
for individuals to take fewer protective steps. In contrast, if individuals believe that they
are responsible for someone else’s cybersecurity, they tend to take more protective steps.
individual. Past experiences with security threats is directly related to symptoms because
the symptoms provide the catalyst event that triggers the emotional responses associated
with security breaches. Knowledge of threats and safeguards builds on awareness by
looking at how well individuals understand the threats and safeguards they are aware of.
themselves from cybersecurity breaches. Reliance on others is used to describe how much
responsibility individuals place on others to protect their cybersecurity. Although many
individuals consider themselves to be responsible for their own cybersecurity, there is still
an often demonstrated reliance on others. Trust in both websites and people is relevant
to considering how individuals change their security behaviours if they consider a site
or person to be trustworthy or how they change their behaviours if they believe that

is expectedly negative, feelings about safeguards are also often negative when they are
considered to be inconvenient and annoying. Finally, ego protectiveness accounts for the
of concern or lack of knowledge about security.
The perceived barriers to security focus on the external barriers such as time, cost,
and lack of prompting about security. Although factors such as lack of knowledge can
be considered as barriers to engaging in security practices, this research shows that lower
levels of certain internal factors tends to result in lower perceptions of danger, which acts

moderate perceptions of danger and positively contribute to intention to engage in safer

behaviours. The general assumption is that if individuals’ have a strong enough intention
to do something they will do so. However, within the cybersecurity context, it is possible
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to see that individuals will at times overstate the strength of their intention . This explains
in part why so often we see individuals explaining that they know what they should be
doing, even though they do not take those steps to protect their security. As a result, it is
their stated intention is accurate.

8.2.2.

constructs and factors. Research objective 2 was to develop a framework to explain how
Figure 8-1). To form
opinions about the severity of threats and their likely susceptibility to threats, the starting
point emerged as awareness. In order to actually take step to prevent or mitigate the
danger of these threats, users need to be aware of the possible safeguards they can use.

study, individuals who were unaware of the threats were less likely to consider them to be
Internal
Factors

Perceived
Barriers &
Enablers

Perceived Danger
Perceived
Susceptibility

Awareness

Perceived
Safeguard

Cybersecurity
Intentions

Perceived
Severity

External
Factors

Figure 8-1.
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dangerous. This is often because they do not have the necessary context for understanding
the danger and instead assume that because they have not heard of the threat, there is no
factors. The components of the internal factors are positively and negatively associated
with awareness.
The internal factor components of
knowledge, security orientation, and prior experience are
positively associated with awareness of threats.
The internal factor components of
reliance and trust are negatively associated with awareness
of threats.
The internal factor component of

creating opinions on security, individuals with lower levels of these factors are more likely
minor. This is because they either do not know what the possible consequences are or
because they do not think they can prevent them.
as symptoms and security messages provide individuals with the necessary evidence of the
existence threats, either because they have experienced the consequences for themselves
or because they have been given information about the threats from relevant sources. As
a result, they can serve to increase awareness of threats. However, security messages only
increase threat awareness if (1) the person understands the message and (2) they believe
that the message is relevant.
The external factor component of
symptoms is positively associated with threat awareness.
The external factor components of
security messages and computer use context are associated
with threat awareness.
However, simply being aware of threats does not mean that people will act on this awareness.
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In order for individuals to act on the threats that they are aware of, they must consider the
as a necessary precursor to developing perceptions of danger, it is not the only factor that

Awareness of threats is positively associated
with perceived danger of threats.

perceptions of danger. In particular, individuals’ perceived and actual knowledge, perceived

levels of perceived danger.
The internal factor components of
knowledge, security orientation, and prior experience are
positively associated with perceived danger.
The internal factor components of
negatively associated with perceived danger.
External factors also serve to enhance perceptions of danger because just as they provide
evidence to prompt awareness, they also provide evidence that they danger is relevant to the
individual. As a result, symptoms provided the greatest role for increasing the perception
of danger.
The external factor components of
symptoms and computer use context are positively associated
with perceived danger.
The external factor component of security
messages is associated with perceived danger.

individual considers them to be relevant and they understand them. In contrast, if they
are viewed as irrelevant or are not understood, the result can be neutral or even negative
because individuals do not consider themselves to be susceptible to the threat.
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As can be seen from the relationship between security messages and knowledge,
there are also links between internal and external factors.
The external factor component of
symptoms is positively associated with the internal factor
components of prior experience, security orientation, and
knowledge.
The external factor component of
symptoms is negatively associated with the internal factor
component of trust.
The external factor component of
computing context is associated with the internal factor
knowledge.
The external factor component of security

This shows how what happens in an individual’s external environment can have greater
reaching consequences on individual security behaviours through their internal factors.
For example, if people experience consistent and early success in dealing with security
future. However, if an individual has a more negative experience where they lose data
their perceived ability to prevent cybersecurity breaches, regardless of any evidence to the
contrary.
Conclusions about how dangerous the threats are leads to intentions to engage in
security behaviours.
Perceived danger is positively associated
with cybersecurity intentions.
The greater the perceived danger of the threat, the more likely an individual is to want to
take steps to avoid the threat. However, if the threat is not considered to be dangerous or
relevant to the individual, they are less likely to intend to take steps to protect themselves.
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individuals’ internal factors.
The internal factor components of security
orientation, knowledge, prior experience, and perceived self-

The internal factor components of
reliance, ego protection, and trust are positively associated
with perceived barriers.
The internal factor components of security
orientation, knowledge, prior experience, and perceived self-

The internal factor components of
reliance, ego protection, and trust are negatively associated
with perceived enablers.

what enables security behaviours, especially in the absence of perceived danger. Individuals
identifying reasons why they do. Although enablers were expected to have a somewhat
would be more aware of barriers since the goal of security is to keep everything as it should
be.
cybersecurity intentions are perceived danger and the barriers to engaging in security
behaviours. Barriers and enablers are of particular importance if an individuals’ perceptions
of danger are more moderate since they can shift the balance towards engaging or not
engaging in protective behaviours.
Perceived barriers are negatively associated
with cybersecurity intentions.
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Perceived enablers are positively associated
with cybersecurity intentions.

lead to a user’s cybersecurity intention.

Cybersecurity intentions are positively
associated with cybersecurity behaviours.
Although respondents often made statements that implied that they intended to protect
their computer, it was clear that in many cases this was not always the case. In these
situations it is necessary to look back to the perceptions of danger and the barriers and
enablers to see if the perceived intention matches the actual intention. However, if the
actual intention is strong enough, the users’ intentions are a good predictor of their overall
cybersecurity behaviours.

8.2.3. The Gap between Awareness and Practice
Further addressing research objective 3, which is to determine how the factors relating

in research into home users’ security behaviours is the existence of a gap between what
people know and what they actually do to protect themselves. In many cases, respondents
section 7.5). However,
many of these same respondents indicated an awareness that they not only needed to
protect their security, but also that they were aware of at least the basic steps they could be
taking. This research has provided a starting point for understanding why this gap exists.
However, the glibness and speed with which these responses were provided indicated that

not take the additional steps that they knew of. However, further questioning showed that
stemmed from other reasons. Therefore, the starting point for exploring this self-diagnosed
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a lack of concern about security. Respondents seemed to prefer considering themselves
“knew” about security because the issue is so universal to our culture with the ubiquity of
the internet. A comparison of the baseline level of knowledge that people are assumed
to have with the knowledge that people actually demonstrated, suggests that respondents
really do not want to be seen as unknowledgeable despite earlier comments about their lack

security. Therefore, knowledge, and a lack thereof, did not appear to be the sole driver of
the gap between what respondents knew and what they did.
for not engaging in more protective behaviours. This lack of concern often stems from
a lack of perceived danger about the threats. Assessments of perceived danger are often
rooted in knowledge and awareness of threats. If individuals have low levels of awareness
or are not particularly knowledgeable about threats, they do not have the necessary starting
point from which to form opinions about their susceptibility to threats or the severity of
the potential consequences. However, even individuals who are knowledgeable can feel
that the overall danger is low because they believe they are not susceptible to threats. The
reasons for this range from lack of anything of value, to not being the right kind of target,
to trusting in the steps that they had already taken to prevent threats. However, without

contributes to lower intentions to engage in protective behaviours.
Although knowledge and perceived susceptibility appear to be the main contributors
number of combined factors that lead to lower levels of perceived danger. Therefore, in

that this can be addressed is to look at the combinations of factors, as used to determine

8.3. Implications
In this section, the theoretical and practical implications for this study are presented.
The main theoretical contribution is the addition of the model to the body of knowledge
and an increased understanding of the reasons why the gap between awareness and
knowledge exists. The main practical contribution is that the understanding of the factors
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8.3.1. Theoretical Implications

in past research (see Table 2-5, p. 51-52), the list of factors is far from exhaustive. In
of threats and the value of awareness provides in relation to users’ intention to engage
in protective behaviours. The current research contributes to the body of knowledge on
our understanding of users’ cybersecurity behaviours and what factors contribute to their
intentions to engage in these behaviours. In particular, this research has looked at home
which is an area where much of the previous research has been focused.
This research has shown how several factors that have not been examined in great
detail in previous research are relevant to users’ cybersecurity behaviours. In particular,
the awareness of threats has not been extensively researched. In many cases, awareness
appeared to be assumed because of the focus on particular technologies or threats. In the
context of general security behaviours taken in this study, awareness has been shown to be
a precursor to the development of perceptions about the danger of threats. Few previous
cybersecurity studies have considered awareness as a distinct factor or construct. Nor have
previous cybersecurity studies considered the factors that can lead to increased awareness.
see how both internal and external factors can contribute to users’ awareness of threats
and safeguards. In addition, this research has shown how awareness is a prerequisite for
developing opinions about the danger of threats. This further supports the proposition by
contributes to perceived security risk, which leads to intention to transact with a website.
In addition, this research also looks not only at how factors relate to users’

users’ intentions, it has not considered the relationships between these constructs or the
relationships between the component factors. Much of the existing research has looked at
examining factors related to cybersecurity in isolation. However, this research contributes

each other.
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of the factors found in this research contribute to further understanding not only about
whether people actually know how to protect their security, but why they do not. This
research suggests that one of the main reasons why people do not follow through security
even though they should know better is because they do not consider the danger of the
threat and have long been established as relevant factors when studying cybersecurity
behaviours. However, a gap remained in explaining why perceptions of severity and
other factors have been studied alongside of severity and susceptibility, there has been little
research into understanding what contributes to these perceptions. This research begins
to address the gap on identifying what factors contribute to perceptions of severity and
perceived danger along with awareness.
Finally, while categorising individuals based on characteristics has often been used
in marketing research, researchers have only begun to expand on how users could be

certain factors interact and contribute to users’ cybersecurity behaviours. Although user
types have been used minimally in categorising users (see section 7.4), they have not been
an additional level of explanation and clarity for explaining what factors contribute to
cybersecurity behaviours.

8.3.2. Practical Implications
The value of identifying these factors in practical terms is for the companies and
people whose job it is to promote internet security. Practically, the examination of what
threats users are aware of (see section 4.3
know about and what security companies think that users should be concerned about. This
highlights a challenge for security companies who may assume that users have a certain
base level of awareness of threats, which may not actually be present.
Another message that can be taken away from this research is that users need to be
aware of both the threats and the safeguards in order to form opinions about the perceived
danger. The understanding and awareness of threats contributes to perceived severity and
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susceptibility. Awareness and understanding of safeguards can contribute to perceived
means that if we want to ensure that users form accurate opinions about cybersecurity
threats, they need to both be aware of the threats and safeguards and have enough of an
understanding of the threats to assess the relevance to them personally.
Building on the importance of the individual factors in improving the security
messages that companies and organisations put forward, the model provides further insight
the user types highlight areas where particular groups of users have factors that contribute
to lower perceptions of danger or that decrease their intention to engage in cybersecurity
practices. Therefore, understanding which factors contribute to users’ intentions and where
One of the biggest issues that has been seen in both this research and in the literature
is that with security, there is a risk that people will feel that the threat does not apply to

engaging in cybersecurity behaviours.
provides a starting point for looking at the areas we need to improve in order to minimise

did not need to be concerned. This suggests that there are areas where individuals need to
become more knowledgeable before they can be expected to understand what the dangers
are online.
Finally, as cybersecurity breaches become more common, it seems likely that users
will be expected to have some base level of knowledge about what they need to protect
against and how they can do so. However, if there is an assumption that users already
have this knowledge, there is a danger that people are not being provided with the type
of information they need not only to protect their own home computers, but also to
contribute to the gap between awareness and practice, more targeted messages can be
used, which may help overcome that gap.
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8.4. Limitations

not generalisable. However, Barbour (2001) suggests the aim of qualitative research should
generalisability. In this study, purposive sampling was used in order to explore a variety
of respondents’ perceptions and behaviours in relation to their cybersecurity. Three focus
groups and 20 individual interviews were carried out. Interviews were conducted until no
new information emerged in order to ensure that a broad enough selection of participants
of user types (focusing on age, gender, and the length of time they had been using the
internet). Although the original intention was to get a spread of users who had been using
10+ years. Few people approached had used it for less time. This was likely due to the fact

Despite not being as generalisable as quantitative data, for the purposes of this
study, qualitative research remained appropriate. The goal of this study was not to test the

organisational users’ cybersecurity behaviours, there is still little research focusing on the

practice. Therefore, despite existing research into users’ cybersecurity behaviours, there
remained a need to identify factors and relationships between factors that contribute to
users’ security behaviours. In order to address the limitation of being generalisable, in the
future, additional quantitative research should be carried out in order to further verify the
The focus on users’ intentions rather than their actual behaviours could be considered
a limitation. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, if an individual has a strong enough
intention to do something, there is an assumption that the person will do so. Therefore, it
is possible to study intentions rather than behaviours.
A similar limitation is that this study focused on perceptions, such as perceived
the reality to be and the actual reality. However, much of the way that individuals act is
governed by their perception of reality. Therefore, even if respondents’ perceptions did not
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represent an objective view of reality, it is their subjective interpretation that will guide their
levels of knowledge or awareness, there is value in exploring users’ perceptions of their
own ability. Perceptions may be valuable in exploring how users’ see themselves especially
in terms of security given the existence of the gap between what people know and what
they do. If their actual awareness or knowledge was tested in a quantitative way, it may
Finally, interpretative research by its very nature is open to some degree of variance
based on the person interpreting the statements. Therefore, although this is a limitation
quantitative research.

8.5. Areas for Future Research

relationships have been proposed based on the qualitative data, these relationships could
be further tested in order to help establish whether the model can be further generalised
to a wider context.
Another area for future research with this model is to explore the applicability of
it within an organisational context. Although organisations are likely to have clearer
rules regarding the use of the internet and sanctions for acting outside of those rules, it
remains that security is the responsibility of people and in order to encourage more secure
behaviours amongst workers, many of these factors may continue to be relevant.
This research shows how several factors appear to contribute to the gap between
awareness, knowledge, and practice. However, future research could be done to explore if

users’ to engage in more secure behaviours online.
perceived and actual levels of awareness and knowledge contribute to the gap between
what people say they know compared to what they do. From the research, it appears that
behaviours that users engage in. However, more could be done to quantitatively assess the
actual knowledge and awareness of threats to be compared to perceived levels.
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their applicability in a wider context of both home and organisational users. Furthermore,
they can also be further researched in order to determine if there are additional relevant
factors, how the factors relate to each other, and the strengths of the relationships between
the factors.

8.6. Conclusions
This research has taken a qualitative, exploratory approach to studying home users’
internet security behaviours. In doing so, the factors relating to home users’ cybersecurity

user types helped to further illustrate the relationships between the factors shown in the
model as well as to illustrate how the factors can combine and lead to certain behaviours.
This research further explores the realm of home users’ cybersecurity behaviours,

not have the necessary contextual understanding of the threats they are faced with, and
threats and the severity of the consequences. However, awareness alone does not ensure
that users will act safely. Instead, a combination of internal and external factors contributes
to the perceived danger which, in combination with the barriers to engaging in security
behaviours, leads to users’ cybersecurity intentions.

exploration to help identify what factors contribute to its existence. One of the ways to
security messages. Targeted security messages have been shown by researchers to be more
contribute to the gap, the user types can be used to focus on the combination of factors
that are particularly relevant for each of the types of users, creating even more targeted
messages.
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Appendix 1
A
AJAX & JavaScript

vulnerable to attacks by malicious users (TrendMicro, 2008)
B
steps are typically associated with the things that individuals do
rather than whether or not they have protective software installed on
their computer.
C
sites (Microsoft, 2008)
The protection of data from unauthorised use and from unwanted
destruction by Internet threats (including, but not limited to spam,
phishing, malware, and other web based threats)
leading to data, personal, or other consequences which require the
individual to take steps to remedy.
Malicious software and the actions of malicious users which can
lead to cybersecurity breaches. A cybersecurity threat does not have

H
Honeypot An “information system resource whose value lies in the
unauthorised or illicit use of that resource” Honeypots can be used
to “defend against such attacks by slowing their scanning down,
I
Invisible
hidden
elements
on webpages that allow malicious users’ to
iFrames
compromise legitimate websites (Trend Micro, 2008)
M
An individual who writes, propagates, or is otherwise responsible for
cybersecurity threats. Despite the term “hackers” often being used
to refer to malicious users, it should be noted that a hackers do not
always act maliciously. Therefore, the term malicious users is used.
P
Patch

update functionality, or close security vulnerabilities in the system.
Failure to ensure that a piece of software is patched can result in
vulnerabilities that can be exploited by malicious users.
A social engineering technique used to gain sensitive information
a malicious user impersonates a legitimate website or person to
Readiness Team, 2001).
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The steps that individuals take to protect their security online. This
can involve both behavioural safeguards and the use of protective
software.
software that is used to identify and prevent cybersecurity breaches.
Also referred to as protective technologies.

promotes another piece of software (typically malicious) to restore
only provides malicious users with the opportunity to install further
malware on a user’s computer, but also to get their credit card
S
Spam
Communications and Media Authority, 2007).
T
Trojan Horse A program that appears to do one thing, but instead does something
U
Risks associated with unsafe cybersecurity behaviours, such as
sharing passwords, the use of weak passwords, and opening emails
user’s behaviour rather than a technological weakness that can be
V
A programs that replicates itself on users’ computers similar
to how a human virus replicates in a person’s body (Australian
Communications and Media Authority, 2007).
W
Worm

viruses and trojan horses, they do not require another program to
Z
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Table A-1

Overview of literature

Overview of literature based on the researched components

Adams (1999)
Ahmed (2007)
Al-Khouri (2007)
Albrechtsen (2007)
Anderson (2006)
Aytes (2004)
Baskerville (2003)
Boukerche (2004)
Chan (2005)
Charoen (2008)
Chou (1999)
Clayton (2008
Culnan (2008)
Dentu (2007)
Dinev (2006)
Dinev (2007)
Dodge (2007)
Drennan (2006)
Felchais (2003)
Fucs (2007)
Furnell (2007)
Garrison (2008)
Good (2006)
Han (2002)
Hofmeyr (2004)
Kirda (2006)
Knapp (2007
Kruck (2006)
Lallmahamood (2007)
LaRose (2005)
LaRose (2005)
LaRose (2007)
LaRose (2007)
Key

Actor
O
O
H
H
O
O
O
O
-

Method

H
H
H
H
H
O
H
H
O
H
O
H
H
H
H
H
H

T

H - Home

T
T

T
T
T
T

P
T
T
P
T
T
T
T
P
T
T
T

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
C
C
C
A
A
C

T
-

P
P - Privacy
TTechnical

A
C
C
C
C - Ongoing
A - OneTime
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Actor
H
O
I
H
H
H
H
O
H
H
O
H
O
O
O
O
H
H
O
H
O

LaRose (2008)
Lee (2002)
Leonard (2004)
Lu (2006)
Milne (2004)
Milne (2004)
Ng (2005)
Ng (2008)
Pahnila (2007)
Provos (2007)
Rice (2007)
Rifon (2005)
Ryu (2005)

Youn (2005)
Key
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Table A-2

Overview of top level codes

5PQ-FWFM$PEFTGSPN'PDVT(SPVQTBOE*OUFSWJFXT

Age
Analogies

Knowledge
Ego Protection

Awareness
Barriers
Beliefs

Consequences
CurrentBehaviours

Threats
Trust
Value

PriorExperience
Privacy
Reliance
Responsibility

Feelings
FuturePredictions
Hardware
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Age_Concern

Age_Fear

Age_Knowledge

Perception that older people are more
concerned about potential security
breaches than younger people.
Perception that older internet users are
more afraid of potential cybersecurity
threats.
Perception that younger users are more
knowledgeable about potential internet
security threats and how to deal with
them.
of computers or associated online
services.

Analogy_Consequences

Analogy_Threats

Analogy relating to the consequences of
an attack.
Analogy relating to cybersecurity
safeguards and how they work.
Analogy relating to what a cybersecurity
threat is and how it works.
Belief that the “normal” person believes
that their computer includes a certain
level of protection from the time that
it is purchased and no further action is
required.
"Perception that the “normal” user
respondents to be ""good"" security."
Perception that the “normal” user is
are taking.
Belief that the “normal” user requires
some sort of catalyst event to start
safeguarding themselves. Otherwise, the
average user does not act in a protective
manner.
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Belief that the “normal” user does not
have enough knowledge to be aware
of the threats that are online or the
safeguards that can be taken to protect
themselves from these threats.
Perception that the “normal” user does
not pay attention to the potential threats
online.
Perception that the “normal” user does
not take any additional steps to protect
themselves from the potential online
threats.
Perception that the “normal” person is
how internet security threats work or
what the threats are.
Perception that the “normal” user
is better informed about threats and
sources of threats and therefore is
generally able to successfully avoid
them.
Perception that the “normal” user knows
enough about threats and safeguards to
take the necessary basic precautions and
that they do so.
Perception that the “normal” user is not
concerned with internet threats.
Perception that the “normal” user is
being adventurous but not necessarily
taking a risk when they open an email
from an unknown source.
Perception that the “normal” user opens
source)
"Perception that the “normal” user visits
source), or too many ""unknown""
websites."
Perception that the reason that the
“normal” user takes steps to protect
their internet security is in order to
protect their family.
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Awareness_Threats

Respond_ThreatAwareness
RespondThreat_Low
RespondThreat_Mod
RespondThreat_High

Perceptions of users about the awareness
of the “normal” user and themselves in
terms of safeguards.
Perceptions of about how aware the
“normal” user is of the safeguards that
they can take to protect their computer.
Perception that the “normal” person has
a low level of safeguard awareness.
Perception that the “normal” person has
a moderate level of safeguard awareness.
Perception that the “normal” person has
a high level of safeguard awareness.
The self-rated perceptions of how aware
respondents are of the safeguards that
can be taken to protect their computers.
The respondent indicated a low level of
safeguard awareness.
The respondent indicated a moderate
level of safeguard awareness.
The respondent indicated a high level of
safeguard awareness.
Perceptions of respondents about the
awareness of the “normal” user and
themselves in terms of cybersecurity
threats.
Perceptions of about how aware the
“normal” user is of cybersecurity
threats.
Perception that the “normal” person has
a low level of threat awareness.
Perception that the “normal” person has
a moderate level of threat awareness.
Perception that the “normal” person has
a high level of threat awareness.
The self-rated perceptions of how aware
respondents are of cybersecurity threats.
The respondent indicated a low level of
threat awareness.
The respondent indicated a moderate
level of threat awareness.
The respondent indicated a high level of
threat awareness.
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RespondThreat_FBVirus

Barriers
Barrier_Impact

The awareness that participants had
about a news article on a Facebook virus
that was presented to them during a
focus group exercise.

BarrierImpact_Low

The impact that the barriers have on
respondents actually taking steps to
protect themselves. This is a self-rated
measure given by participants.
The respondent indicated they are

BarrierImpact_Mod

engaging in cybersecurity behaviours.
The respondent indicated they are

BarrierImpact_High

engaging in cybersecurity behaviours.
The respondent indicated they are
in cybersecurity behaviours.
The respondent indicated they are
unsure about how much their security

Barrier_Overcoming
regarding overcoming the barriers to
engaging in safer practices that were
Barrier_Perceived

PercBar_FinCost

Barriers that respondents see as
preventing them from engaging in what
participants consider to be good internet
security behaviours.
The speed with which threats (in
particular) change. Also includes the
need to change behaviours in order to
adapt to the changing threat landscape.
A sense of complacency about internet
security (e.g. what I have must be good
enough).
Perception that engaging in safer

PercBar_DinishReturns

expensive.
Perception that there is little value

PercBar_FastChanging

PercBar_Complacent

into learning about threats because
investment in gaining the knowledge.
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PercBar_Energy

PercBar_Forgetfulness

PercBar_Habit

PercBar_NoCloseExp

PercBar_Ignorance

Perception that because respondents do
not feel susceptible to internet threats
they are unlikely to take additional steps
to protect themselves.
Perceived amount of energy required
by the respondent to be up to date on
the various threats and safeguards, the
energy expended to take the safeguards,
and the energy expended to gain the
requisite knowledge.
"Respondents feel increasingly
""stupid"" as they try to gain more
knowledge about threats since there are
barriers to understanding."
Respondents indicating that they simply
forget to take the steps required to
protect themselves.
Negative or neutral security habits
in this case. For example, the habit
of ignoring updates (neutral) or
downloading from places where there is
a higher than average risk of malware
(negative).
Perception that it is hard to keep up
with the changing threat landscape and
safeguards.
Neither the respondent nor someone
close to them has previously experienced
an internet security breach to the best of
the respondent's knowledge.
Perception by the respondent that they
are ignorant of the threats or safeguards
that they need to be aware of in order
to protect their computer from internet
security threats.

PercBar_IntentNoAct
to use but they have not been followed
up on.
PercBar_Jargon
technical terms related to internet
security.
Respondents feel unwilling to work
towards protecting their computers due
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PercBar_NoPrompts

Respondents feel less likely to do
anything to protect themselves if they
are not provided with some sort of
prompt (e.g. security message, threat

PercBar_NoPersonalExp

Respondents who had not previously
experienced an internet security breach
considered this lack of experience as a
barrier to action.
Respondents depended on others to
take care of the security for them which
lessened the likelihood of them taking
steps to protect themselves.
Protective software utilising system
resources and slowing the performance
of the computer (especially when
running scans) prevented the use of it.
Feeling so overwhelmed with the
available information, the information
pushed at respondents, the requirements
of websites, etc., that at a certain point
respondents begin to ignore security and
stop taking steps to protect themselves.
Perception that a high level of technical

PercBar_Reliance

PercBar_Time

TimeBar_IncAware

computer online.
Perception that a high time commitment
required to safeguard a respondent’s
computer.
Time requirement associated with
actually taking the steps to protect
the respondent from internet security
threats.
Time requirement associated with
increasing the respondent’s awareness
of the current internet security threats,
how they work, and how they may be
Time requirement associated with
safeguards (including both technological
and social safeguards).

Belief_ExpectAssumptions
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Expectations and assumptions made by
respondents.
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Assumpt_BanksFix

Assumpt_BanksNotify

Assumpt_PrivacyExpected

Assumpt_HopeNothingNegative

Assumpt_MacsNotVulnerable

Assumpt_Password
Assumpt_PeopleTrustworthy
Assumpt_CompleteProtection

that occur because of cybersecurity
breaches.
Credit card companies will notify you of
anomalous activity on your credit card
quickly.
Expectation of privacy that individuals
have regarding their data.
Only costly security is worthwhile.
The hope that nothing negative (e.g. a
security breach) happens.
The hope that the protective software
utilised will successfully protect against
all threats.
Mac computers are not vulnerable to
viruses and other malware.
Open source software and freeware is
less secure.
Having a password will protect you from
security threats.
Overall belief that people online are
generally trustworthy.
If you have protective software installed
on your computer you do not have to
worry about a security breach occurring.

Assumpt_InherentTrustworthy
trustworthy.

Belief_Negative
BelNeg_NoConcernExp

BelNeg_DoLittle
BelNeg_DoNotDo

BenNeg_NoDepth
BelNeg_NoAttention

responsible for worrying about keeping
the computer safe.
Negative security feelings and beliefs.
Respondent is not concerned about
security until it happens to them or
someone close to them.
Feeling that not much needs to be done
to protect respondents’ internet security.
Respondents do not do what they know
that they should do to protect themselves
online.
Respondent does not look into the
Respondents do not pay attention to
threats.
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BelNeg_FutureConcernPossible

BelNeg_NotConcerned

BelNeg_TechChangesTooQuick

BelNeg_HurtComputerNotPerson

Respondent does not take threats online
seriously.
Respondent is not currently concerned
about threats, but they may be
concerned about them in the future.
Overall attitude that the respondent is
not concerned about security online.
Respondent takes security for granted.
Technology changes too quickly for
steps taken by the respondent to be
Respondent prefers to take the easiest
way to use their computer.
Respondent belief that they are unlikely
to be attacked online.
Things that cause problems with the
computer it do not hurt the individual.

Belief_PartCharacteristics

Belief_Positive
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participants in relation to security.
Cynical approach towards security and
actions online.
Distrustful of individuals and websites
online.
Fearful of threats and being online.
Naïve about computers and internet
security.
Not web-savvy and do not understand
the intricacies of online security.
Feelings of paranoia online.
Proactive about security (e.g. takes
protective steps to prevent something
from happening).
Reactive to security events (e.g. acts after
something has happened).
Generally avoids risk online.
Generally trusting of people online
(regardless of whether they know the
person they are interacting with).
Positive security beliefs and feelings.
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Positive_DiscussionIncConcern

Positive_Careful

Beliefs_Threats
BelThreat_ManyThreats
BelThreat_MajorThreats
BelThreat_NotNice
BelThreat_HardToRid
BelThreat_QuickChange

The discussion itself raised the
respondent’s awareness enough that they
indicated that it increased their concern
about security.
Respondents felt the need to be
generally careful online in order to avoid
threats.
A culture that focuses on online security
and examples of security culture.
Feelings and beliefs about safeguards.

of once.
Feelings and beliefs about threats.
There are a lot of threats that users
need to be aware of.
Major threats are more worthy of
attention than minor threats.

Threats can change quickly.
than online.
The respondent is unaware of threats
that they may be faced with online.
The respondent is unsure of how to deal
with threats if a breach does occur.
Taking safeguards means that there
is one less thing for the respondent to
worry about online.
level of reassurance that they will not

unclear.

about the skills held by a respondent.
Indicative of a moderate level of
respondent.
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about the skills held by a respondent.
Consequences_Concern

ConsequenceConsern_Low

ConsequenceConcern_Mod

ConsequenceConcern_High

Consequences_Perceived

The level of concern associated with the
perceived consequences as rated by the
participants.
Generally unconcerned concerned
about the potential consequences of
cybersecurity threats
Moderate level of concern about
potential consequences of cybersecurity
threats
Refers to participants being highly
concerned about the potential
consequences of cybersecurity threats
Refers to the perceived consequences
associated with an internet security
breach

PercConseq_AcctCompromised

PercConseq_BandwidthTheft

PercConseq_Cumulative

PercConseq_DataDisclosure

PercConseq_DataLoss

otherwise) compromised due to a breach
which provides a malicious user with the
login details to an account.
Refers to the consequence of bandwidth
theft as a result of an internet security
breach
Refers to the perception that it's not a
single consequence that users need to
be most concerned about, but rather
a combination of several leading to an
Refers to the perceived consequence that
an internet security breach will make
private data public by disclosing it to a
3rd party.
Refers to the perceived consequence that
an internet security breach will make
personal data inaccessible or corrupted.
The perceived consequence that an
internet security threat will slow down
the performance of a computer or
will decrease storage due to malicious
on the computer.
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PercConseq_Financial
associated with an internet security
breach
FinConseq_AcctAccess
associated with having your banking
details stolen due to an internet security
threat.
The perception that in order to recover
from a security breach it may require
purchasing new hardware (e.g. a new
computer)
Costs associated with buying better or
more up to date security software in
order to recover from a breach.
Consequences associated with having
your credit card information stolen due
to an internet security threat.
FinConseq_OtherPurch

PercConseq_IDTheft
PercConseq_InfectedComp

PercConseq_RepHarm

PercConseq_TimeCost

TimeConseq_Prevent

something for yourself that you might
not have otherwise had to pay for. This
does not refer to purchases made by 3rd
parties rather than those made by you.
Identity theft caused by an internet
security breach.
Perception that the consequence of an
internet security threat is an infected
computer.
Potential loss of reputation that a person
has earned, due to an internet security
breach.
Time required to return to the status
quo as a consequence of an internet
security breach.
Time required to install software
protections and maintain safe
behaviours in order to prevent (as much
as possible) the occurrence of a future
cybersecurity breach.

TimeConseq_Repair

PercConseq_TransferMalware

Possibility of an internet security breach
at home contributing to an internet
security breach at work.
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Respondent was unsure of the potential
consequences of an internet security
breach.
"Respondent considered the
consequence of a breach being ""weird
things"" happening to their computer."

respondents take to protect themselves
online.
protect themselves online. These factors
are all behavioural steps and do not
depend on a particular type of software.
Avoiding perceived sources of threats
(e.g. avoiding pornographic websites or
torrent sites).
Checking a website's reviews through
other sources before purchasing
anything on the site (e.g. resellerratings.
com).
Not clicking links in emails or instant
messages.
Not clicking on popup ads.
Forwarding of threat notices (generally
from work) to other family members.
Only using the computer online when
the person needs to be online, otherwise
General use of what respondents
deem to be safe behaviours in a more
general way, comprising of various safe
behaviours.
user's data.
Backing up data on a second storage
medium (e.g. online, mass storage
device, external hard drive, CD-ROM,
etc.)
traditional C-drive as a way to protect
them from harm.
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Not opening suspicious emails.
Not opening email attachments that the
person was not expecting.
Not opening emails if the person does
not know who has sent it.
Current safe password behaviours
indicated by respondents.
Changing a password regularly.
Not writing down your password.
sites.

DataPrivacy_Disclosure

IDPrivacy_NoPublicising

Practices related to securing an
individual's privacy.
Consideration by the respondent of the
potential for disclosure of information.
Not putting sensitive information on
the computer in case the computer is
compromised.
Not making private information public
(e.g. not posting your home address on
the internet).

IDPrivacy_NoRealName
required online.
Practices relating to computer software
and keeping the computer safe.
Antivirus software is kept up to date.

websites.
Not paying bills online.
Not using online banking,
Only visiting trusted websites.
engage in with regard to their
behaviours, data practices, password
practices, software practices, and trust.
Not actively taking any steps to secure a
home computers (non-action).
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Ignoring the threats that respondents are
aware of (non-action).
Overriding the decisions of their
security software.
Not utilising frequent backups of their
important documents.
Allowing your internet browser to save
your logins.
changing it.

Continuously being logged in to a
website.

protective software.
Assumption that a computer has
antivirus software without actually
checking to see if it does.
Not using privacy protection software
(non-action).

inactive).
Assumption that trustworthy sites are
malware free.

cybersecurity in order to understand
what their perception of the term was.
internet security in order to understand
what their perception of the term was.
Feeling_Afraid
Feeling_Annoyed
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Feeling_Concerned
concerned.
Feeling_Confused
Feeling_Devastated
devastated.
Feeling_Frustrated
Feeling_Ignorant
Feeling_Invincible
Feeling_Nervous
Feeling_Paranoid

unconcerned about security risks.
unknowledgeable.

Future_Intentions

FutureIntent_Proactive

ProactIntent_Awareness

ProactIntent_InfoFamily
FutureIntent_Reactive
ReactIntent_Hardware

Intentions of how participants
anticipated that they would respond to
threats in the future.
Proactive steps that respondents
indicated that they could take in the
future to protect against threats.
Avoiding the perceived source of the
threat (e.g. email or websites).
Avoiding using the internet for any
purpose.
Being aware of the threats that they
could be faced with and increasing that
awareness.
Being more suspicious about things
online.
Informing their family of any security
related information they encountered.
Purchasing new hardware to replace
hardware “damaged” by a security
breach.
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ReactIntent_DecTrust

ReactIntent_NotConnect

ReactIntent_NoChange
Future_Likelihood

FutureLike_Low
FutureLike_Mod
FutureLike_High
Future_Predictions

that is perceived to be risky.
Continued use of the internet with no
change to behaviours.
The perceived likelihood that
respondents would encounter a
cybersecurity threat in the future.
Low perceived likelihood of
encountering a cybersecurity threat.
Moderate perceived likelihood of
encountering a cybersecurity threat.
High perceived likelihood of
encountering a cybersecurity threat.
Predictions made by respondents about
the future threat landscape.

Hardware_Mobile
Hardware_Mac

Mobile Phones, Tablets, iPods
Apple computers running a version of

Hardware_PC

PC computers (all PC computers
were running a version of Microsoft

InternetInfo_Google
InternetInfo_Govt
InternetInfo_General

OtherInfo_YellowPages
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Purchasing new software to remedy the
resulting consequences of a security
breach.
Decreasing the trust held in online
sources.
Continued use of the internet with little
change.
Physically disconnect from the internet,
only connecting as needed (rather than
always on).

Internet based sources of information
about security threats.
Google.
Government websites.
General information available on the
internet (e.g. blogs, security sites, etc.)
Other sources of information about
security threats.
Yellow Pages.
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FamilyInfo_Child
FamilyInfo_Relative
FamilyInfo_Parent
FamilyInfo_Husband
FamilyInfo_Partner

ExpertInfo_
HardwareManufacturer
ExpertInfo_Retailer
ExpertInfo_TechExpert

about security threats.
Colleagues at work.
Family members.
Information sought from children of
respondents.
Information sought from other relatives
of respondents.
Information sought from parents of
respondents.
Information sought from respondents’
husbands.
Information sought from respondents’
partners.
Information sought from respondents’
wives.
Information sought from friends of
respondents.
Information sought from perceived
security experts.
Information from the hardware
manufacturer (e.g. Apple, Dell, IBM).
Information from a technology retailer.
Information from a perceived technical
expert (may also be a family member

InfoMedia_Book

they are perceived to be an expert in the
subject area for some reason).
Traditional sources of information.
Books.

InfoMedia_News

Newspapers, TV news, Internet news.

Knowledge_Good

GoodKnow_Proactive

GoodKnow_RecogniseThreats

Correct and well informed knowledge
by respondents about security threats
and safeguards.
Respondents indicated that they knew
that it was good to be proactive rather
than reactive in terms of security.
The respondent demonstrated the
knowledge associated with being able to
identify online threats.
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The respondent demonstrated the
knowledge associated with being able to
identify scams in email and on websites.
The respondent demonstrated the
knowledge required to be able to
recognise suspicious websites and to
GoodKnow_

GoodKnow_PermanenceInfo

GoodKnow_VirusesDisguised

Knowledge_Poor

Knowledge_IncorrAssumptions
Knowledge_FGQuestions
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The respondent demonstrate
knowledge in relation to the potential
for incompatibilities and problems to
arise if multiple versions of protective
software are installed.
The respondent demonstrated
knowledge that whatever is put online
has the potential to be available to
anyone, forever.
The respondent demonstrated
the knowledge associated with
understanding threats.
The respondent demonstrated the
knowledge of how viruses can be
disguised as non-malicious seeming
items.
The respondent demonstrated the
knowledge of understanding that many
things (aside from just malware) can be
responsible for slowing down computers.
Poor, inaccurate, or misleading
knowledge demonstrated by
respondents.
The respondent indicated that they did
not know what to be concerned about
online.
The respondent indicated that they did
not know how threats worked (to the
extent the the average person would be
expected to understand ho threats work).
Incorrect assumptions about security
made by respondents
Questions that were raised in the focus
groups that were answered by other
participants.
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Knowledge associated with
understanding the topics raised (e.g.
when the discussion was on a particular
topic, did the respondent understand it).
The respondent demonstrated a low
level of understanding the topic at hand.
The respondent demonstrated
uncertainty about the topic at hand.
The respondent demonstrated a high
level of understanding about the topic.
Ego_Luck

Luck_Lucky

Ego_Boasting
Ego_Downplaying

Perceptions about the luckiness
or unluckiness associated with
cybersecurity breaches.
The perception by the participant that
they have been lucky enough to avoid
internet security breaches.
The perception by the participant that
they have been unlucky and therefore
have had to deal with some sort of
internet security breach.
Boasting about the respondent’s security
prowess.
Downplaying the respondent’s security
prowess.
Perceived characteristics of malicious
users as described by respondents.
Malicious users are devious.
wealthy.
Malicious users are foreigners.
Malicious users have the latest
technology available to them.
Malicious users have taken steps to
ensure that they know about their
victims before targeting them.
Malicious users take steps to plan ahead
who they will attack and what they hope
to get.
Malicious users are smart.
Malicious users are talented (regarding
their technology skills).
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Malicious users have been well educated
which has furthered their skills.
Malicious users are young
Perceived goals associated with
malicious users behaviours as described
by respondents.
Malicious users want to defraud their
Malicious users want to get money from
their victims.
Malicious users want to prove their skills
to other malicious users.
Malicious users want to steal their
victims’ information.
The perceived motives behind malicious
users’ behaviours as described by
respondents.
Malicious users have nothing to lose by
engaging in malicious behaviours.
Malicious users simply want to prank
(a very non-malicious outcome) their
victims.
Malicious users want to show their
victims and other malicious users that
they are clever.
Opinions about malicious users
described by respondents.
Malicious users leer into their victims
lives.
Malicious users will not target
individuals that are of low value (e.g. no
valuable data, not rich, etc.)
Malicious users are not nice individuals.
Tactics respondents believed that
malicious users could use to attack them.
The use of fake security sites to
install malware or provide incorrect
information to respondents.
The perceived targets of malicious users.
Institutions and businesses.
People who use PCs (e.g. not Mac or
Linux users).
People who are rich.
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Notif_Error

Notif_None

Participants indicated that they had seen
error messages in relation to their online
security.
Participants indicated that they had not
that their online security was at risk.
Participants indicated that they had
seen messages originating from software
(typically protective software) about their
security.
Participants indicated that they had seen
operating system messages in relation to

PerceivedSeverity
The perceived severity of the
consequences of a cybersecurity breach
was low.
The perceived severity of the
consequences of a cybersecurity breach
was moderate.
The perceived severity of the
consequences of a cybersecurity breach
was high.
The respondent considered the
likelihood of experiencing a
cybersecurity breach to be low.
The respondent considered the
likelihood of experiencing a
cybersecurity breach to be moderate.
The respondent considered the
likelihood of experiencing a
cybersecurity breach to be high.
PriorExp_IncreasedConcern
PriorExp_Example

Result of prior experience as increased
concern about threats.
Examples of prior experiences that
respondents had with cybersecurity
breaches.
The respondent indicated that they were
unsure whether they had experienced a
cybersecurity breach in the past.
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PriorExp_No

The respondent indicated that they
believed that they had not experienced

PriorExp_Yes

The respondent indicated that they
believed they had experienced a

PriorExpImpact_Negative

The result of experiencing a breach
in the past had a self-rated negative
online because of a past event, being less

PriorExpImpact_Neutral

The result of experiencing a breach in
on the respondent (e.g. no change in

PriorExpImpact_Positive

The result of experiencing a breach
in the past had a self-rated positive
increased skill).

Privacy
Privacy_Concerns
Privacy_ContentOwnership
PrivacyIntentionalDisclosure

Privacy_Identity
PrivacyID_FalseIdentity

General concerns about privacy online.
Concerns about the ownership of
content that is put online.
Concerns about the intentional
disclosure of information to third parties
(often via a social networking service).
Concerns arising from a person’s online
identity.
The use of a false identity for online
activities based on the perception that
this will safeguard the respondent’s
privacy.

PrivacyID_Truth

Privacy_Protection

about telling the truth about yourself
online and the impact this may have on
your privacy and online identity.
Concerns over protecting an individual’s
privacy online.
materials or goods online.
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Reliance_Level

The self-rated level of reliance on others
as indicated by respondents.

RelyLevel_Low
RelyLevel_Mod
moderate.
RelyLevel_High
Demo_RelianceLevel
DemoRely_Low
DemoRely_Mod
DemoRely_High
Reliance_People
Rely_Family
RelyFamily_Child
RelyFamily_Other
RelyFamily_Parent

Rely_Friend
Rely_Other

Reliance_Tech

Rely_Passwords

Comments illustrating respondents’ level
of reliance on others.
Demonstration of low levels of reliance
on others.
Demonstration of moderate levels of
reliance on others.
Demonstration of high levels of reliance
on others.
The people that respondents relied upon
for protecting their computers.
Family members relied upon to protect
respondents’ computers.
Children were expected to protect
respondents’ computers.
Other family members were expected to
protect respondents’ computers.
Parents were expected to protect
respondents’ computers.
Husbands were expected to protect
respondents’ computers.
respondents’ computers.
Partners were expected to protect
respondents’ computers.
Friends were expected to protect
respondents’ computers.
Other people (not friends or family)
were expected to protect respondents’
computers.
Expectation that technology would
protect respondents’ computers without
additional steps.
Passwords were expected to protect
respondents’ computers.
respondents’ computers.
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responsible for ensuring that malware
was not hosted on their sites and would
not harm respondents’ computers.
Responsibility_Bank

Belief that banks are responsible
for preventing and remedying the
consequences of cybersecurity breaches

Responsibility_Business

Belief that businesses are responsible
for preventing and remedying the
consequences of cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that family members are
responsible for preventing and
remedying cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that respondents’ children
are responsible for preventing and
remedying cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that respondents’ parents
are responsible for preventing and
remedying cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that respondents’ husbands
are responsible for preventing and
remedying cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that respondents’ wives are
responsible for preventing and
remedying cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that respondent’s partners
are responsible for preventing and
remedying cybersecurity breaches.

Responsibility_Family

FamilyResp_Child

FamilyResp_Parent

FamilyResp_Husband

FamilyRep_Partner

Responsibility_Other

Responsibility_Personal

Responsibility_Telco
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is responsible for preventing and
remedying cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that the respondent is responsible
for preventing and remedying the
consequences of cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that telecommunications
companies are responsible for preventing
and remedying the consequences of
cybersecurity breaches.
Belief that website owners are
responsible for preventing and
remedying the consequences of
cybersecurity breaches that stem from
their sites.
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Belief that respondents’ employers
are responsible for preventing and
remedying the consequences of
cybersecurity breaches.
Behaviours that can be utilised in order
to safeguard an individual's computer.
children in the participant's household.
Discussing threats with children to make
them aware of the threats.
Keeping the PC in a public place in the
home so that parents can monitor what
Behaviours undertaken in order to
protect respondents' data.
Keeping physical copies (rather than
only electronic copies) of important
data.
Keeping a backup of important data

email.
Not opening attachments if the sender
is not known or if the attachment isn't
expected.
Not opening emails where something in
the sender or subject is perceived to be
suspicious by the recipient.
Not opening emails where the sender is
unknown to the recipient.
Other behaviours associated with
cybersecurity.
Regularly checking accounts or credit
cards that have been used or accessed
online in order to check for signs of
fraud.
unwanted cookies.
Checking downloads for Trojans prior to
installing anything.
Disconnecting from the internet when
not using the internet and only being
online when required.
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maintenance on the system including
backups, scans, etc.
Ensuring that all software being used is
up to date with any required patches or
updates.
General process of using safe
behaviours.
Looking for and only entering personal
data on sites that utilise Verisign.
protecting users' privacy
Being careful about where personal
information is stored and what personal
information is provided to websites.
Clearing any personal information from
websites before leaving them.
Considering what would happen if
the information being stored on the
computer were to be disclosed in
deciding what should actually be stored
on the computer.
Avoiding storing any personal
information on the computer including
personal documents.
association with using the internet and
general safeguard behaviours.
Knowing what is being downloaded
and ensuring that nothing additional is
downloaded.
Being aware of any signs that a website
may be malicious or likely to harm a
computer.
Not clicking links in emails, on
webpages, in chat programs, or
elsewhere in order to prevent being
redirect to a website that is unsafe.
Not clicking on popup windows.
services such as online bill payments or
online banking.
provided with on Google.
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General safeguards that can be used to
protect a user's internet security that do
not fall into the other categories.
limiting account types or limiting use
of accounts in order to safeguard a
computer.
on the computer's hard drive in order to
create a copy of some or all of the user's
data.
purchasing items online.
wireless networks used by the individual.
methods where possible (e.g. user name,
password, and authenticator code from
an app).

use regularly
Not writing their passwords down where
others can see them.
Actual use of long passwords whether or
not they are required by the site that the
password is for.
sites by users.
code in order to ensure that if someone
comes across it they cannot utilise it.

individual's computer.
individual's computer.
individual's computer.
individual's computer.

computer.
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individual's computer in order to block
popups on webpages.
Respondents’ assessment about the
preventing threats and mitigating their
consequences.
The belief that the respondent’s
preventing cybersecurity breaches.
The belief that the respondent’s
safeguards provide a moderate level of
breaches
The belief that the respondent’s
preventing cybersecurity breaches.

protecting against cybersecurity threats.
Refers to the perception that software is
not a totally adequate solution and that
there are some shortcomings
ServicesUses
Online services that are used by

Bebo
Email programs such as Outlook, Mac
Mail, and Thunderbird.
Facebook
Games (including downloadable games
that have an online component, are
downloaded from the internet, or are
played in a browser).
Online banking at the respondent’s

Other social networking sites aside from
LinkedIn, etc)
Twitter
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program but are instead accessed
via a browser either by choice or as
a requirement (e.g. Gmail, Yahoo,
Hotmail).
to software.
Academic uses such as research and
writing.
General browsing of websites for
information, leisure, etc.
with other people (these individuals may
be known to the respondent in real life
or online only).
communication with people online.
Listening to music online, typically via a
streaming service.
Reading personal and corporate blogs
Researching information whether it is
for personal or academic uses. The goal
is to get an answer to a question that the
respondent has.
Purchasing goods and services online.
Although not an online activity, using
by entering information from paper
statements into a spreadsheet that is
stored on the computer.
hotels, cars, events, etc.)
The computer is not shared with anyone
else in the house.
The computer is shared with other
family members in the house (including
children).
The computer is shared only with the
respondent’s spouse or partner.
The computer is shared with other
people outside of the respondent’s
family).
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TechBackground

TechBack_No

TechBack_Yes

background either through work or
study
Respondents who do not have a
technical background through either
work or study.
Respondents who have a technical
background through either work or
study.

TechConf_No
their computer skills.
TechConf_Yes
computer skills.
using a computer.
Examples of a respondent
demonstrating little to no technical
skills associated with the use of their
computer.
Examples of a respondent
demonstrating high levels of technical
skills associated with the use of their
computer.
Threats
Threat_ContentThreats
ContentThreat_Pornography

ContentThreat_RestrictedContent

Threat_EmailThreats
EmailThreat_Fraud

EmailThreat_Phishing
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Threats where the threat comes from
Perceived threats and consequences
associated with viewing pornography
online.
Perceived threats and consequences
associated with viewing content that is
inappropriate for certain ages, illegal,
etc.
Threats that are contained in email
Emails that are sent fraudulently (e.g. a
person posing as another person, or a
person posing as you sending emails)
Emails that are sent posing as an
organisation (or person) in order to
obtain money or account information.
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Threat_MalwareThreats
MalwareThreat_Malware

MalwareThreat_Trojan

MalwareThreat_Virus

Mass emails that are sent without the
respondent having requested the email.
Threats that are part of malicious
software
Malware (very general use of the term).
that gathers information about a person
without their knowledge and sends it to
a third party. This may include online
behaviours, passwords, user names, etc.).
Trojan Horses (a type of malware where
the user is lead to believe that a program
is meant to do one thing when in reality
it also does something malicious).
Viruses (a type of malware that requires
another program for it to work).
require another program for it to work).

Threat_OtherThreats

that users mentioned in the context of
cybersecurity.
Credit card fraud that does not
necessarily have to take place online
Any private data being made public,
though not necessarily through a typical
cybersecurity context.
Information being made public or
sensitive information being stolen due to
a stolen device.
Other threats to respondents’
cybersecurity.
Communications that are made
suggesting that a large amount of money
will be deposited in the recipient’s
bank account if they cooperate with
the sender who is purported to be
working on behalf of a prominent
referred to as Nigerian Prince scams, the
purported source of the money may be
General scams (without specifying how
they are distributed) that respondents
need to be concerned about online.
The threat source is a web page.
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Cookies are placed on a user's system
that are not from the site(s) that the user
visited.

non-malicious pages and that often copy
non-malicious pages in order to get
users to enter personal information on
them (e.g. fake banking pages).
is visited (the popups that are being
referred to here are unwanted popups,
such as advertising, that are not the
result of an individual intentionally
clicking something that should generate
a new window).
Respondents' beliefs of where threats
come from.
Threat was caused by an accident.

Belief that synchronous online
chatrooms are a source of online threats.
Belief that downloads of software,
music, and videos can contain
cybersecurity threats.
Malicious software disguised as
electronic cards.
Threats being caused by expired security
software not catching the threats.

link to other sites that are malicious.
Threats of private information being
disclosed because a website is not
secured.
Perception that social networking
can be a source of online threats
through disclosure of information or
downloading of malicious software.
Belief that staying logged on to a
website can be a threat (e.g. frapeing)
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Trust_Trusted
Trust_DirectLinks
Trust_Google
Trust_OnlineInfo
Trust_People

Trust_InherentTrust

Trust_Distrusted
Distrust_GoogleLinks
Motive_AvoidDataLoss

Motive_AvoidVulnerability

Motive_AvoidTimeConseq

Motive_BusRequirement

Motive_GeneralProtect

Motive_MitigateRisks

People and things that respondents
consider to be trustworthy.
Links that are provided directly from a
website to another part of a website.
Links from Google are trustworthy.
Information that has been found online.
People that respondents interact with
people on social networks, etc.).
Certain websites are considered to be
inherently trustworthy because of their
nature and reputation.
People or things that respondents
consider to be untrustworthy.
Links from Google are untrustworthy.
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is to avoid data loss from
happening.
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is to avoid feeling vulnerable
to the consequences of cybersecurity
breaches.
The reason for engaging in the
indicated safeguards is to avoid losing
time associated with remedying the
consequences of a cybersecurity breach
(e.g. restoring from backup, installing
new software, etc).
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards it because it is a requirement
associated with the respondent’s job that
they act in a certain way or maintain
a certain level of security on their
personal computers.
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is so that the person feels that
they have a general level of protection.
The reason for engaging in the indicated
risks (vague).
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Motive_FreeTrial

Motive_PreventBadBeh

Motive_PriorExp

Motive_ProtectKids

The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is because a free trial of
on the respondents during the trial stage.
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is to prevent bad behaviours
of other people using the computer
from impacting on the respondent.
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is because of the past
experience that the respondent had with
a cybersecurity breach (can be positive
or negative).
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is to protect the respondent’s
The reason for engaging in the indicated
safeguards is because the respondent
has put themselves in the shoes of a
malicious user and wants to take the
steps they believe will protect against
how they see the malicious user acting.

Value_Data

DataValue_Low

DataValue_Mod

DataValue_High

Respondents’ self-assessed perceptions
of how valuable the data contained on
their computer was.
Perception that the data contained on
the respondent’s computer was of low
value.
Perception that the data contained
on the respondent’s computer was of
moderate value. This meant that some
information was considered valuable
while other information was not.
Perception that the data contained on
the respondent’s computer was of high
value.

Value_Criteria
what made data more or less valuable.
ValueCrit_Content
ValueContent_Photos
ValueContent_Videos
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by a cybersecurity breach.
Personal photos are considered as a
valuable type of data.
Personal videos are considered as a
valuable type of data.
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ValueContent_Purchases

ValueContent_Comm

Purchased music and videos are
considered as a valuable type of data.
Documents created for work or school
are considered as a valuable type of
data.
Communications between individuals
are considered as a valuable type of
data.

ValueCrit_Replace
easily replaced either through a backup
or through other means.
The way that the computer is used and
the relationship to the value of data
stored on it.
Belief by the user that through the
course of their work, they become more
aware of the threats that they may be
faced with (however, the awareness is not
required as part of their work).
Belief by the user that through the
course of their work they become more
knowledgeable about how threats work.
Belief by the user that they are more
aware of security at home because they
are required to be aware of it at work.
Belief by the user that they are more
aware of security at home because of
the job sector that they work in.
Belief that the user's workplace is better
at protecting a work computer than
the user is at protecting their home
computerRefers to the impact of work
requiring security on their employee's
home computer, even for personal
browsing.
Impact of work requiring security on
their employee's home computer, even
for personal browsing.
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Work exp
seems to
increase
awareness

Mind map of initial relationships between codes

Work
Experience

Depending on
perception may
increase /
decrease
practice

If low,
perceptions of
mal users may
be off base more

Perceptions
of Malicious
Users

Perceived
Data Value

Computer
Sharing

Knowledge
Skill

AWARENESS

Background

Prior
Experience
If low, more
confusion
of what is
threat

Trustworthiness
Evaluation

Perceptions of
Consequences
vs Threats
If low, reliance on
others is higher
and likelihood of
taking resp.
lower

Reliance

MOTIVATIONS
FOR
PRACTICES

Trust

Luck

Responsibility
High reliance on
others seems to
indicate lower
perceptions of
responsibility

Accidents

Accidents seem to
indicate a lower level of
awareness because the
person doesn't know /
understand that they did
something wrong

Low levels of
responsibility seem
to make it more
likely that a person
might blame it on
an accident

Figure A-1 Mind map of initial relationships between codes from focus groups and
individual interviews
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Information Sheet

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
TE KURA TIAKI, WHAKAWHITI K RERO

LEVEL 5, RUTHERFORD HOUSE, PIPITEA CAMPUS, 23 LAMBTON QUAY, WELLINGTON
PO Box 600, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
Phone + 64-4-463 5103 Fax +64-4-463 5446 Email sim@vuw.ac.nz Website www.victoria.ac.nz/sim

Project Title:

Researcher:

Research Goals
awareness of cybersecurity threats and safeguards; (2) identify home user
cybersecurity practices; and (3) determine how user awareness of threats and
goals, it will increase the amount of knowledge that we have about what users
do to protect themselves online and why they engage in various cybersecurity
behaviours. In the future this knowledge may help to develop better internet
security software and improve the way that we teach people how to behave
approval to be obtained.
Focus Group Sessions
My research will consist of two parts: (1) focus groups and (2) interviews. In the
place in the latter part of 2009. In 2010 I will be conducting individual interviews
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SCHOOL OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
TE KURA TIAKI, WHAKAWHITI K RERO

LEVEL 5, RUTHERFORD HOUSE, PIPITEA CAMPUS, 23 LAMBTON QUAY, WELLINGTON
PO Box 600, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
Phone + 64-4-463 5103 Fax +64-4-463 5446 Email sim@vuw.ac.nz Website www.victoria.ac.nz/sim

I am currently seeking participants for a focus group. I am looking for individuals
who use a computer with an internet connection at home and who primarily
use this computer for personal use. In this research, a computer is considered
for personal use if: (1) the majority of the tasks that you do on the computer are
related to personal rather than work activities and (2) the computer is owned and
controlled by you or a member of your family rather than by your employer.
If you choose to participate in this research, you will be part of a group along

may be useful during the data analysis phase.
Individual Interviews

of the focus groups.
I am currently seeking participants for individual interviews who use a computer
with an internet connection at home and who primarily use this computer for
personal use. In this research, a computer is considered for personal use if: (1) the
majority of the tasks that you do on the computer are related to personal rather
than work activities and (2) the computer is owned and controlled by you or a
member of your family rather than by your employer.
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SCHOOL OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
TE KURA TIAKI, WHAKAWHITI K RERO

LEVEL 5, RUTHERFORD HOUSE, PIPITEA CAMPUS, 23 LAMBTON QUAY, WELLINGTON
PO Box 600, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
Phone + 64-4-463 5103 Fax +64-4-463 5446 Email sim@vuw.ac.nz Website www.victoria.ac.nz/sim

If you choose to participate in this research, you will have the opportunity to

audio recorder and transcribed by me. After the interview has been transcribed,

or in a way where individuals and their associated groups will not be able to be
of the focus group it is essential that the discussions that take place during the

and will only be seen by me, and my supervisors, Dr. Dan Dorner and Dr. Val
Hooper. The thesis will be submitted for marking to the School of Information
repository. It is also intended that one or more articles using the data will be
submitted for publication in scholarly journals. All raw data from the focus
the end of the project.

Because of the group discussions that take place in focus groups, you may only
withdraw from participating prior to the start of the focus group session.
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SCHOOL OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
TE KURA TIAKI, WHAKAWHITI K RERO

LEVEL 5, RUTHERFORD HOUSE, PIPITEA CAMPUS, 23 LAMBTON QUAY, WELLINGTON
PO Box 600, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
Phone + 64-4-463 5103 Fax +64-4-463 5446 Email sim@vuw.ac.nz Website www.victoria.ac.nz/sim

Contact
A summary of the focus group results will be available after the data from all of
the focus groups have been analysed. If you wish to receive this summary, please
indicate so on the consent form and provide an email address where it can be
sent.
If you have any questions or would like further information about the project,
please contact me or one of my supervisors:

overview of the main topics we will discuss during the focus group. If you agree
to participate in the focus group, carefully read the consent form before signing
it and returning it to me along with the completed contact details form in the
stamped envelope provided. I will be in touch again to verify a suitable time for
the focus group session.
Thank you,
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Consent Form

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
TE KURA TIAKI, WHAKAWHITI K RERO

LEVEL 5, RUTHERFORD HOUSE, PIPITEA CAMPUS, 23 LAMBTON QUAY, WELLINGTON
PO Box 600, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
Phone + 64-4-463 5103 Fax +64-4-463 5446 Email sim@vuw.ac.nz Website www.victoria.ac.nz/sim

and objectives of this research project. I have understood that information

form.

group session.[focus gorups only]
the purposes stated in the information sheet and will not be released to
others without my written consent.
obtained will be destroyed after 3 years after the completion of the
project.
all focus groups have been completed [focus groups only].

checking [individual interviews only].

group before the session starts [focus groups only].
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Explanation of ranking used in the coding process

threat awareness,
safeguard awareness,
knowledge,
trust,
reliance,
prior experience, and
security orientation

features, the categories of low-moderate and moderate-high were used to explain the
collective group of respondents where some had slightly lower or higher levels of the factors
presenting a cohesive group of individuals based on their features.
For certain factors (threat awareness, safeguard awareness, knowledge, and perceived
responses. In some cases, respondents indicated that they were “slightly above average” or
“slightly below average.” Responses where individuals explained that they were “slightly
above average” or made other similar comments were rated as “moderate to high,” while
“slightly below average” and similar comments were rated as “low to moderate.”
In order to provide a greater explanation of how the codes were assigned (low,
moderate, high) for the remaining factors, the process for assigning the codes to reliance
will be explained in greater detail. Reliance, prior experience, and security orientation were
the main factors where respondents did not explicitly indicate high or low levels.
Although initial comments about responsibility suggested that respondents felt
responsible for their own security, further discussions showed that these feelings of
responsibility were not always genuine. As a result, assigning ranks of low, moderate,
and high to respondents comments about their reliance on others required additional
interpretation to assign these values.
Comments associated with low levels of reliance typically included comments about
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that might not update for 15 or 20 days when you should
be updating all the time.

around me are less aware of the security threats as I do, as
I am.
In each of these cases, the respondents comments indicated a level of uncertainty associated
with security that they was attached to relying on someone or something else to keep them
protected from threats. Therefore, in order to eliminate their uncertainty, they expressed
that they did not want to rely on other people to help keep their computers safe online. As
a result, one of the key things that was associated with low levels of reliance was a desire
to avoid the uncertainty that other people could introduce if the respondent looked outside
of their own knowledge and skills to protect themselves.
High levels of reliance were typically associated with comments about a lack of
knowledge and awareness about threats and safeguards, but an understanding about the
reliance could be present. The highest levels of reliance were associated with respondents
who did not actively take any security steps themselves. Instead, they often relied on
someone else, usually a family member, to take case of their computer security for them.

I have a husband who is a network engineer who looks
after the things like making sure we’ve got antivirus
software installed and that it’s sort of automatically
updating itself
I don’t know how to do that protection, but I would be
aware that you need to.

In these cases, there was an awareness of the need for security, but a typically a lack of
understanding about how to carry those behaviours out. As a result, respondents with
higher levels of reliance typically depended on someone that they believed had much
higher levels of skills than they did. In many cases, respondents with high levels of reliance
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were clear that they expected someone else to carry out the necessary steps to protect their
home computer because they did not believe that they could do these steps themselves.
Moderate levels of reliance were associated with comments about the steps that
the respondents took themselves along with indications that they placed some level of
breaches. One example of this is respondents who took steps to protect themselves (such
to remedy issues if they were to occur. For example, the below comments were made by
people who took steps to proactively protect their security, but who would expect someone

relying on them to keep my machine clean and free of
viruses. And if it does get infected, clean it.

something did occur, credit card companies will reimburse

In these comments there was a common belief that a company would remedy the
consequences of a breach. However, these respondents still ensured that they maintained
was as simple as installing protective software. Another example of more moderate levels
of reliance is when respondents took steps to protect themselves, but expected a family

knowledgeable, and I know he is. And then I would
probably go and look on the internet.
I’d probably check with our, with one of my kids, with the
one, I’d expect he’d have a little more knowledge or say
“oh, mom, don’t worry it”
In both cases, the respondents relied on someone else in the family to provide them with
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there was a greater reliance on other people rather than proactively seeking the information
out themselves. In the second situation, the respondent also relied on her child to evaluate
something that she believed had gone wrong. However, because these respondents took
basic steps to protect themselves, they could not be considered to have high levels of reliance
in all areas of security. Typically comments associated with moderate levels of reliance were
focused on an area where the respondent considered themselves to be lacking. For example,
not having enough knowledge to keep up with the threats meant that respondents relied

that had gotten past the security measures that the individual had taken.
Ranks of low to moderate and moderate to high were used to reconcile where
respondents comments had features of multiple ranks. For example, a respondent who took
steps to protect their computer and was happy with the steps they took, but who would
seek someone out only if something “went wrong” would be considered to have low to
moderate levels of reliance. In contrast, respondents who took basic protective steps but
problems would be considered to have moderate to high levels of reliance.
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